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Abstract

The community of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 is located approximately 160 km east of
Winnipeg at the Manitobdûntario border. The comunity was once reliant on the walleye Gshery,
which accouflfed for the main economic resource base of the communityty The closure of the
fishery in the early 1980's has since Ieft the Fint Nation striviDg to regain a new economic
resource base.
Under the present lonn of the Indan Act. the cornmunity of S h d Lake First Nation No.40 is
unable to manage their resem h d s and resources as they wodd prefer. Currently the jurisdicfion
to manage reserve lands and resources is heId by the Governrnent of Canada through Indian and
Northem Affairs Canada. S h d Lake First Nation No.40 is seeking to gain the authority to
manage and develop their lands and resources in a manner that would facilitate employment, other
econornic gains, and sustainability for the fiiture.
With the Iand and resource needs of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 in mind, the primary purpose
of this study was to identify a b i b l e land and resource management alternative to the present
Indion Act and to design a strategy for irnplementation at Shoal Lake First Nation No.40. As a
result, both the proposed uidian Act Optional Modification Act (IAOMA), and tbe Framework
Agreement on First Nation Land Management (FAFNLM) were analyzed and compared in order to
deâennine the feasibiw of implementing either or both alternatives at the Shoal M e First Nation
No.40 reserve.

Specific objectives of the study included: descnbing the present land and natural resources
management r&me at Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 under the existing Indian Act; i d e n m g
and examining the feasibility of implementing alternative land and resources management regimes
(IAOMA and the Framework Agreement on First Nation Land Management) at Shoal Lake First
Nation No.40; highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of the land and resource management
aspects of each regime; and M y developing a strate= for improving land and resources
management at Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 through the development of an alternative land
management model.
Findings revealed a limitesi ability of the FKst Nation to manage and develop on reserve resources
resulting from a lack of authontative power. With the ne& of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 Ui
mincl, the Framework Agreement on First Nation Land Managanent was identifid as being the
most feasible and beneficial altemative Iand and resource management regime for the First Nation
to p m e . Strengths of the Framework Agreement on First Nation Land Management iacluded the
fâct that the Frarnework Agreement was designed by First Nation people, and has been weii
r h v d by those First Nations currently involved in it- Most importantly, the Framework
Agreement can give a First Nation fuliauthority to manage, develop, conserve, and pro- resewe
lands and land relafed resources. Whiie IAOMA had applicabiIity to areas beyond resotuces
management, the Minisier and Governor in C o d remained in the ultimate position of authority.
The alternative land management model that was developed identifid ways in which each
individual resource sector cwld benefit h m the authoritative powers achievable under the
Framework Agreanmt. 'Ihe model was created with the present management regime in mind, as
weU as the problerns and constraints tied to it.
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INTRODUCTION

In t e m of natural resources management, the restrictions and limitations that are
currently experienced by the Shoal Lake First Nation No. 40 (SLFN No. 40) under the

Indiun Act have been dissatisfying and problematic. In an attempt to improve their
position and advance fixrther towards their ultimate goal of self-government, SLFN No.
40 has decided to look beyond the Indian Act, for a more appropriate means by which to

manage their lands and resources. Both the Indian Act Optional Modification Act
(IAOMA) and the FAFNLM offer oppominities to improve the land and natural
resources management regime currently in place on the reserve.

A strategy for

implementing these options at SLFN No. 40 needs to be considered as it could prove to
be an essential component of the enhancement of the present land and resources
management regime on-reserve.

1.1 BACKGROUND

1.1.1 Shod Lake (Manitoba/Ontario)
Shoal Lake is divided by the ManitobdOntario provincial border. and is located 160 km
southeast of Winnipeg at approximately 9S0 west longitude and 4g030' north latitude.
While the majority of the 286 Imi? lake lies within Ontario, a large portion of both Indian
and Snowshoe Bays are contained within Manitoba's borders (Figure 1). The Shoal Lake

basin comprises an area of 1003 km2.
Situated within the basin are seven parcels of First Nation-reserve land, of which two
contain sëttlements. SLFN No. 40 is included in one of these settlements. SLFN No. 40

residents reside on both 1-R40,which has been provided for their exclusive use, as well

as on 1.R34B2in Ontario, which is a shared reserve provided for the joint use of both

SLFN No. 40 and Iskatewizaagegan No.39 Independent First Nation. The majority of
residents reside on the much Iarger LR40.

As part of the watershed of the Lake of the Woods, a large lake which extends into
Minnesota, U.S.A., Shoal Lake is not only part of an inter-provincial body of water, but

an international body as well (Hutchison a, 1995; Waterworks, Waste and Disposd
Department, 1991;Neskar, 1986).

The Shoal Lake watershed area is a resource rich, yet fragile environment that contains
vast water resources, wildlife, fish, trees, and minerals. Past and present aboriginal
resource uses in the area include hunting, trapping, fishing, cultivation of manomin (wild
rice), and forestry (Neskar, 1986). While these traditional resource uses continue to exist,
more recent activities in the area have grown to include mining, water removal and usage
for domestic use, and hydro-electnc power. Since 1919, water from Shoal Lake's Indian

Bay has provided the City of Winnipeg with a quality drinking water supply
(Watenvorks, Waste and Disposa1 Department, 1991; Neskar, 1986). Tourism and
recreation have also joined the list of more recent resource uses within the Shoal Lake
basin The diversity of resources, natural beauty of the area, and multitude of uses have
subsequently drawn a large and varied number of resource users (stakeholders). The
large number of stakeholders, the presence of reserve land within the basin, and the interprovincial nature of Shoal Lake fiequently create complications and junsdict ional
complexities when it cornes to planning and decision-making (Hutchison a, 1995;
Neskar, 1986).

1.1.2 Land & Resources Management Under the Indian Act
Currently, First Nations are govemed according to the legislation contained within the

Indicm Act, wfiich dates back to 1876, when it was first enacted (Haugh, 1994: 98).

Although the Ihdian Act of today has gone through changes over the years it remains in

many ways outdated and patronizing (Myers et al., 1997; IAOMA Summary, 1996). As

Fira Nations of today grow, change, and strive for independence, the limitations and
unwarranted restrictions found under the present form of the Indian Act, become more

and more apparent.
First Nations of today want to fulfill their inherent right to self-government and obtain the
ability to control their own land and resources and make their own management
decisions. Currently, however, the authority over First Nation lands and resources
raides within Indian and Northem Mairs Canada (INAC).
While some First Nation's have taken on sorne authority over their lands (section 53 and
60 of the Indian Act), this authority is delegated by the Govenunent of Canada. The

amount of authority delegated is up to the discretion of the Minister and Governor In
Council (GIC). As well, the authority is subject to removal. In actuality, First Nations
operating under sections 53 and 60, are really just doing the job of Indian Affairs, which
is still ultimately the controlling body.

Frustration over the authority to manage lands and resources in recent years led to the
formulation of two separate pieces of legislation. The first piece of legislation was the

proposed Indian Act Optional Modification Act (IAOMA), also hown as Bill C-79,
which was "An Act to permit certain modifications in the application of the Indm Act to
bands that desire them" (Bill C-79,1996). IAOMA was designed to improve upon the
present fom of the Indian Act by removing unnecessary, outdated, paternalistic
provisions, and by adding new provisions that lead to increased First Nation management
power in a number of areas, as well as improving the efficiency of day-to-day band
business (Government of Canada, 1997; Myers et al., 1997; IAOMA Summary, 1996;

IAOMA Summary of the Bill, 1996). LAOMA was created by Rondd Invin, the former
INAC Minister, to be open to al1 First Nations across Canada wishing to opt into it.

The second piece of legislation is the First Nation Land Management Act, also known as
Bill C-75. This Iegislation serves to rai@ the Fnunework Agreement on First Nation

Land Management (FAFNLM). The FAFNLM was designed by First Nations for First
Nations. The Agreement allows for signatory First Nations to gain complete authonty to
control and manage reserve lands and resources independent of INAC.
Increasd management power gained as a result of implementing either IAOMA or the

Framework Agreement may change the way natural resources and lands are currently
managed on the reserve.

Extended control could allow for easier development of

resources, possibly leading to greater economic gains.

1.2 ISSUE STATEMENT

The reserve lands and natural resources contained within it are essential for the livelihood
of the people of SLFN No. 40. Under the present Indirm Act, the First Nation
experiences limited management powers and control over its reserve lands and natural
resources. Implementation of an alternative land and resources management regime
could provide SLFN No. 40 with more power to control the management and

development of lands and nahual resources and possibly provide the oppominity to
establish a greater economic resource base. By gaining more control over lands and
resources, the First Nation may also be brought closer to its ultimate goal of selfgovemment.

1.3 PURPOSE

The primary purpose of this study is to identify a feasible land and resource management
alternative to the present Indian Act and design a strategy for its implementation at SLFN

No. 40 through an assessrnent of IAOMA and the FAFNLM.

1.4 OBJECTIVES

The following objectives were designed to guide the study:

To describe the present land and natural resources management regime on the
SLFN No. 40 reserve under the existing Indm Act.
To identifjr and examine the feasibility of implementing alternative land and
resources management regimes (IAOMA and the FAFNLM) on the S L M No. 40
reserve.

To highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the land and resource management
aspects of each regime.

To develop a strategy for improving land and resources management at Shoal

Lake First Nation No. 40 reserve through the development of an alternative land
management model.

1.5 METHODS

The research rnethods that were utilized in order to meet the objectives of this study
included a review of related literature and legislation, consultations, as well as selected
interviews.

1.5.1 EUsting Natural Resources Regirne

Determination of the present land and natural resources management regime at SLFN No.
40, as it exists under the present form of the Indm Act, required a thorough investigation

of the Indm Act.

Within the Indian Act, the various regulations and limitations

applicable to the specific areas of reserve lands and natural resowces were identified.

The Indian Act was used to distinguish which lands and resources activities are and are
not legally pemnissible. As well, the 1ndi'u.n Act was used to determine the level of

authority that SLFN No. 40 is able to legally exercise in these areas. The m e n t power

of the Band Council in terms of by-law making and enforcement, resource harvesting,
use, and management was also identified.

Consultation with Chief and Council of SLFN No. 40, as weli as interviews, led to the
identification of problems, concems, and issues that the First Nation faces as a result of
the legislative confines experienced under the Indim Act. How these constraints limited
the Fust Nation's ability to manage lands and natural resources, and engage in economic
development was investigated.
Not al1 Fust Nations strictly adhere to al1 of the provisions found within the Indm Act.

It was therefore necessary to cornmunicate with S L M No. 40 Chief and Council in order

to detenine how closely the Indm Act is adhered to, what provisions are not followed,
or are dealt with in other ways or perhaps covered under different legislation or
agreements.
Interviews and consultations with Chief and Council at SLFN No. 40 were essential for

this portion of the study in order to obtain an aboriginal (First Nation Goveniment)
perspective on the Indian Act and ifs relation to on-reserve natural resources

management. As well, since the SLFN No. 40 people m u t live according to the d e s of
the Indun Act, Chief and Council were able to descnbe how it has affecteci the

community's ability to utilize, develop and manage its reserve lands and the n a d
resources found within.

Due to the ecological Wlity of the Shoal Lake region, and the concem over water
quality, resource development proposais prepared by S L M No. 40 have often been

tumed down. SLFN No. 40 is also a signatory to two agreements, one of which ;iffecf~

resources management and development on-reserve. The conditions found within these
agreements are of significance in determining what changes and developments can and
cannot be undertaken on-reserve.

The first agreement is actually a two part agreement. The first part is an agreement
between SLFN No. 40, the City of Winnipeg, and the Province of Manitoba (The
Tripartite Agreement). The second part was an agreement between SLFN No. 40 and the
Government of Canada and was a provisionary requirement of the first part of the
agreement (Hutchison a, 1995). The second part of the agreement has expired, leaving
only the first part remaining effective. Both parts of the agreement were designed to
protect the quality of the water resources found within Shoal Lake.
The second agreement that the SLFN No. 40 is a part- to is the Shoal Lake Watershed

Agreement. This agreement is held between five Shoal Lake First Nations holding
reserve land within the Shoal Lake area and several Ontario Ministries. The Agreement

was established in order to develop a watershed CO-managementpian that included the
involvement of the province of Manitoba, and the Govemment of Canada. This
agreement is, however, essentially non-fûnctioning, and does not directly involve the
management of reserve lands. It is the Tripartite Agreement which fùrther restncts the
ability of SLFN No. 40 to manage, utilize, and develop their reserve lands and naturai
resources.
It was necessary to examine the agreements, as well as to consult with Chief and Council

in order to see how the agreements have affected the First Nation. The extent of the
restrictions could then be determined and areas where the First Nation could possibly
make beneficial management changes could be identified. How these agreements codd
potentially be affected by legislative changes, Le. those resulting fiom opting into
IAOMA, or the FAFNLM were of significance and exarnined.
Questions were developed, and two separate formai interview based suweys were created

and conducted on Chief and Council (see appendices 1 and II). The fïrst survey contained

questions regarding general background information on the community, the people, and
current issues. This survey was necessary as it provided relevant information that was

utilized in the description of the SLFN No. 40 community included within Chapter Two.
The second SuNey was designed to cover reserve land and resource management and
related issues. This lengthy and detailed survey was designed to ensure that al1 resource

sectors, as well as the issues mentioned in the preceding paragraphs were adequately
addressed. The resource s w e y proved essentid to the making of Chapter Three, which
provides a detailed description of the present natural resources management regime at

SLFN No. 40.
Lawyers were consulted to aid in the understanding of the Indian Act and how it pertains
to lands and natural resources. Lawyers also aided in the clarification of the legalities
surrounding the Indian Act, the Shoal Lake agreements IAOMq and the Framework

Agreement.

Legal experts proved to be important in identiQing SLFN No. 40's

capabilities under present legislative controls, as well as identifying capabilities and
changes to the management and development of reserve lands and resources made
possible through the implementation of an alternative regime.
Study of the legislation, related literahire, and information received through personal

communications provided the information required to meet the fist objective of this
study which was to describe the present natural resources management regime at SLFN

No. 40 under the existing Indm Act.

1.5.2 Indian Acf Alternatives

Once the curent natural resources management regime under the present Ih&un Act was
detennined, the feasibility of implementing IAOMA and The FAFNLM was exarnined
and detennined. A close examination of the two alternatives was conducted.
Consultation with Chief and Council led to the identification of land and resource use
problems as well as changes that they would like to see occur through the implementation

of an alternative regime.

Study of the IAOMA legislation, and comparison with the Indicm Act led to the
identification of the differences between the two pieces of legislation. The legislative
changes involved in the adoption of the IAOM& and how the implementation of these
changes could alter the control and management of SLFN No. 40's lands and natural
resources was determined through an assessment of the IAOMA This assessment was
h e d out through a detailed analysis of the proposed legislation, an examination of
critiques and related literature, as well as interviews and consultations with Chief and
Councii, INAC representatives, lawyers and other experts.

The FAFNLM and ratifying legislation, the First Nation Land Management Act, were
assessed and compareci to the land and resources management capabilities under the

Indian Act.

Related literature, information provided through i n t e ~ e w
s with those

involved in the creation of the Agreement and First Nation Signatories of the Agreement,
lawyers and other experts, were utilized in the assessment of the Framework Agreement.
How the Agreement could be utilized to benefit SLFN No. 40 was identified throughout

this investigation. A formal interview was conducted with three Fust Nation Land
Managers involved in the FAFNLM (appendix m). The questions contained in the
interview were designed to identify strengths and weaknesses, as well as potential
benefts and problems that SLFN No. 40 could face.
After an investigation into each alternative land and resource management regime was
completed, a comparison between IAOMA and the FAFNLM was conducted in order to
establish which of the two alternatives was the most feasible and beneficial for SLFN No.
40.

Lawyers and other experts were consulted in order to determine what changes to the
present land and natural resources management regime would be legally permissible
under lAOMA and the Framework Agreement. Advice on the feasibility of certain

changes, recornmendations as to how to go about best implementing change, and advice

as to problems that could potentially arise and situations to avoid was also sought.

The variety of identified sources provided information on what changes the LAOMA and
the FAFNLM could allow for, what changes the First Nation would like made regarding
the management of theû lands and naturai resources, as well as the feasibility of those

changes. Identification of the best and most feasible alternatives resulted.
In some cases the consultations and interviews that were conducted with the First Nation

Chief and Council, officiais fkom govermnental departments, lawyers, and other experts
took the form of open-ended discussions. In other instances more forma1 questionnaird
surveys were used.
Analysis of the legislative alternatives led to the identification of strengths, weaknesses
and problems inherent within IAOMA and the Frarnework Agreement. The identified
sources allowed for the inclusion of perspectives from First Nations, government,
lawyers, and other experts who have knowledge in the area of the Indim? Act, IAOMA,
The FAFNLM, First Nations law, and land and naturd resources management. The

objective of conduchg a thorough investigation of the identified land and resources
management alternatives guided the investigation.

1.5.3 Development of an Alternative Land & Natural Resources Management
Strategy.

Once the best and most feasible of the two identified land and resource management
alternatives was identified, a strategy was developed for its implementation at SLFN No.
40 which wodd best incorporate the needs and wants of the First Nation.

Development of the saategy required knowledge of the present Indm Act, awareness

and consideration of unique circumstances faced by the First Nation (such as the shared
nature of IK34B2,water quality issues, the Snowshoe Bay Developrnent issue, and the
issue of r d access, al1 of which are discussed later in the practicum) as well as an
understanding of existing third party agreements and outstanding legal issues. Again,

related literature, interviews and consultations were utilized throughout strategy
development.

In tems of land and resources management, the needs and wants of SLFN No. 40
members were carefu!ly addressed and worked into the implementation strategy in such a
way as to potentiadly provide the First Nation with the greatest benefits possible.

1.6 SCOPE

This study includes the andysis of two potential alternatives to the present land and

natural resources regime at the SLFN No. 40 resente. Both the proposed IAOMA
tegislation and the FAFNLM were analyzed in terms of feasibility and suitability to the
community of SLFN No. 40. Aspects of the alternatives not related to natural resources

were not included within this study. Although this study is directed towards the
implementation of an alternative land and management regime at SLFN No. 40, much of

the information provided can be used as a guide to determine how other First Nations
may be similarly affected.

This practicum has been divided into six chapters. The first chapter introduces and
outlines the study, and includes background information, a description of the study's
purpose and objectives, as well as the methods that were used in order to achieve those
objectives. The second chapter consists of a review of related literature pertinent to the

study, which includes the history of the region and its original inhabitants, the importance
of land and resources to the people, as well as a description of the Shoal Lake First

Nation 40 community of today. Chapter Three provides a description of the present state

of land and resource management at the SLFN No. 40 reserve. Chapter four takes an in-

depth look into and compares both the proposed IAOMA and the FAFNLM resource
management models. Chapter Five contains the strategy for implementing the best
alternative identifid from Chapter Four (the FAFNLM). Chapter Six, the final chapter
of the study, contains conclusions and recornmendations. Appendices containing formal
surveys and relevant legislation have been included at the back of the document.

OVERVIEW OF THE SHOAL LAKE REGION

North Amena has long been home to indigenous civilizations. Current estimates reveal
that habitation by the first aboriginal people dates back to 40,000 years ago. Fmm this
time onward populations grew and flounshed. Best estimates indicate that in Canada, at
the time of fvst contact with Europeans, the aboriginal population consisted of 500,000
or more people. The aboriginals were organized, sophisticated people who lived off the
land and the many resources that it supplied (RoyaI Commission on Abonginal Peoples
(RCAP) a,1996).
Histoncally, the aboriginal peoples of Canada, like those of North America, generally
formed successful, organized and self-sustaining societies. Aboriginal people had unique
spiritual and culhird ties to the land and it's resources, of which they were dependent
upon for survival. Until rather recently, it was believed that abonginal civilizations had
little impact on the land around them and were not involved in large scale alterations to
landscape or resource distribution and rnake-up. It is now realized that indigenous
peoples had, as Lewis (1982: 3) describes, "a tremendous and decisive influence on
several aspects of [their] physical environment." Given this history, aboriginal peoples

could truiy be considered as the first and original managers of lands and resources in
North Amena. For example, abonginai peoples used fire to create and maintain specific
prairie and forest landscapes. Through buming, the aboriginals were able to create
habitat for wildlife, bemes, and many other plants and animals. Fire was also used to
create and maintain trails, as well as improve the conditions of settlement areas and
campsites (Lewis, 1982).

Growing, maintaining, and, haivesting of traditional

agricultural products such as wild rice (manomin) was practiced, as were huntingy
fishing, and trapping. Certain species were utilized for food, clothing, and tools, others

for medicinal purposes, while others still were considered more sacred, and killing these
creatures was considered a taboo (McMillan, 1995). Such beliefs and uses definitely
affécted population make-ups and distributions. For example, in some culhues where the
killing of beaver was a taboo, this would definitely impact on the water flows in the
region, and definitely be different f?om a culture who may have traditionally taken a lot

of beaver. From these examples, the fkct that cultural institutions played a significant
role in shaping the lives of abonginai people becomes apparent.
Aboriginal people could be very respectfùl of their land and resource base and were
spiritually tied to it. The aboriginals were organized, and efficient resource users taking

from the land in accordance with social and cultural noms. Sustainability is a term that
could be used to describe many abonginal resource use systems (Chapeskie, 1997; Fisher
q 1995).

V e ~ u m(1988: 295) describes aboriginal people as having the ability to

"[know] how to use natural resources to their fullest without depleting them" . Aboriginal
management practices of stewardship served to maintain and enhance the diversity of

natural resources. Their alteration of the landscape largely through £ire, for example
improved soi1 fertility and created suitable habitat for a multitude of animal and plant
species.

As Lewis (1996) has noted, aboriginal people did have significant affects on the
landscape and resources, however, not to the destructive and disruptive extent as the

European setuers through their culture of resource use. The differing impacts that
aboriginal and non-aboriginal societies have had on natural resources largely stems out of
two very different world views and management systems. The principle of equity to
resource access and distribution has led aboriginal societies to live sustainably through

fostering cwperaîive access to local resources. By contrast the more cornpetitive and
hierarchical nature of non-abonginal societies has led to the diminution of biological
diversity and ecosystem resilience resulting fiom attempts to maximize yields of a
narrower range of resources (Chapeskie, 1996).

Throughout Canada, the Indian peopIe were part of political systems through whicb
numerous societies or tribal nations govemed their affairs. Commercial alliances and
trade were aiso practiced by these First Nations. Forest trails were used for trade and
travel, as were nvers and other water bodies. Geographical features such as rivers and
lakes also served as boundaries between tribal nations @CAP a, 1996)

2.1 The Anishinaabe
At the time of European contact, the aboriginals of the Shoal Lake area, were of the
Salteaux Ojibway culture (Figure 2). The word Salteaux is a derivative nom the French
word Saulteurs, which translates as 'people of the rapids7. The rapids referred to are
those of Sault Ste. Marie, the area fiom which the original Salteaux Ojibway people are
said to have originated (McMillan, 1995). Many of the Ojibway people located in the
region around Lake Winnipeg in Manitoba, and Lake of the Woods in Ontario are of
Salteaux Ojibway origin (McMillan, 1995). While Ojibway is a correct term, and the
term used to describe the ancestry of the people in Figure 2, Fust Nation people prefer to
use the tenn Anishinaabe to describe their people.
The Anishinaabeg were the ancestors of the present day Shoal Lake First Nations people.

Living in proxirnity to abundant water resources, the Anishinaabe people were skilled
fishers and planters and harvesters of wild rice. The abundance of natural resources in
the area provided the people with al1 of the requirements needed for a healthy and

sustainable existence (Hutchison a, 1995).
The Anishinaabe people have been divided anthropologically and jurisdictionally in

Canadian law into 'bands', each of which was politically independent from the next.
Bands were connecteci by cornmon traditions and kinship. Each band had its own leader

as well as its own temtory (McMillan, 1995).

The society established by the

Anishinaabe people was divided into clans or grand families. Each clan was represented
by a totem or clan symbol. Such totems were symbolized by a particular animai, bird,

fish, or reptile, which was used to represent and signify a particular clan (McMillan,

Figure 2: Tribal Distribution of Aboriginal People in Canada at the Time of
Contact @CAP a, 1996)

1995).

The Anishinaabe traditional systerns of governance was very different fiom the

Chief and Council Band system that has been imposed on First Nations by INAC. Unlike
the colonial system of govemance that is hierarchical and serves to concentrate power in

the hands of a few people, traditional Anishinaabe systems of govemance were not
systems of 'cwmmanding leadership" (Fisher, 1996: 4).

Anishinaabe systems of

governance were more along the lines of partnerships, or as Fisher (1996: 5) has
described, as people getting along by working together by sharing their knowledge,
customs and spirîtuality.

Traditionally, al1 Anishinaabe people within a community

assumed similar levels of deference and respect toward each other. The imposition of the
Chief and Council system has in many cases served to reduce equality arnongst First
Nation rnembers. Quite ofien the people in govermnent accumulate wealth and decision-

making power, while the people over whom they govem are faced with poverty and an
inability to influence change (Boldt, 1993).
Traditionally the Anishinaabe Iifestyle was based on sustainable hunting and fishing, as
well as gardening and the collection, seeding, cultivation and harvesting of plants
including berry patches maple trees and manomin (RCAP c, 1996). The Anishinaabe
had specific spiritual ties to the land, and a unique relationship with the land and
resources.

Traditional customary and spiritual practices govemed the way the

Anishianaabe people utilized the land and resources (Fisher a, 1995; Fisher 6, 1995).
McMillan (1995) provides a detailed description on the traditional lifestyle led by the
Anishinaabe people.
Throughout history, aboriginal people had managed their lands and utilized the naîural
resources wntained within in accordance with their traditional, cultural and spiïitual
beliefs and practices. The traditional ways, resource uses, and ranges of the Anishinaabe

people dramatically changed with the corning of Europeans to Canada, and the
establishment of the fur trade in the 1600's. In the early 17th century, the Europeans

came to Canada in search of fur, especially thaî of beaver, which happened to be in vogue
in Europe at the tirne. Driven by the desire for European goods, the Indian people used

their hunting and trapping skills to obtain abundant amounts of furs. Furs were traded

with the Europeans for enticing goods such as cloth, beads, kitchenware, tobacco, tea,

sugar, lard, flour, and alcohol. These goods were used by the aboriginal people and in

many cases replaced the traditional native implements such as bone, hides, rock, and
wood. AIthough many of the goods helped to improve native lifestyles, the infiuence of
alcohol upon the Indian people had devastating effects and is well documented
(McMillan, 1995; Miller, 1991). Problems including dependency, addictions, and abuse
resulted (McMillan, 1995; Miller, 1991). While traditional abonginal hunting tools
became replaced with those of the Europeans, and a shift to a more European diet
resulted fiom European influence during the fur trade, traditional hunting practices, the
belief in stewardship over the lands and the spiritual ties that the Indian people had with
the land, have as Berkes (1989: 79) described, "survived colonialism'*. Chapeskie (1997)

has also noted that many Anishinaabe customs continue to "guide their iivelihood
activities on the land".
The traditional use of animais for food, clothing and tools, allowed for the existence of
healthy and abundant animal populations.

Under the pressures imposed by the

Europeans, over-harvesting occurred leading to the dernise of animal populations.
Berkes (1989) has described, wildlife/hunting resource systems, such as the system
exemplified by the Anishinaabe people, as cyclical and able to adapt and recover fiom
extemal disturbances such as the European fur trade. Berkes's (1989) work has shown
that not ody did animal populations show resiliency to colonial pressures, but traditional
abonginai hunting practices remained resilient as well, allowing for system recovery
following extemal pressures, whether natural or colonial in nature.

As the European demand for fbrs subsided, and the wildlife/hunting system began to
recover, a new demand arose. This time it was the demand for land, a necessary
requirement for the European settlernent of North America. Now the Indian people faced
displacement from their own lands.

2.2 Royal Proclamation, 1763

The Royal Proclamation of 1763 was made in an attempt to alleviate rnounting tensions
between aboriginals and Europeans, as well as to strengthen the relationship between the
Indians and the British Crown. The Royal Proclamation of 1763 as described by the
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (a 1996: 260) was, "a public proclamation
confirming the nature, extent and purpose of the unique relationship that had developed
in North Amenca between the British Empire and Indian nations."

The Royal

Proclamation had two main purposes behind it. The first purpose was to distinguish
between and separate Indian lands from those lands which had become British colonies.
The Indian lands to which the Proclamation referred, were resemed for the exclusive use,
occupation, and possession of the Indian people and could be surrendered only to the
Crown. These lands were under the Gare and protection of the British Crown.

The second purpose of the Proclamation was to institute a procedure designed for the
purchasing of Indian lands for development andfor settlement. This system of Indian

land purchase was designed to eliminate problems of fiaud. Such h u d s acted to damage
relations and tmst between the Indians, European settlers, and the British Crown @CAP

a, 1996).
It was out of the Royal Proclamation that the many land treaties emerged, allowing for
the British Crown to extinguish aboriginai title over much of the land. Within the

Proclamation, the terni "aboriginal title" came forth, and was to be distinguished fkom the
quite dissimilar term of "proprietary title". Within proprietary title was included the legal

right of ownership and usage; such was not the aise for abonginal title.

Although the Crown provided the native people with reserve lands and recognized their
usufhctory rights to reserve lands in the process of treaty making, the ownership and
control of the reserves belonged to the Crown.

2.3 Treaties

Long before the arriva1 of Europeans, aboriginal nations in North Arnenca had been
making treaties with each other for reasons of alliance, land and resources usage,
protection, peace, neutrality, and trade.

Treaties and other agreements between

aboriginal nations were often, but not always constituted in an oral fashion. Oral pledges
were accompanied by symbolic ads which were conducted in recognition of the
obligations and cornmitments of the involved parties. The earliest European arrivals
made treaties with the Indian people over rnatters such as commerce and trade, law,
peace, fnendship, and alliance. Later land cession treaties were signed, and title to
aboriginal lands was considered to be surrendered by the Indians in retum for obligations
f?om the Crown,which included the establishment of Indian reserve lands and protection
of the Indian people ( ' C A Pa, 1996; Bartlett a,1991).
Bartlett (199 1: 39) described the settlement and development of Canada by the Europeans
as being made possible through treaties made with the abonginal people. According to
Haugh (1994: 94), treaties "entrench a legal relationship between the Crown and
aboriginal people." The signing of such treaties placed a fiduciary obligation upon the
federal Crown in regards to the aboriginal people involved.

The Anishinaabe people of the Shoal Lake region signed into Treaty 3, the Northwest
Angle Treaty of 1873 Figure 3). Treaty 3, which includes lands in northwestem Ontario
and southeastem Manitoba, is one of the numbered treaties which was created to meet the
demands of land and development required by the European sefilers in Canada (Bartlett
a, 1991). In return

for the sharing of the land that allowed for the settlement and

development of the European people, the aboriginals wanted to be left with enough land
and resources to ensure the present and future swvival of their people (Bartlett a, 1991).

Problems associated with interpretation and understanding of the meaning of treaties
often occurred between the European and Indian parties. The differences stemmed

largely fiom the very different cultural, historical, political and religious backgrounds of
the two sides. The treaty making process involved the use of both oral customs and

d e n documentation. While the aboriginal culture focuseci upon the oral rneaning of

the treaties, the Europeans were only concemed with what was contained within the final
written treaty document. It is now believed that the written documents do not contain the
entire agreement, and certainly do not contain the treaty agreements as they were
understood by the aboriginal people who signed them. Had the aboriginal signatones
been fùlly aware of the legai and political implications that the treaties would later have

on their people, the treaty making process may not have proceeded as it did. While the
Crown was Mly aware of their treaty obligations with the First Nation people, the
obligations that they were going by were those written in the text of the treaty document,
and not the obligations that were orally understood and agreed to by the Indians. By not
honoring these oral obligations, the Crown has been accused by First Nation people as
breaching their Treaty obligations to the First Nation people.

The land treaties, as they were understood by the aboriginal people who signed thern,
were treaties of partnership with the Crown. They were treaties by which the Indian
people agreed to share their lands and resources with the European settlers. As RCAP (a
1996: 174) describes, First Nations were willing to share their land base "on the condition

that they would retain adequate land and resources to ensure the well-being of their
nations". It was also understood by the FKst Nations that the treaties dlowed for the
continued maintenance of their traditional Iifestyles, including their aboriginal laws,

customary ways, and resource harvesting practices (including hunting, fishing, trapping,
and plant harvesting activities). It was also understood that in retum for their sharing of
lands and resources, compensation would be received through annual annuities and
provisions of goods @CAP a,1996: 174).

The written treaty documents do not tell the sarne story, or provide the same
interpretation that was understood by the aboriginal people through their oral agreements

with the Crown. Within the written treaty te*

aboriginal peoples were not seen as

partners of the Crown,but as sÿbjects, or wards of the Crown @CAP a, 1996: 175). As
subjects of the Crown dl rights and titles to the land were removed from the aboriginals

and placed in the possession of the Crown. According to Treaty 3, of which SLFN No.
40 is a signatory,

"The Saulteaux Tribe of the Ojibbeway Indians and ail other Indians inhabiting
the district hereinafter described and defined, do hereby cede, release, surrender

and yield up to the Govenunent of the Dominion of Canada for Her Majesty the
Queen and Her successors forever, d l their rights, titles and privileges
whatsoever, to the lands included within the following limits..." (Treaty 3: 3).
These written surrenders of title and rights which appear in Treaty 3, and in other Treaties

as well, were not at al1 what the First Nation signatones agreed to. According to Cardinal
(1977: 148) ''the only things that we agreed to do was to Iive in peace with the white

man, and to share with him the available land so that he could corne into this country, and
bring his livestock, and support his families". Cardinal (1977) goes on to Say that despite
what the written treaties may attest to, aboriginals in no way surrendered sovereignty,

lands, resources, and traditional ways of life.

Both the aboriginals and the Crown are often viewed as having willingly entered into
Treaty agreements, because both sides felt that they could benefit fiom the relationship
that the Treaty would create. The Treaties were designed to filfil1 political and economic
objectives, both of the Crown and of the First Nations (RCAP a, 1996). The Crown
served to benefit from the lands and resources that the FÎrst Nations brought to the table.
Abonginals served to benefit through the promise of a continued way of life and for
compensation for accommodating Europeans.

The Crown obtained the lands and

resowces; the First Nations did not receive adequate compensation, or the possibility for
continuance of their traditional ways of Life.

In fact, the numerous limitations,

restrictions, and regdations placed upon them through the Inalim Act and other
Iegislation has promoted erosion, not maintenance of traditional ways.

First Nations did not ask to be placed on rwerves under the rule of the non-aboriginal
laws of the Crown. They did not ask the Crown to take away their pnvileges to harvest

and develop resources on traditionai lands. First Nations want to break f?ee of the strong
hold of the Crown and regain the ability to manage their lands and resources in
accordance with their aboriginal rights and traditional ways. Ideally Fust Nations would

like to gain management authority over traditionai lands, both inside and outside of the
reserve. While the land management alternatives examined in this study only pertain to
extending authority over reserve lands, aîtempts have also been made by the Anishinaabe
to influence management outside of reseroe lands.
Grand Council Treaty 3, a body of First Nation leaders designed to represent Treaty 3
First Nations, has attempted to exercise authority and control developrnent over its Treaty
3 temtory, through the creation of a Treaty 3 Resource Law. The law that they have

designed requires that "those who may affect the environment of Treaty #3 temtory or
the exercise of rights of the Anishinaabe consult with the Nation" (Grand Counci! Treaîy
#3 a, 1997).

The Grand Council Treaty #3 is assuming more responsibility for the self-regulation of
its First Nation Treaty 3 trappers. The Grand Council has created a Trapping Resource
Centre which keeps record of individual trapper profiles and fur harvest data, as well as

grants licenses to trappers (Grand Council Treaty #3 b, 1997). While Treaty 3 trappers
are assuming more responsibility for self-management through the Grand Council Treaty
#3, the powers of the Grand Council do not redly extend much beyond that of

administration. The Grand Council has no authority to directly alter the management of
the resource, as the regdations of the Ministry of Natural Resources must be followed.

The Ministry is responsible for the monitoring and enforcement of those rules.

The power that First Nations are able to obtain over traditional lands outside of the
reserve is limited. The Govemment of Canada is more willing to gant jurisdiction to
First Nations over reserve lands than over entire traditional land use areas. The: relevance
and importance of obtaining authority over reserve lands should not be overshadowed by
desires to obtain control over the larger area of traditional use. At the same time
considerable potential exists to pursue development opportunities on-reserve which could

meet many contemporary economic aspirations for SLFN No. 40 members. SLFN No.
40 has good reason therefore, to focus foremost on gaining the control over their reserve

lands and resources. Once control over reserve lands is obtained, the possibiiity of
extending control over the larger traditional use area couid be greater.

2.4 The SLFN No. 40 of Today

Resource Use
Traditionally the aboriginal people of Shoal Lake were active resource users. They were
involved in hunting, fishing, the aquaculture of manomin, gardening, and the
management of wild plants, trees, and bemes. In 1873 when Treaty 3 was drawn up for
the Indian people of Northwestem Ontario, it recognized their nght to pursue their
'avocations' of traditional natural resources uses on surrendered lands, so long as those
lands were not taken up by the govemment for other uses. The reserve lands and
resources provided for SLFN No. 40 also remain an important component in the lives of
the people. The Anishinaabe have strong community ties, and the reserve lands serve to

strengthen those ties by forming the base of the community. The reserve lands are of
special significance to the people in that the lands have been provided to them for their
exclusive use. The reserve is home to the people of SLFN No. 40, but it is more than
that; it contains community structures, sacred grounds, and is the place where cultural
gatherings are held. Despite the reserve's significance, because of the smdl reserve land
base in cornparison to the much larger area of traditional use, the majority of traditional
resource harvestkg activities occur off the reserve, on the surrendered, unoccupied
Crown lands of Treaty 3. As Figure 4 depicts, resource use by the people of SLFN No.
40 is of importance year-round.

Reserve lands themselves, however, do contain

significant economic development potentiai. This is evidenced by the Showshoe Bay
cottage lot development proposal. This potential coufd be utilized to offset off-reserve
resource harvesting activities that have declined.

Figure 4: Resource Use at SLFN No. 40 (Hutchison, 1996)

Economy

From the early 1920's up until the early 1 9 8 0 ' ~SLFN
~
No. 40 had relied upon the
abundance of walleye in the region to form its commercial economic base (Neskar,
1986). Over-exploitation of the resource became apparent in the 197OYs,resulting fiom
increasing numbers of sport and non-aboriginal commercial fishers.

It had been

permitted in the region by the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, and was not
directiy caused fiom First Nation activities. Fishing catches were first restricted in 1978,
followed by the closing of the walleye fishery in 1983. The closing of the walleye
fishery eEéctively eliminated a cultural tradition as well as the moa important economic
resource relied upon by the SLFN No. 40 community in the decades prior to the closure
(Hutchison a, 1995). Since the fishery collapse, the First Nation has been looking for
other rneans of achieving a new stable economic resource base, as economic development
is necessary in order to meet the needs of the First Nation's people (Cardinal, 1977).
Cardinal (1977: 47) aiso describes the importance of aboriginals having their own
resources, expertise, and organizational base in that such factors allow First Nations to
"establish working relationships with other Canadians in al1 walks of life, and to compete
in the world."

As hunting, trapping and forestry on reserve lands are also not viable alternatives in tenns
of establishing an economic resource base, the First Nation has looked towards other
developments with significant potential, such as tourism. The beauty of the region draws
cottagers and campers to the Lake and surrounding area where they enjoy activities such

as fishing, boating, biking, and hiking. Proposais fiom SLFN No. 40 in the past have
included cottage lot developments (Beak a, 1983). However, due to the opposition of the
City of Winnipeg, many of these proposais have not been accepted.
Formerly, SLFN No. 40 owned and operated a minimal1 located near Cleanvater Bay,
Ontario. A sport fishing tourist camp at Ash Rapids, Ontario was also operated by the

First Nation. These past endeavors have b e n sold and SLFN No. 40 is not currently

involved in any private economic ventures. The businesses wexe sold when they were no
longer profitable. An indication was given that the faiiures could be attributed to the fact
that govemment should not be involved in business. It shouid be the individual First

Nation memben who get involved in such ventures. Corne11 and KaIt (1992) have also
noted that a mix of govexnment and business often gets in the way of successful
development. A fish hatchery project is, however, scheduled to start up in the spring of
1998 (Campbell, 1997; Hutchison a, 1995).

Snmvshoe Bay Development
The best known of the rejeded tourism proposals developed by SLFN No. 40 was the
Snowshoe Bay Development proposal of 1979. The proposal called for the development
of 350 cottage lots and four condominium complexes, to be located on a peninsula of
1.R40located on the Manitoba side of the border (Figure 5 a & b) (Be& b, 1983). Under
the I>mdicmAct a band cannot lease reserve lands, unless the lands are fvst surrendered to

the Crown. The First Nation subsequently surrendered approximately 600 acres of land
in order for the development to take place. The surrendered lands were then leased to

Snowshoe Bay Development Corporation Limited for a renewable period of 68 years
Peak q 1983). Under the new lease the Corporation was given "the right to sublease the
lands with uses limited to recreation, tourism, cottage development and associated
commercial enterprises" (Beaka, 1983: 3.7).
An environmental assessrnent study which fonised on water quality and socio-econornic
impacts of the proposed development was conducted by IEC Beak (a, 1983). The
findings of the Beak midies revealed that the proposed development could be
implemented without adversely Becting the City of Winnipeg's drinking water supply,
so long as the appropriate recommended measures were taken to ensure recreational
activities, runo& and solid and liquid wastes were sufficiently managed (Beak b, 1983).
Recommendations of the study included: creating road access to the comrnunity; use of

construction practices which minirnize s d a c e runoff and erosion; sewage to be held in
monitored holding tanks and disposed outside of the Shoal Lake basin; pesticides to be

Figure 2

Project Area

Figure 5 b: The Snowshoe Bay Development Project Area P e a k b, 1983)

banned and fertilizers regulated; solid wastes removed out of the basin; regulation of fuel
and other hazardous matenals; regulation of power boaîs in Indian Bay; and regulation of
water use activities in the west end of Tndian Bay @eak b, 1983).
The proposed development was to be completed in phases, pennitting funds nom earlier
phases to aid in the finance of later phases. The project would bnng revenue to the First
Nation, which could be used to finance other developments involving the use of naturai
resources, such as improvements in the fishery and harvesting of wild rice. Employment
oppomuiities would be gained both in the short and long term as a result of the cottage lot
development.
Despite the benefits that couid be gained by the community of SLFN No. 40, and the fact
that the Beak report indicated the development could be established without negatively
impacting upon the City of Winnipeg's water supply, the development was contested by
the City of Winnipeg and the Province of Manitoba. The City and Province felt that
implementation of the Snowshoe Bay development could jeopardize the water quaiity of

Indian Bay.
As the City had no authority to stop the Snowshoe Bay cottage lot development project,

the City of Winnipeg and Province of Manitoba negotiated a buy-out of the development
nghts of SLFN No. 40.

Negotiations resulted in the development of a tripartite

agreement which would take away the right of the First Nation to develop Snowshoe

Bay. In retum it provided compensation for the loss of the development, and made
provisions for the protection of water quality.
Despite the signing of the Tripartite Agreement, a settlement over the Snowshoe Bay
Development issue remains unresolved. Resolution of the issue will eventually take
place. However, the development of the project likely will not proceed.

ShoaI Lake Agreemenîb
SLFN No. 40 is presently involved in one agreement which directly affects management
and development activities on SLFN No. 40 reserve lands, that agreement being the
Tripartite Agreement.
The Tripartite Agreement is between SLFN No. 40, the City of Winnipeg, and the

Province of Manitoba

Resulting nom a provisionary requirement of the Tripartite

Agreement, a second agreement between SLFN No. 40 and the Government of Canada
was created (Hutchison a, 1995). Both agreements senre to proted the quaiity of the

water resources found within Shoai Lake. As Shoal Lake provides dnnking water to the
City of Winnipeg, to First Nations, carnpgrounds and cottages in the area, it is of great
importance to protect and maintain the quaiity of Shoal Lake waters. Protection of the

water is of importance to SLFN No. 40. However, the downside of this protection has
meant more restrictions and prohibitions on activities involving resource usage and
development.
Details of the Tripartite Aweement
1989 Shoal Lake Ameement

- SLFN No. 40, the City of Winnipeg, and the Province of

Manitoba.

The Tripartite Agreement, which has a si*

year duration, was signed on June 30, 1989.

The objective o f the Agreement was that of combining the protection and enhancement of

Shoal Lake water quality on a cooperative buis to the mutual benefit of al1 signatories
while promoting and providing opportunities for sustainable economic development for

SLFN No. 40 members (Manitoba Environment, 199 1).
In terms of water quality protection, the Tripartite Agreement prohibits and regulates
reserve activities that wuld negatively impact upon the water quality of the lake. Toxic
chernical use (including pesticides and herbicides), mining, and heavy industrial activities

are prohibited on the reserve. Commercial and industrial development of defined reserve

lands draining into Indian Bay are also prohibited. Aboriginal, treaty, constitutional and

other exkting nghts remain unafFected by the Tripartite Agreement. The proposed 350
lot cottage development on Snowshoe bay was prohibited by the signing of this
Agreement. The land on which the proposed development was to take place was to be
reîumed to full reserve status. However, non-residential cottage lot developments are
still permitteci on the south shore of Snowshoe Bay. The Tripartite Agreement also
included a provision for a federally fùnded 2 million dollar waste management system to
be put in place by the band. Also under this Agreement, SLFN No. 40 in

with

the City of Winnipeg was to develop an environmental management plan (Memorandum
of Agreement, 1989).
Since under the Tripartite Agreement certain economic development activities are
prohibited or restricted, a resource development inventory study was to be undertaken in
order to identifi environmentally sustainable economic resource development
alternatives.

To compensate for l o a economic opportunities through the signing of the Agreement, a
tmst fund was established for the benefit of the band. Total fund capital consists of 6
million dollars, the interest on the capital of which is to be annually distributed to the

First Nation, with the principle paid when the agreement comes to an end. Of the 6
million dollars provided, 3 million was granted by the province of Manitoba, while the
remaining 3 million was provided by the City of Winnipeg. The Agreement also required
the Govemment of Canada to enter into a similar agreement with the SLFN No. 40
(Memorandum of Agreement, 1989).

The Tripartite Agreement places rnuch of the decision-making control over the
management of SLFN No. 40 reserve lands and resources into the hands of the City of
Winnipeg, which uses its control of trust pay-outs to control the actions of SLFN No. 40.

If SLFN No. 40 is to stay within the tenns of the Agreement, almost nothing cari be done
to the lands or resources without the consent of the City. The Tripartite Agreement is
most interesting in that it grants a city control over lands that are federal in junsdiction.

The fact that the City of Winnipeg has attempted to control lands that are not under their

jurisdiction raises questions surrounding the strength of the Tripartite Agreement,
something that can only tmly be tested in a court of law.

However, a practical

consideration is that should SLFN No. 40 breach the tems of the Tripartite Agreement,
the City of Winnipeg could withhold trust and present a case for a court challenge.
While the Tripartite Agreement is of sixty year duration, it does contain a clause that
allows for termination ofthe Agreement by either the City of Winnipeg, or SLFN No. 40.
Five years written notice is required, and notice cannot be given until ten years has
passed from the date of the signing of the Tripartite Agreement (Memorandum of
Agreement, 1989). In other words, the Agreement must remain in effect for a minimum
of fifteen years. SLFN No. 40 has indicated that a notice to end the Agreement will
likely be given next year, after the ten year duration has passed.

-

-

1990 Shoal Lake Agreement SLFN No. 40 and Governrnent of Canada

As already mentioned this agreement came about through a provision of the Tripartite
Agreement between SLFN No. 40, the City of Winnipeg, and the province of Manitoba.
As Hutchison (a. 1995: 29) describes, "the [1990] agreement confirms and promotes

SLFN No. 40's inherent right of self-govenunent and self-determination, fulfills the
federal government's mandate of responsibility for First Nations and reserves, and
recognizes the need to promote sustainable economic growth." Under this agreement,

SLFN No. 40 was obliged to develop an Environmental Management Plan, as well as a
community Economic Development Strategy. The First Nation also had to agree to stop
pursuing the Snowshoe Bay cottage lot development project. The City of Winnipeg felt
that the implementation of the Snowshoe Bay cottage lot development project couid
negetively impact on Shoal Lake water quality and lead to environmental degradation.
Joint obligations, which were the responsibility of both signatories, included the design,
construction and implementation of a waste management system for the reserve. The
agreement also had a provision which included the promotion of sustainable economic
growth (Shoal Lake MOKanada Agreement 1990).

The funding that came out of this agreement included a $2,500,000 contribution, which
was to go towards the implementation of the waste management system for the

SLFN

No. 40 band. In the agreement, the construction of an appropnate waste management
facility was deemed necessary for the protection of the Shoal Lake water supply (Shoal

Lake #40/Canada Agreement 1990).
In terrns of econornic development, the federal government was to contribute 6500,000
which was to be used for economic activities which would benefit SLFN No. 40. The

govenunent also provided the band with $234,000. These finds were used to support the
purpose of negotiating the agreement and were not repayable. The government also
provided $100,000 in funds for the purposes of assisting in the impiementation of the
agreement (Shoal Lake MOICanada Agreement 1990).
This agreement between SLFN No. 40 and the Governrnent of Canada was only of five
year duration, and has since expired. The hnds were paid to SLFN No. 40, new septic

waste systems were installed, and an environmental management plan resulted. It was

felt, however, that the short duration of this agreement did not provide for continued
water quality protection by SLFN No. 40. While SLFN No. 40 is obligated to the City of
Winnipeg to protect water quality, since this agreement has ended there are no longer
federai funds available for such things as upgrading and maintenance of septic systems
(Campbell, 1998).

Resm0ctedAccess
The aesthetic beauty of the Shoal Lake area naturally attracts tourists to the area. The
fiagility of the area, however, limits the amount of tounsm and developments that the
area can sustain, if water quality is to be maintained.

Access to the area has been

purposefully restncted to isolate and preserve the Lake as much as possible. As can be

seen fiom Figure 1, no direct road access exists to the Lake from within Manitoba. The
oniy access fiom within Manitoba is by a railway, which is operated by the City of

Winnipeg's Waterworks Waste and Disposal Department. The railway, which

nuis

alongside the aqueduct, was created for maintenance purposes. The City's aqueduct,
extends £kom Indian Bay to the City of Winnipeg's Deacon Reservoir. Within Ontario
there are two access roads to the Shoal Lake area from the Trans-Canada highway. The

fust access road runs to the Iskatewizaagegan No.39 Independent First Nation
Community at Kejick Ontario, and the second access road runs to Clytie Bay, Ontario,
where a quany and cottage development exists. Boat access to Shoal Lake fiom Ontario
exists at Ash Rapids (Hutchison a, 1995).

Accessing IRJ4BZ and I R 40
Members of the SLFN No. 40 reside on both LR34B2 and L R 4 0 (Figure 6). LR40 has
been provided for the exclusive use of SLFN No. 40. LR34B2 lands are shared between
Shoal Lake 40 and Iskatewizaagegan No. 39 Independent First Nation.

The shared

1.R34B2 is comprised of 172 hectares, while LR40 is comprised of 2579 hectares,
making up a total of 2751 hectares of reserve land. Both resewe areas are isolated fkom
road access. The grave1 access road nom the Tram-Canada highway only extends as far
as Kejick, Ontario. From Kejick access to the reserves must be by boat in summer, and
by ice road in winter. The fieezing and thawing lake conditions of spring and fa11 make
access at these tirnes dificult and dangerous (Neskar, 1986). The struggie to gain road
access to the reserve remains a controversial and unsettled issue.
Two possible options for obtaining access to the reserve lands of SLFN No. 40 exist
(Figure 7 a & b).

The first, and option most desired by the First Nation is the

construction of a road through Manitoba, providing access through LR40. This option
has been denied by the City of Winnipeg, Manitoba, due to concems over the impact that
construction of a road through the area would have on the water quality and general
environmental integrity of the area. The second option involves a proposal for a
bndgehuseway system. This proposal involves the construction of a causeway which
would connect 1.R39A to a privately owned island.

A road would

nin

f b m the

causeway across the island to a bridge that would connect the island with I.R34B2, and
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Figrire 7b: The BridgJCauseway Option (Ontario North Engineering Corporation,
1987).

the community of SLFN No. 40.
bndgekauseway option.

The City of Winnipeg has promoted the

Current hold-ups surrounding the initiation of the

bridgdcauseway option seem to stem fiom the inability for the two cornmunities (SLFN
No. 40 and Iskatewizaagegan No. 39, the Fka Nation residing on LR39A) to reach an
agreement (Hutchison, 1997).

Community Sa~cture

The most recent census indicates that the on-reserve population at S L M No. 40 is 204
residents, 117 of whom are male and 87 of whom are female. 185 members reside offreserve resulting in a combined total membership (on and off-reserve) of 405 (Indian
Register, 1996). The on-reserve population is rapidly on the rise due to an increase in
births, as well as immigration to the reserve resulting Born the 1985 passage of Bill C-31.
Bill C-31 permitted Indians who had lost status through entianchisement to regain their
status. Bill C-3 1 provided affected individuals with a chance to retum to the reserve

(INAC, 1990). Many have and more continue to retum to SLFN No. 40.

The election proceedings of the Fiist Nation govemment at SLFN No. 40 nirrently
operate in accordance with the Indian Act. Some Firsî Nations have chosen to operate
elections accorâing to custom, and not according to the election regulations under the
Indian Act. S U N No. 40 is pursuing the issue of changing to customary methods in
order to acquire p a t e r govemance flexibility.
There are seventy-seven homes in the community, fifieen of which are located on
IR34B2, the rest are situated on LR40 lands. A shortage of housing on-reserve has

resulted fiom the rapidly rising on-reserve population. In many cases, houses contain
more than one farnily, a reflection of the curent housing shortage. While the 1985
passage of Bill C-31 did permit people to retwn to the reserve, the govemment did not
adequately match the number of homes with the number of people retuniing. As a result,

the reserve is 60 homes short, and has an annual plan to build 20 homes per year until the

shortage is alleviateci. On average homes on-reserve only last about 10 years before they
must be replaced or rebuilt (Campbell, 1997).

In terms of employment, approximately fÏ£kyresidents collect welfare. The First Nation
employs seventy-two residents in positions relating to day care, school, recreation centre,

First Nation Government, Ojibway Child and Family Services, and health care. Other
residents must comrnute to local businesses in the West Hawk Lake, FaIcon Lake area
where they work.

T e m and seasonal positions provide significant employment

opportunities in areas such as road repairs, construction, housing commercial
fishing(non-wdleye), manomin harvesting, and tourism (Campbell, 1997).

Human resources are valuable at SLFN No. 40. While the majority of students who leave
to go to high school in a larger centre do retum, the loss of people to out-migration is a
concem. As skills are lost, people must be retrained, or outsiders brought in to cany out
certain required functions. As the First Nation is funded on a per capita basis, loss of
residents negatively impacts the First Nation budget. With such a small population
residing on reserve, the effects of out-migration are accentuated even more (Campbell,
1996). Creation of a heaithy economy at

SLFN No. 40 will prove instrumental in

maintaining a strong on-reserve cornmunity structure.

2.5 The Indian Act

The Indm Act is the principal legislation through which the federal govemment of

Canada implements its constitutional authority over "Indians and lands reserved for the
Indians." This constitutional authority that the federd Parliament has over Indians and
their reserve lands is found in section 9 1 of the Constitution A 4 1867. Originally passed
in 1876, the Indian Act has undergone some modifications, however, in many respects it
remains relatively unchanged fiom it's original fonn (Indian Act Alternatives, 1993).

The passhg of the Indian Act removed from First Nation people the powen to control
and regulate their own lives, their lands, and their resources on reserves. Taken from the
native people, this power was put in the hands of the federal govemment, which despite

gwd intentions, often did not take into consideration or recognize the best interests of the
native people. Cardinal (1977: 116) describes the Indm Act as legislation "intended to
serve the needs and priorities of the federal government." The rationale for the preceding
staternent lies in the fact that the federal bureaucrats have the authority to adrninister
prognuns to First Nations people without their knowledge, consent, or consultation
(Cardinal, 1977). Provisions within the Act which reflected policy objectives of
'civilization' and assimilation support the argument that the primary purpose of the
legislation was to "assimilate aboriginal peoples into the Euro-Canadian culture and
political system" (Haugh, 1994: 100).

Since Confederation and well before, the Indian Act has provided native people with a
special legal status. The Act has symbolic importance and gives native people to which
the Act applies a special place in society. Although the Indim, Act does provide Indian
people with special status. benefits and reserve lands, these advantages are largely
outweighed by the restrictive and controlling measures which this legislation pennits the
Govenunent of Canada to exercise over its aboriginal people. The Indim Act could be
termed a "legislative straitjacket," as it regulates almost every important aspect of daily
living for First Nation people (RCAP a, 1996: 257).
Although the Indicm Act is uwatisfj4ng and derogatory to native people, they do not want
to give it up too hastily for the unknown, as it has been seen as their only insurance for
the protection of their land and aboriginal rights (Indian Act Alternatives, 1993). Harold
Cardinal (1977), who is a Cree leader, descnbes aboriginal people as being fearful that

changes to the Indm Act will eradicate treaties and the special relationship that the

Indian people have with the govemment of Canada. Cardinal (1977), also referred to the
psychological fear of leaing go that is experienced by people in a situation of long term
dependency on an outside group, the situation of abongind dependence upon the
govement of Canada. In an excerpt Born the Royal Commission on Abonginai Peoples

(a. 1996: 256-257) Cardinal, describeci his views on the Indian Act in the following
quote:

'We do not want the I n d m Act retained because it is a good piece of legislation.
It isn't. It is discriminatory fiom start to finish. But it is a lever in Our hands and

an embarrassrnent to the govenunent, as it should be. No just society and no
society with even pretensions to being just can long tolerate such a piece of
legislation, but we would rather continue to live in bondage under the inequitable

I , a n Act than sumender our sacred rights. Any tirne the govenunent wants to
honour its obligations to us we are more than ready to help devise new Indian
legislation."
Today the Indm Act is seen by many as containing provisions which are paternalistic,
colonial, racist, unfair and no longer relevant @CAP, 1992). Abonginal people and nonaboriginal people alike are angered by this legislation. Aboriginal people are hstrated
by the lack of control they have over their own livelihoods. As the Royal Commission on

Aboriginal Peoples (1992: 22) found:
"Aboriginal people do not want to be defined by the federal govemment. They
want to be able to define themselves according to their own values and to retain

their own identities."
Many Fûa Nations now want to break fiee of the stronghold the Governent of Canada,
through the Indian Act, has over them. They want to filly exercise their inherent right of
self-government, as it is entrenched within the Constitution of Canada. The right of selfgovernment is seen by many as having been recognized and affirmed in section 35(1) of

the Constitution Act of 1982 as an existing and aboriginel or treaty-protected right
@CAP a, 1996). The Govemment of Canada has recognked this inherent right of First
Nations people, and is working towards helping First Nations to implement their nghts.

A 1995 policy guide entitled Abonginal Self-Government States:
"The Govemment of Canada recognizes the inherent right of self-government as
an existing Aboriginal right under section 35 of the CoI1SfitutionAct, 1982. It
recognizes, as well, that the inherent right may find expression in treaties, and in

the context of the Crown's relationship with treaty Fkst Nations. Recognition of
the inherent right is based on the view that the Abonginal peoples of Canada have

the right to govem themselves in relation to rnatters that are intemal to their
communities, integral to their unique cultures, identities, traditions, languages and
institutions, and with respect to their specid relationship to their land and their
resources". @CAP a, 1996: 205)
While the govemment of Canada recognizes the inherent nght to self-government of

aboriginal people, recognition and implementation of self-government are two very
different things. Much time, effort, work, and cooperation will be needed fkom both sides
in order for self-government to become a reality.

2.6 Indian Act Provisions

The establishment of the 1876 Indm Act turned the Indian people into "wards of the
federal government" (Green, 1996). The Indian Act, which only applies to status Indians,
allows the federal government to wntrol such native affairs as land holdings and
transfers, local government, taxation, education, and band membership. As the practice
of traditional lifestyles became no longer possible, aboriginal people became dependent
upon the Indian Act and the protection that it provided (Green, 1996). According to

Cardinal (1977: 15 l),
"the federal govenunent's tmsteeship over Indians has been perverted, since the

signing of the treatieq into a welfare relationship. This has corne about because
in many ways, Indians were not prepared to cope with the new society and,
consequently, could not become a successfùl part of its economic and social
structure."

The govemment's policy goals in regards to Indian people, have not been in the best
interests of native people. In fact, goals of protection, civilization, and assimilation, al1
acted to erode the culture of Canada's first inhabitants @CAP a, 1996).

Many of the amendments to the Indun Act that have been enacted were done for the
reasons of reducing government expenditures, or for supporting more comprehensive

federal policies, and not for the bettement of the Indian people @CAP a, 1996). Some
of the unfair legislation included requiring a permit to leave the reserve. This was in

place up until 1950. It was also illegal for natives to file legal daims against the
Canadian govemment, to hire lawyers, or to raise money for Indian politicai
organhtions up until 1951. Voting by Canadian Indians was prohibited until 1960, and
enfknchisement was still in effect up until 1985. Limited and s u p e ~ s e dby-law making

and enforcement powers are still within the confines of the present Indm Act. As a
result of this, First Nation bands, remain in many cases, are unable to effectively provide
safeîy, protection, and econornic development to their members (Green, 1996; RCAP a,
1996). The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1996) provides fûrther details of

unfair, discriminatory and culturally damaging provisions which were, and still are,
contained within the Indian Act.

Throughout Canadian history the Governrnent of Canada has been responsible for
decisions made regarding Indian people, and has largely ignored them, and their
suggestions relating to important issues, as well as their attempts to become part of the
decision-making process. In rnany cases the govemment has seen native outcries as a
need for modifications in the form of increased govemment controls. Such actions have

only fiirther aggravated the problems, and fûrther removed the Indian people fiom a
position of control.

2.7 Problems Related to Naturai Resources Under the Indian Act

In its present fom, rnany provisions of the Indian Act limt the management, usage, and
control that First Nations can exercise over natural resources on their reserves.
According to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (c, 1996), the restrictive

feded policies imposed upon Fint Nations people have greatly hindered their ability to
utilize their naturai resources in such a way as to make a living for themselves. Natuai

resources play an integrai role in the lifestyle and economy of First Nations people. In
order to achieve the eventual goal of self-government, it is essential to have an adequate
economic land and resource base to govem, utilize, and develop @CAP c, 1996). For
many First Nations an 'adequate' reserve land base may not exist; for others the base may

exist but the potential to develop the land and resources may not. It will remain a
challenge for many First Nations to find ways of overcoming small reserve land bases,
and economically poor resource development potentials. Whether the potential is srnail

or large, Haugh (1994: 115) describes the self-management of lands and resources as
being "a key element in the eventual developrnent of First Nation's selfidetermination or
self-government". The ability of Fira Nation's to be abie to sustainably and efficiently
develop resources will allow for economic gains, greater self-sufficiency, and enhanced
lifestyles. Control and development of lands and resources will be key elements in
improving the economies of Fust Nations. Such powers as enforceable law-making,
development capabilities, and the ability to effectively conduct business will be essential
to the future success of First Nations people.

2.8 Confusion Over the Issue of Aboriginal Rights

From the time in which aboriginal and treaty rights were first established, problems have
occurred and continue to occur regarding the question of aboriginal and treaty nghts. It
remains unclear to this day exactly what these 'rights' are and what exactly they entai1 in
tenns of resources usage. According to Haugh (1994: 91), "aboriginal rights have many
legal bases for definition, but no academic or judicial consensus exists on the2 meaning."

Aboriginal rights can basically be defined as the rights to the use and enjoyment of the
products of the land, the forests and the water, inclusive in these rights are the rights to
hunt, fish, and trap on reserve and surrendered crown lands. The vagueness of the
definition has resulted in much controversy over the years. The many issues and court
battles that have &sen (such as Flett, Horseman, Spmrow, and Sylliboy) have largely
resulted fiom govemment policies and regulations which acted to infinge upon
aboriginal rights (Haugh, 1994). Most of these infnngements were over fishing and
hunting rights on surrendered crown lands.

While many off-reserve conflicts have been domented, few if any, docurnented
disputes have been found involving the utilization of land and resources on reserve. This
is iikely due to the fact that reserve lands are under federd jurisdiction, while incidents
occumng off-resewe are under provincial jurisdiction (but this should not be taken to
imply that reserve lands are confïict f
h
)
.
In the case of off-reserve disputes, the
obscurity of the definition of aboriginal rights has often worked in favor of the aboriginal
people. Many aquittals have been granted, and in some instances major changes (for
example the changes that resulted from S ' o w ) regarding the issue of aboriginal
resource usage have occiirred (Usher, 1991).
On reserves problems stem from the inability of First Nations to control land and
resource use, development, and transactions on their own. At the present time, these
powers are in the hands of INAC. While some First Nations practice some of their own
management under sections 53 and 60 of the I ' a n Act, the management which they
practice is delegated to them by the Department, and is not of their own prerogative.
In al1 areas of resource use and harvesting, many of the problems that exist today have
sternmed fiom the fact that the rules and regulations goveming natural resources
aaivities on-reserve have been made for aboriginal peoples by non-abonginal people.
Subsequently, aboriginal people have little or no say in how they are able to use a d
develop their reserve lands and resources @CAP c. 1996).

Mistmst and culturai

misunderstandings have d s o resulted, and continue to pose problems.

2.9 Specific Indian Act Provisions Related to Naturai Resources Management

Presently the Indm Act contains many wnsiraints which prohibit efficient and effective
management and development of natural resources on Indian reserves.

Unnecessary

ministerial intrusions and restrictions are present throughout the entire I n d m Act.

Under al1 sections of the Indian A d which deal with fines, Le. for breaking by-laws, the
fines and penalties which are currently in place are so low as to be ineffective. For
example, the maximum fine for breaking a regdation made under section 57, which deals
with timber and mines and minerals, is one hundred dollars or a maximum of three

months imprisonment. In many cases, the lack of enforcement power which bands
airrently possess, makes regulations difficult to enforce. The safety of band members as
well as band resources may be comprornised under the current provisions.
An example of unnecessary Ministerial power can be found under section 34 of the

current I n d m Ac?, whereby maintenance of bridges, ditches, roads, and fences located on
reserve lands are to be maintained according to instructions given by the superintendent.
Under section 53 of the Indian Act, lands are under the management of the Minister, and
not Band Councils as would be more appropriate and benencial for First Nations people.
Section 57 of the Indan Act deals with natural resources, including forestry and rnining.
Under this section, the Minister is authorized by the GIC to make regulations conceming
forestry and rnining. This includes the granting of licenses and the various terms and
restrictions that go dong with them. According to the I n d m Act, Band Councils have no
authority to issue licenses conceming these activities. Despite this, many First Nations
are conducting these activities. This section also fails to deal with natural resources
beyond those of minerals and forestry.
Section 58 of the Indm Act allows the Minister to employ people for the purpose of
'improving' or cultivating land within the reserve. Band funds would also be spent to do

so. Also under section 58(4) is the needless provision that allows the Minister to dispose
of wild grass and dead or fallen timber. The Minister has the power to control the
disposal and taking of aggregates as well.

Section 60(1) of the Indan Act states that the GIC "may at the request of the band grant
to the band the right to exercise such control and management over lands in the reserve

occupied by that band as the GIC considers desirable" (Henderson: 54). According to

this provision, if the Minister does not deem it "desirable," the granting of land
management responsibility to the band will not occur. Henderson has also noted that "the

actual limits of such delegation of authority have not been determined." Under section
60(2) the Minister maintains the power to withdraw any rights given to the band under

section 60(1).
According to Sections 61-72, which deal with Indian moneys and finance, the control of
such matters lays largely in the hands of the GIC and with the Minister.
The Iimited by-law making powers of Indian bands, especially in ternis of naturd
resources are inadequate at present time. In areas where by-laws can be enacted, the
process of doing so is inefficient and paternalistic, as exemplified in Section 86 of the
Indm Act where Ministerial consent is required.

Throughout the Indan A 4 provisions can be found that require Ministerial consent, or
impose unnecessary Ministerial involvement and intrusions. First Nation's cannot grow
and flourish under such constraints. Control over reserve lands needs to shiR into the
hands of the First Nation people so that they can utilize their resources in such a way as
to improve the ewnomies and lifestyles of their people. The present Indicm Act does not
provide First Nations with the ability to manage lands and resources as they would like.
Examination of the Indian Act Optional Modification Act and the FAFNLM will identa
if and how theses alternatives can be used to improve upon the land and naîural resources
management on reserve. nie appropriate implementation of one of these alternative
approaches may sente to address and improve upon the many natural resources issues and
constraints faced by the Shoal Lake First Nation N0.40.

Chapter Two provided histoncal information about aboriginal peoples, and demonstnitd

the importance that the land and resources have held for them. The lifestyles and
sealement of the Anishinaabe people to the Shoai Lake region were described, as were
the effects of European explorers and settlers to the region on abonginai people. The

changes resulting fiom European settlement, including the declaration of the Royal
Proclamation, as well as the signing of treaties, specifically Treaty Three were alsu
described. The historical events outlined within the Chapter demonstrated the decline of
the capacity of First Nations to govem themselves and control their iands, and resources

as they had traditionally in the past.
Following the more general history, the focus then changed to the present day settlernent

of S L M No. 40. The continued value and importance of resource usage to the lifestyles
of the people was detailed. The economic strife that was caused by the collapse and
closure of the Shoai Lake walleye fishery, which has left the First Nation in search of a

means for regaining the economic resource base that was 10sby the fishery closure, was
described. In theu search the First Nation bas corne up with proposais to use its reserve
land base to foster economic development. This includes tourism ventures, the best

known of which, the Snowshoe Bay Development proposal was outlined. Not only was
this developrnent proposal opposed and contested by the City of Winnipeg, but M e r
restrictions on development and ternis resulted fiom the signing of the Tripartite
Agreement.

The present structure of the community was outiined, as was the unique location of the
reserve lands, and the issues surrounding the lack of year round accessibility.
Up until this point, the reader was provided with an understanding and feel for: the Fira
Nation people; the importance of lands and resources to the people; the changes in

control and govemance that resulted nom European senlement and assertion of Crown
sovereignty; the current issues and date of affairs at SLFN No. 40; as well as the Shoal
Lake region in general.
With the background of the history, the people, and the region established, Chapter Two

then focused in on the Indm Act How the Act applies to, has affected and restncted the
capabilities and lifestyles of Firn Nation people across Canada, with specific reference to
land and resources management was defined. Specific I n d m Act provisions which
adversely limit or restnct First Nations fiom adequately and effectively managing,
controlling, protecting, and consewing their lands and resources were described.
The ultimate goal of this Chapter was to set the stage for subsequent Chapters by
demonstrating the need for the First Nation to be able to foster economic development
using its reserve-based resources and the inadequacy of the Indm Act, specifically in
terms of reserve land and resources management to allow for this. The inadequacies and
ineffectiveness of the Indm Act, serve to demonstrate the need for an alternative way to
manage reserve lands and resources at SLFN No. 40.

In order to define the best alternative for SLFN No. 40, it is essential to first become
familiar with the present lands and resources regime at SLFN No. 40 and the problems
and concems su~oundingit. Chapter Three has been structured to address this issue.

CHAPTER THREE

PRESENT STATE OF LAND AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

The reserve lands provided for the people of SLFN No. 40, contain a variety of important
resources including scenic shoreline, wildlife, rninerals, timber, and water resources.
Resources which lie outside of the jurisdiction of the reserve, but are of significant
importance to SLFN No. 40 include manomin, fish and the waters of Shoal Lake. For

centuries natural resources have been harvested and used by the ancestors of today's

aboriginal people at Shoal Lake. The fad that these same harvesting practices are still
o c d n g today, and the fact that the Fust Nation has sought ways to benefit from them
economically in their contemporary conte*

serves to a f f i the important role that

resources play in the livelihoods of the people of SLFN No. 40 (Figure 4). Within the
wmunity, it is estimated that approximately thirty percent of the adult population takes

part in some form of resource hamesting @utchison, 1996). Additionally, many people

are active in working in tounsm. In order to provide fbture generations with enhanced
opportunities to earn their Livelihoods, proper land and resources management on the
reserve is essential. In order to better govern and protect the reserve lands and natural
resources contained within them, environmental protection, effeaive waste managemen&
and sustainable use and development practices must be developed, applied and enfiorced.

A description of the types of resources which remain important to the people of SLFN
No. 40 follows. The importance and potential of the resources, as well as problems
stemming f?om m e n t management and things to look for when considering the

implementation of a new management regime are discussed for each resource. The
information provided in this Chapter was obtained through documented reviews and
interviews.

3.1 ON-RESERVE RESOURCES
Resources falling within the jurisdiction of First Nation reserves oniy include those
resources on the land, or water bodies enclosed within reserve land. Water, and water
resources surrounding, or adjacent to reserve lands are not considered part of the
jurisdiction of the reserve.

3.1.1 Shoreline, Inshore and Near-Shore Lands (Real Estate)
Historically Anishinaabe people have been inextricably linked to the interface between
land and water - the shoreline. Communities and homes were located near the water's
edge. The near shore location was not only aesthetically pleasing, but convenient, as
waters provided: a means of transport, a means for hunting grazing animais on shore, for
cultivating manomin (wild rice) and other plants, a source of fish and water fowl, and
dean water for domestic use.
The shoreline, inshore and near-shore lands rernain important to the cornmunity of SLFN
No. 40, for the very same reasons today as in the p s t . However, today the shoreline of

the SLFN No. 40 reserve lands could also provide a superb oppomnity for tourism
developments such as cottages, marinas, lodges, and guiding services. The proximity to
the water, could also create the opportunity for the lands to be used to house processing

facilities for resources such as fish and manomin.

Due to the red estate and

developmental potential of the reserve lands, a plan to adequately protect the shoreline,

and near shore lands while still allowing for sustainable development needs to be put in
place.

3.1.2 Wildlife, Hunting and Trapping
Wildlife not only holds food and fur value to the people of SLFN No. 40, but it also holds
aesthetic, cultural, and traditional values, including medicinal uses. Due to the small

resewe land base, the majorïty of hunting and trapping activities occur off-reserve, on
unocnipied Crown lands.
Wildlife in the Shoal Lake area which is either hunted or trapped can be broken down and
categorized into : waterfowi, such as Canada geese, mallard ducks, teals, canvasbacks,
redheads, scaups, buffleheads, and goldeneye; fur-bearers, which include beaver, otter,
mink, fox, and wolves; big garne which consists of moose and white-tailed deer and;

small game which includes spmce grouse, ruffled grouse, rabbit, and beaver (Hutchison,
1996).

While wildlife populations on-reserve are seen to be healthy they are, however, thought
to be somewhat lower today than in the past due to human impacts, caused fiom
developments such as those of the tounsm, forestry, and mining industries in the region
(Campbell, 1997; Redsky, 1997). Although populations are healthy today, there is no
integrated management plan that would facilitate activities like tounsm and at the same
time protect and enhance populations, and promote public safety. Consemation measures
are not affecting harvests on reserve lands. While hunting and trapping on reserve lands
is presently not officially regulated, Anishinaabe people, including those h m Shoal
Lake do possess and can follow customary resource harvesting methods and customs.
The people of S L M No. 40 are able to meet their needs in tenns of what they want

wildlife resources to provide for them. However, harvesters must venture off the reserve
in order to accomplish this. Commercial selling of wildlife products is currently illegai,
except for furs. The present market for fûrs is currently too low to be worthwhile and
profitable for commercial harvest.
InteMew responses indicated that irnplementation of a new management regime should
include the ability to allow the First Nation to make laws and regdations that protect and
promote sustainable wildlife resource use. It should be noted that while IAOMA and the
FAFNLM rnay provide the First Nation with the opportunity to improve management of
wildlife resources on-reserve, the powers provided by these alternative arrangements do
not apply to off-reserve resources. If economic opportunities are to include eco-tourism

(a low-impact type of tounsm which focuses on nature and environmental values) a
healthy and abundant wildlife population would be essential.

As enforcement is a

necessary component of any effective management regime, an oppominity could be
provided for the establishment of First Nations Naturai Resource garne-keepers.

3.1.3 M i n e d Resources
A small deposit of precious minerals is located in the northwest corner of LR.40.

Development of the resource at present time would be unprofitable and is not feasible
(Redsky, 1997). ûther mineral resources within the reserve include a sand and grave1
quarry, the materials fiom which are used to aid in the constniction and maintenance of
roads. There could possibly be potential need for crushed rock for road development (for
example if an access road to the community is constmcted). Other than road construction

and maintenance, on-reserve minerals have little economic potential, and are not of much
concem for the First Nation at present. OR-reserve rnining activities in the Shoal Lake
region are of concem to the First Nation, as such activity has the potential to negatively
impact traditional resource usage. No management plan for on-reserve minerals currently
exists at SLFN No. 40. While lack of a management plan may be adequate at present, a
plan for sustainable management could help to ensure that future generations will not be
jeopardized by inappropriate use of this non-renewable resource today.
Minerals are of greater importance in the Shoal Lake region outside of IR40 lands. The
Shoal Lake basin contains within it both precious and base metal minera1 deposits, as
well as deposits of aggregate and ornamental Stone. Today, quanying of granite is the
only form of extraction taking place. Exploration by prospectors continues, and the fûture
will likely see an increase in mineral developments throughout the region. In the late
1800's and early 1900's, mines operating in the area produced significant amounts of

gold (Hutchison a, 1995).

3.1.4 Forestry

The most recent forestry management plan for SLFN No. 40 was prepared in 1992 by
Mitigonaabe Forestry Resources Management Incurporated for the penod of 1992-1997.
Two previous forestry management plans are also in existence. Irnplementation of an
alternative land and resources management regime should assist in effectively following
the recommendations outlined in the management plan.

The most critical factors which will determine the amount of forestry activities to take
place on reserve include the present lack of road accessibility to the reserve, as well as
wood quality, volumes, and market conditions (Mitigonaabe Forestry Resources
Management Incorporated, 1992).

The 1992 report indicated that of d l forested reserve land, 1026 hectares were found to
be unproductive, while 1620 hectares (61%) were considered to be productive. nie

forest is mainly comprised of aspen which accounts for 8 1.3% of the productive forest.
Following poplar is spruce, accounting for 11.5% of productive forest lands (Table 1).

The remaining 7.2% is comprised of jack pine, white pine,

white birch, and cedar. Bur

oak and white elm are also present but are not very prevalent. The majority of forest
stands are Mxed in nature. AU age classes are present, but for the most part forest
resources are between 21 and 100 years of age. The 1992 report also indicated that a
total net merchantable volume (for al1 species) of 157,545 cubic meters existed on the
reserve (Mitigonaabe Forestry Resources Management Incorporated, 1992).
Table 1: Productive Forest Composition at SLFN No. 40 Reserve (Mitigonaabe Forestry

Resources Management Incorporated, 1992).
% of Total Productive Area

Poplar

-

spnice

jack pine, white pine, white birch, cedar

81.3%
11.5%
7.2%

.a

In the past, the reseme contained an abundance of valuable softwoods. Due to poorly
managed harvesting practices (high-grading, and no replanting) over the past hundred
years, the majority of this wood has been exploiteci, and the new forest make-up (stand

conversion) has grown back as mainly low-grade mixed hardwoods. Softwoods in the
p s t were harvested and sold as fuel wood, poles, pulp, saw logs, and cedar posts
(Mitigonaabe Forestry Resources Management Incorporated, 1992).
Income and ernployment resulting f?om on-reserve forestry activities has never been
continuous. One person is currently employed to collet3 eewood for the community.
Proper management could possibly provide more opportunities for continuous seasonal
forestry on the reserve.

Mitigonaabe Forestry Resources Management Incorporated

(1992) has suggested forestry activities that could provide economic gains for SLFN No.
40, including: fuel wood cutting for use in on-reserve homes, as well as for sale outside

of the reserve; forest Gare through replanting and proper management; small annual
pulpwood cutting operations; small annual s2w log harvests and; the use of an on-reserve
portable sawmill operated to provide a source of construction materials for various onreserve projects. A more recent possibility is the sale of hardwoods (poplar) to Tolko
industries for use in the production of oriented strandboard (Campbell, 1997).
Not only can improved management of on-resexve forest resources lead to improved
economic gains and ernployrnent opportunities, but it can also enhance wildlife
populations, aesthetics, improve the quality of the environment, and promote
sustainability.
Concems over the harvesting of timber include loss of habitat, increased access to remote

areas, and water quality nsks. Water quality can be adversely afTected by chemicals,
herbicides and pesticides, as well as by erosion caused fiom the removal of forest
rnaterials.

Implementation of an alternative management reghe could be used to regulate forestry

activities on reserve, and improve third party interactions. Regdations will aid in the
protection of timber resources, and perhaps aid in the implementation of the forest
management plan which was prepared by Mitigonaabe Forestry Resources Management

Incorporatecl (1992), but never implemented on the forested reserve lands.
Outside of the reserve, forestry in the district of Kenora is an important industry. Saw
and pulp mills in Kenora rely upon both the hardwoods and softwoods available within

the region. Although a prosperous industry in the Kenora district, the lands of the Shoal
Lake basin provide far less promise, due to the effects of past harvests and lack of good,
accessible stands. Forestry management in the Shoal Lake basin is the responsibility of
the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and the Manitoba Department of Natural
Resources (Hutchison a, 1995).

3.1.5 Water Resources
Water resources considered to be part of the reserve ody include those bodies of water
which are completely encompassed by reserve lands. A close look at a map of the
reserve (Figure 6) indicates that nich water bodies are not found to any significant extent
on the reserve.

3.2 OFF-RESERVE RESOURCES
Not al1 resources utilized by SLFN No. 40 fa11 within the jurisdiction of thei. reserve
lands. Resources fdling outside of the resenre jurisdiction are not covered by the Indian

Act, and thus are unable to be covered by either the FAFNLM, or IAOMA Due to the

significance and importance of these osreserve resources to the people of SLFN No. 40,
mention is given to them in this section.

3.2.1 Fishing
As previously mentioned, the commercial walleye fishery which piayed an integral role
in the tradition and economies of the First Nations people remains closed. Domestic and
commercial fishenes, as well as sport fishing exist in the region. The domestic fishery
provides a subsistence food supply, and is a major part of the diet of the Shoai Lake First
Nations people (Hutchison a. 1995; Beak, 1983).
Although the commercial walleye fishery remains closed, other fish species which have
proven to be commercially valuable include: white fish and northem pike. Despite the
potential value of these species, quotas have been placed on them, and commercial
harvest is only permitted during the fall. The harvest restrictions greatly reduce the
economic returns available to SLFN No. 40.
Angling is a popular activity enjoyed by local residents, and tourists alike. Although the
sport fishing industry suffered fkom the over-exploitation of the walleye resource, and
subsequent closure of the walleye fishery, other fish species, such as largemouth and
smallrnouth bass are proving to be desirable. As a result, the number of sport fishers on
Shoal Lake has been on the rise (Hutchison a, 1995).

The management of the Shoal Lake basin fisheries is the delegated responsibility of both
the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and the Manitoba Department of Natural

Resources. Federal jurisdiction, under the Fishenes Act can be exercised over the
fishenes if fish health or habitat are seen to be threatened (Hutchison a,1995).
Hutchison (1996) has found that despite the commercial ban on walleye, and the low
revenue returm achievable through îhe limited whitefish and pike commercial fishery
that does exist, participation and interest in fishexy activities remains high

These

fishenes, however, do not f d l under the jurisdiction of the I d m Act, and subsequently
can not be affecteci by IAOMA or the FAFNLM which deal strïctly with reserve lands.

3.2.2 Manomin (Wüd Rice)
The numerous bays and narrows found in the Shoal Lake/Lake of the Woods region
contain an abundance of shallow water zones which provide the necessary conditions for
the growing of manornin. Manornin, known by most as wild rice, actually is not a rice at
dl, but a g r a s belonging to the family Gamineae. Vemum (1988) describes wild rice as

being the only native North Amencan cereal grain with a well documented history of
food uses. Manornin has historically played a central role in the lives of the Anishinaabe
people in the Shod Lake region. Manomin not only provided the people with a highly
nutritive food staple, but it was used ceremonially. It also provided the people with
opportunities for trade or sale (Vemum, 1988). Manomin remains a harvested, valuable
and lucrative resource of the Shoal Lake region today. However, harvests are now more
variable due to the regulation of water levels by the Lake of the Woods Control Board
(Chapeskie, 1998).
As a traditional food staple of the Anishinaabe people, the manornin harvest is of cultural
and historical importance to the First Nation people of Shod Lake 40. According to
Hutchison (1996), 39% of those involved in resource harvesting activities take part in
either the domestic or commercial aspects of wild nce harvesting. The manomin harvest
accounts for a signifiant proportion of resource harvest economic values (Hutchison,
1996). Considering that the harvest period extends for oniy a few weeks in the late

summer/early fdl, and the inputs involved are generally low, the returns on investment
for the manomin resource are great. Several wild rice locations exist adjacent to reserve
lands and are harvested by community members. (Figure 8).

SLFN No. 40 has identified 386.2 hectares of traditional rice beds in total (Table 2). 1t is
estimated by the First Nation that approximately 112 kg/ha of rice is manually harvested

each year, while approximately 450 kgha is additionally harvested through the use of

mechanical nce harvesting equipment (Hutchison a, 1995). Hutchison (a, 1995) has
estimated that it could theoretically be possible to harvest 217,044 kg of rice annually
using a combination of the two harvesting methods. It should be noted, however, that

Table 2: Traditional Rice Bed Areas in Hectares for SLFN No. 40 (Beak a, 1983: 5 -44)

Rush Bay
Crow h i c k Bay
Zig Zag Island

Pine Island
Car1 Bay
Deception Bay
Woodchuck Creek
Labyrinth Bay
Rice Bay
Snowshoe Bay
Queen's Bay
Portage Bay
Falcon Bay
Snake Lake
Total Exceeding

81.1
37.4
38.4
27.5
15.0
1.4
1.4
28.1
63.7
89.0
2. O

1.2

-

386.2

while it may be theoretically possible, varying water level fluctuations, whether natural or
induced by water works infrastructure, will dictate manomin production and harvests on
any given year. In 1997, green rice was sold at a price of $1.54/kg. At this price, an
annual revenue of $334,248 could potentially be obtained (Shoal Lake Wild Rice Ltd.,
1998). Al1 harvesting of wild rice is conducted in Kenora Wild Rice Harvesting Area #4.

Shoal Lake First Nation shares this harvesting area with Iskatewizaagegan No.39
Independent First Nation (Hutchison, 1996).
Manomin has expanded in areas where it has been planted. However, it has been
depleted or eliminated in areas where water conditions have been altered, for example

fkom the impacts of the Greater Winnipeg Water District (GWWD), and hydro projects.
The resource is sensitive to, and its growth will reflect, changes in water levels and
conditions. Vennum (1988: 20) describes correct water levels as being "above al1 the
crucial factor for a successful yield". Vemum (1988) has also indicated that the resource

is very sensitive to pollution and other foms of human mismanagement, such as;
improper harvest techniques, alterations of water levels through construction of dams and
dikes, excessive motor boat t d E c which a f k t s wave activity, as well as the removal of

beaver dams which serve to provide a gentle dowwtrearn flow on which manomin is
known to thrive.

Traditional 'ricing' harvests involve paddling into the area by boat and collecting the
wild rice kernels when they have ripened by beating the plants with sticks to shake the
kemels loose into the boat. Processing of the collecteci kemels mua then be completed
on shore. The processing procedure involves sun drying, followed by roasting which
involves M e r drying through the use of smoke or scorching with ketties. Treading or
threshing, followed by air-tossing the seeds with the use of wimowing or fanning trays is
used to Eree the ch& from the seed. Once the seeds have been separated from the c h s ,
the trays will contain manornin which is ready for cooking or storage (Vennum, 1988).
Technology has simplified the harvesting process through the introduction of time and
labour-saving mechanized harvesting equipment and processing plants. Machines are
now able to harvest in half an hour what one person would be able to harvest in a day by
hand (Vennum, 1988). According to Campbell (1997), technology such as that provided
by commercial picking machines, has led to a decline in the number of SLFN No. 40

members involved in the manornin harvest. With the technology cornes an increased risk
of crop destruction resulting nom careless operation of equiprnent and poor harvesting
techniques.
Jurisdiction over the manornin resource remains within the provinces.

In terms of

management of the resource, the Ontario Wild Rice Harvesting Act exists. However, the
Act only sets up licensing for areas, including Fust Nation block areas, and does not

include provisions surrounding the management of harvesting practices. Fust Nations
purchase licenses to harvest block areas of wild rice fiom provincial Natural Resources
Departments.

First Nation block areas are w m u n a l resources.

Cunently the

management of the resource by the First Nations is through intemal verbal agreements,

and customary harvesting practices (Campbell, 1997). There is, however, no way of
stopping someone fiom harvesting an area that was through verbal agreement, delegated
to someone else.

SLFN No. 40 currently shares a block area with the neighboring

Iskatewizaagegan No.39 Independent First Nation. InteMmees indicated that a need for
regulations and controls exists and is essential for the protection of the resource. Lack of
hanresting regulations can easily lead to the damage of the resource through careless and
improper hawesting techniques. Wild rice currently bnngs in the greatest revenues of
any resource harvested by the First Nation. With some education, regulations, and

improved management the valuable manomin resource could be made more sustainable
and create greater long term profitability. Given that the block area license system

involves no provincial regulation, a First Nation resource management regime could be
de-facto extended to the manomin resource based on custorn.

3.2.3 Water Resources

Water from Shoal Lake is used to provide qudity drinking water to the Shoal Lake First
Nation reserves, surrounding camps and cottages. The major user of Shoal Lake waters
for domestic purposes is, however, the City of Winnipeg, which since 1919 has been
withdrawing water fiom Indian Bay (Figure 9). In 1914, the City of Winnipeg was
authorized by the International Joint Commission to withdraw a maximum of 455 million
litres per day (IUD).However, the maximum capacity of the present aqueduct system
only pennits the withdrawal of 385 ML/D. The waters provided fiom Shoal Lake supply
the City of Winnipeg with a high quality source of drinking water, requiring oniy the
addition of chlorine (Waterworks, Waste and Disposal Department, 1991). The City of
Winnipeg required lands for the construction of the aqueduct system. As a result,
between 1916 and 1921, 1,332 hectares of land was expropnated fiom LR40 by the City
of Winnipeg. The City now owns the land under Indian Bay and some land in the
surrounding area (Beaka, 1983).
While the Shoal Lake water supply remains of high quality, gradua1 deterioration of the
water supply is ocaimng, likely due to developments in the region and the changes in
water flows resulting fkom the Greater Winnipeg Water District (GWWD) and hydro
developrnents. AdVities that have the largest impact upon Shoal Lake water quality
include developments such as residentiai cottage lots, land erosion, pollution, hurnan

adVities and solid and liquid wastes. Treatment of the water used by First Nation
members has o d y been occumng since 1996. Chlorine is added, and it is felt that this
treatment is necessary and adequate (Campbel4 1997).
Concern over water quality is ainimal for the present generation; greater wncem will be
felt by future generations. Monitoring, environmental protection, and enforcement is
needed in order to protect and maintain water quality.

While an environmental

management plan exists, as does an environmental management by-law, enforcement is
dificult, and in many cases the plan is not followed. A major existing problem includes
the lack of road access, which creates high nsk possibilities for water pollution through
accidental contaminant spills during transport across the Iake. Efforts are still being
made to create year round access for the community which would reduce the high risks
and dangers posed by aquatic transport. Road access, regulations, and enforcement are
needed.

While water resource management cannot be directly impacted by either

IAOMA or the FAFNLM, water qudity cm certainly be aEected by management
decisions made for on-land resources, such as environmental regulations.
Concem over water quality is always the foremost argument that must be resolved when
dealing with proposais for land developments. The First Nation feels that the rnany
restrictions placed upon it are not fair and are too stringent. Other non-First Nation user
groups are able to develop in the Shoal Lake region, without facing the restrictions and
opposition that SLFN No. 40 faces. Consistency needs to be established among user
groups in the area, Fust Nation and non-First Nation alike.
Both the 1994 Watershed Agreement and the 1989 Tripartite Agreement have had limited
success in establishing a fiamework for water quality preservation. As a result, it is felt

that Shoal Lake water is inadequately protected by these agreements and is a commodity
in need of protection (Campbell, 1997; Redsky, 1997).

Protection of the water resource is considered to be a pnority in the agreement by the
City of Winnipeg and Province of Manitoba under the Tripartite Agreement. However,
there are a number of problems associateci with the Agreement, which may ultimately
undermine its effectiveness at p r e s e ~ n gShoal Lake water quaiity. Definite problems
over the management of this resource exist, and can indirectly be improved through
improvements over land management and environmental protection.

3.3 RESOURCE ISSUES

Beyond the natural resources utilized by SLFN No. 40, there are a number of resources
management issues that need to be addressed as well. The management of the following
activities can directly affect the quality and sustainability of the natural resources found

on the reserve.

3.3.1 Waste Management
Improper management of solid wastes can lead to both soi1 and ground water

contamination. Solid wastes are supposed to be collected daily fiom each home and
transported to a landfill site located off the reserve on Ontario Crown Lands. Collection

and maintenance of the landfill., which has been provided for the use of both SLFN No.
40 and Iskatewizaagegan No.3 9 Independent First Nation, is the responsibility of SLFN
No. 40.
According to the former Chief at SLFN No. 40, not everyone is participating in garbage
mllection. Some people are leaving garbage to collea in their yards, as there is no
enforcement. During fieeze up and break up, garbage is stored in a temporary on-reserve
landfill site, for later transport to the designated off-reserve site. As break-up and fieezeup can last for four to five weeks or more, significant quantities of solid waste can be
generated and left on the reserve during this period of time. Only minimal recycling
o m r s ; efforts to improve this &cet of waste management need to be made. There is a

need for education, regulations, and enforcement, ail of which an alternative land and
resource management regime could provide.
According to the site operating plan, collection and disposal is to be conducted weekly.
Final disposal of waste at the site is by the trench and fil1 method. The trench is to be

compacteci and covered, bi-weekly or as required. Any buming at the site is under the
discretion and direct s u p e ~ s i o nof the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources Fire
personnel, and a fire permit issued by the MÏnistry of Natural Resources in Ontario is
required for any buming activities. Whether or not the operating plan is followed is
questionable.

3.3.2 Liquid Waste

During the years of 1993 and 1994, INAC spent between eight and nine million dollars
on the installation of new septic systems on the SLFN No. 40 reserve. The old septic

units ran at a cost of approximately $8000 each. The new septic units run at a wst of
$43,000, and have a life expectancy of only ten years. While the new system is far more
costly, they do contain four times the capacity for seepage than the old systems. He&
Canada is in charge of setting the regulations regarding liquid waste disposal, and the
new systems were designed to meet those standards (Campbell, 1997; Redsky, 1997).
n i e major concems and problems with the new system include the high cost of hydroelectric power required to operate each system. In sorne cases families simply cannot
afEord to pay their electrical bills, their power is subsequently tumed ofS creating an
opportunity for septic tank malfunction and over-flow.

Spring melt water can pose

problems as well, as melt water can seep into the systems causing tanks to fil1 quickly

and over-fiow. Erosion problems were also cited to have been experienced with these
systems. Sewage seeping into the water supply, as a result of seepage or over-flow is of

course a major health concem (Redsky, 1997).

Eco-tourkm
Ventures dong the eco-tourism line were noted to be of interest to the First Nation
(Redsky, 1997). If properly designed, such ventures can have a low environmental
impact and allow for abonginal people to make use of their local skills and howledge of

the land. Engagement in economic activities that combine development with traditional
aboriginal values, will serve to promote both sustainability and an improved quality of
life (Miawpukek: Reaching Self Sufticiency. . . 1997). Many conventional activities
such as forestry or Mning can be destructive to the land, pollute the environment, and
negatively impact wildlife and human health. Even if well managed, such developments
often inadvertently leave a significant 'ecological footprint'.

As rnany First Nation

reserves were established on areas of unproductive lands (SLFNNo. 40 included), or had
productive lands expropriat ed, the potential for many conventional resource based
economic development ventures simply may not exist. In some cases, such as the case of

SLFN No. 40, reserve access may be too difficult to make conventional developments
feasible, or perhaps the environment may be too fiagile to sustain such developments.
Many First Nation cornmunities, including SLFN No. 40, still need to establish an
econornic resource base in order to improve community living, promote autonomy and
self-confidence, and prepare for the future of ~el~government.
Tourism in Canada and worldwide is a large and growing industry. In 1988, $24 billion

was added to the Canadian economy by tourists alone (Tounsm Introduction, 1997). The
aesthetic beauty of the land and resources found on many First Nation reserves can
provide First Nations with oppominities for successfùl and sustainable developments in
the towism industry.

With recently heightened and growing interest in aboriginal

cultural heritage within North America and abroad, aboriginal tourism has become a fast
growing tounsm sector. Abonginai tourism can be designed to be relatively low impact
and it allows for the sharing and promotion of aboriginal cultural awareness to keen
visitors fiom around the world (First Nations in Canada, 1997).

Many abonginal cornmunities across Canada are setting up traditional aboriginal villages.

The villages allow visitors to not only see how the aboriginals lived historically, but also
to some extent allow visiton to live as the aboriginals traditionally lived. Tourists can
learn about aboriginal history and culture, and atperience first hanci, abonginal cuisine

and cultural practices. This type of tounsm, which is known as eco-tounsm, focuses on

nature and on environmental values. Eco-tounsm provides for low environmental impact
and encourages the preservation, appreciation and respect of nature which is an integral
part of aboriginal culture.

Elders can play an active role in providing the stories and information that can be shared,
and in teaching this information to their own people for sharing. The teaching, guiding,
and sharing involved in tourism ventures allows for the people to make use of their

cultural skills and knowledge of the land and its resources. Eco-tourisrn helps to ensure
the preservation of aboriginal history and tradition. Not only does this benefit the non-

aboriginal tourist, but many aboriginal people who have lost touch with traditional
teachings will benefit as well.
Eco-tounsm ventures allow for the generation of revenue, while stili promoting the
preservation of culture and spintuality (Where The Buffalo Roam, 1997). The initiative,
detennination and hard work on the part of aboriginal people is paying off with many
successes. The successes of aboriginal businesses include the creation of wealth to the
economy of the First Nations and the provinces. They result in the creation of jobs,
improvement of community ethics and living, and the promotion of economic
independence. Examples of successfid eco-tourism ventures Erom Manitoba include;
Riding Mountain National Park's Anishinabe Village, Brokenhead Ojibway Nation

Historie Village, and A Wawa Tae Me Kee Wapa, a little Cree village near Waboden,
Manitoba (Success Stones From Manitoba, 1997; Stark, 1997).
The natural beauty of the Shoai Lake region, and the growing interest in aboriginal
d t u r e couid possibly provide SLFN No. 40 with an opportunity to get involved in the

tourism industry, and allow them to work towards re-establishing an economic resource

base. The lack of road access to the reserve could aaually prove to be an asset. Màny
tourists are enticed by the sense of adventure and remoteness generated by boat and ice
road traverses. An alternative management regime should provide SLFN No. 40 with the
control needed over lands and resources to get involved in such an industry if they should
choose to do so.

3.3.4 Environmental Protection

Environmental protection is necessary in order to maintain a quality water supply, as well
as to preserve natural beauty and maintain environmental integrity. According to a 1995
environmental issues inventory that was conducted for SLFN No. 40, "no issues were
identified as posing imminent health or environmental impacts requiring immediate
mitigation measures" (CH2M Hill Engineering Ltd., 1995: 9. The study did recommend
that both solid and liquid waste management be monitored and approved, and that a nsk

analysis be conducted to determine the potential impact of fuel release posed by the
barge. While problems may not presently be imminent, poor management and improper
measures could certainly lead to unwanted problems in the future.
In 1992, an Environmental Management Plan was prepared for SLFN No. 40 by

Hilderman Witty Crosby Hama and Associates. The plan was designed to meet one of
the requirernents of the Tripartite Agreement, that being to provide "reasonable, effective

control over the presewation and enhancement of the natural environment, especially as
it relates to the preservation of the water quality of Indian Bay being the source of the
Winnipeg water supply" (Shoal Lake#4O/Canada Agreement, 1990: 12).

The

Environmental Management plan is coordinated with an Environmental Management Bylaw. The Environmental Management By-law was designed to provide for the "adoption,
administration, and enforcement of an environmental management plan, which includes
restrictions on land use" (Environmental Management By-law, 1995). The by-law came
into force in February of 1996 (Gray, 1996).

The strength of the by-law, in tems of its ability to withstand a court challenge is
questionable. Questionability results fkom SLFN No. 40's inability to correctly follow
the by-law development procedures as outlined by INAC.

The environmental management by-law was passed both under section 81 of the Iizdian
Act, and according to the inherent right of self-govement. While the by-law fits within
the parameters of section 81 of the Itrdim Act, until a self-government agreement is
reached between SLFN No. 40 and the Govenunent of Canada, by-laws cannot be
created based on the inherent right (Gray, 1996).

Due to the shared nature of LR34B2, it was recomrnended that both SLFN No. 40, and
Iskatewizaagegan No.39 Independent First Nation pass the same environrnental by-law
together in order to avoid enforceability problems. A by-law passed by SLFN No. 40
alone would not be enforceable against any members of Iskatewizaagegan No.39
Independent First Nation staying on 1.R34B2.

Despite the recommendations,

Iskatewizaagegan No.39 did not sign the environrnental by-law. The by-law cannot,
therefore, apply to any rnembers of reserve IR39A on LR34B2 (Gray, 1996).
According to subsection 82(1) of the Indm Act, by-laws made under section 81 m u a be
received by the Minister no later than four days after being enacted by the Band Council.

The environmental management by-law was sent to the Minister without the
accompanying environmental management plan, which was considered to be a
component part of the by-law.

As the environmental management plan was not

fonvarded to the Minister until several months after the by-law, the four day period
identified in the Indm Act was violated.

Gray (1996) describes this violation of

procedure as potentially jeopardizing the legal validity of the by-law. While it may be of
the opinion of the Minister that a by-law is valid, only a court of law has the actual power
to rule on validity (Gray, 1996).

While the plan and by-law do exist, according to the former Chief at SLFN NO. 40, the
plan has not been implemented, is not followed, and is not edorced. As SLFN No. 40

has no enforcement officers, the power to enforce the plan is very limited (Redsky,
1997).

Another problem with the plan is the lack of education that went into informing and

teaching the cornrnunity about the plan. Many people are simply unaware of the contents
of the environmental management plan and by-law.

Therefore, when a community

member breaks a by-law provision, they may not even be aware that they have done so

(Redsky, 1997).

The resource development inventory studies that were completed along with the
environmental management plan, suggested the expansion of wild nce and fisheries as
being two areas with a potential for environmentaily sustainable economic resource
developments (Campbell, 1997).
Improvernent of the current on-reserve situation could be attained through the
establishment of a functioning environmental management oflice on reserve with staiT to

deal with policy, jurisdiction, and field assessments.

Currently there is one person

employed in this area. This person is in charge of monitoring water supply, inspection of
liquid and solid waste, researching applications for development as well as advising
Chief and Council on remediation, rnitigation, and reclamation (Campbell, 1997).
Those that were i n t e ~ e w e dfelt that the current environmentai protection program is
ineffective. An alternative land and resource management regime should identiQ a
means of implementing an effeaive strategy that will serve to protect the environment.,
while still allowing for sustainable resource development initiatives.

3.3*5 Roads, Buildings, Housing
Construction of roads, buildings, and housing is done according to the Indian M a i n
project implementation process. Plans must be submitted, and designs approved prior to

the initiation of construction. Construction processes must be done according to codes

and regulations, as well, processes must meet certain environmental standards. People
wanting to build without the financial aid of INAC can, however, do so unregulated.
Construction and maintenance of roads buildings and housing provides seasonal
employment oppomuiities for members of the First Nation community.
Funding for the construction of roads buildings, and housing is received f?om INAC'S
major and minor capital funds flows. Funding problems tend to arise as the level of
funding and fkequency is inadequately administered. Indian Mairs follows a f'nding
formula which only allocates a particular amount of money to each First Nation,
regardless of the amount that is actually needed. The funding formula attempts to m a t e
equity and faimess across al1 First Nations in Canada. However, it fdls short in that it
does not allow for the consideration of unique circumstances. Funding is a problem, as is
the high cost of accessing hydro-electric power, and construction. These problems are
fiuther exacerbated by the difficulty of accessing the reserve. Ofien technical problems
are encountered, in which certain parameters are not accoumed for.
inadequate funds designated to a project.

The result is

When fùnds prove inadequate and re-

applications must be made, the development process becomes slowed considerably. A
need exists for increased development funds for on-reserve projects. Establishment of an
economic resource base could serve to alleviate sorne of that need.

3.3.6 Current Resources Initiatives
An on going community restoration project has been developed. Community restoration

projects are W e d out by youth fiom the community during the sumrner rnonths. The
projects provide youth with sumrner employment, as well as an opportunity to contribute
to the community in a positive way.

3.3.7 Resource DeveIopment Obstacles

Even ifa new resources management regime is identified as acceptable and implemented
at SLFN No. 40, the First Nation will face a number of development obstacles. Corne11
and Kalt (1992: 6-7) have identified several obstacles to development faced by aboriginal

wmrnunities including: inability to obtain financial capital; lack of First Nation members
with the necessary education and skills to underiake developments; lack of effective
planning mechanisrns on-reserve; reserves that are poor in natural resources; isolation

nom markets and high costs of travel; difficulty attracting investors to reserve lands;
federal and provincial policies which are counterproductive to First Nation developments
on-reserve; outside intervention and control over First Nation decision-making (in the

case of SLFN No. 40, the City of Winnipeg under the Tripartite Agreement), lack of First
Nation govemment accountability or integrïty, or inability to handle development;
finding suitable developments which do not clash with cultural beliefs; finding a
management technique that works (aboriginal, non-aboriginal, or some combination of
techniques).
Another obstacle to contend with involves the difficulties involved in trying to obtain a

bank loan. Obtaining a bank loan is a difficult endeavor for First Nations people and
organimtions, as under sections of the Indm Act assets situated on reserve lands are
protected fiom seinire. Banks engaging in business with First Nations undertake a large
risk. If a loan is not re-paid the bank has no collateral to go after, as it is prohibited f h m
touching assets found on reserve lands (Kikiwak Inn Provides A Home Away From
Home, 1997). These problems are in many cases a deterrent to third parties interested in
pursuing economic developments on reserve lands.

It is likely that at some point SLFN No. 40 will be faced with the majority of the issues
identified by Comell and Kalt (1992).

In order for successful developrnent to be

achieved, SLFN No. 40 must be aware of the obstacles that it faces and search for ways

to eliminate or overcome them.
Corne11 and Kalt (1992: 9) have also noted, "as natural resource endowments nse, so do
the chances of success. . . such resources [,however,] are not necessarily the key to

successfbl developrnent". This statement should provide hope for SLFN No. 40 as
despite its low natuml resource development potential, successful developrnent through

other means could still be achieved. It is not necessarily the resource potential, but rather

the mechanisms and structures by which the resources are managed that determine
developmental success. Obstacles to development and management structures will be
further discussed within the Chapters that follow.

Chapter Three identified and discussed the importance of specific resource sectors, as
well as the importance of resource management issues to the community of SLFN No.
40. From this discussion it was found that little management of resources appeared to be

occumng on-reserve, raising concerns over resource sustainability.

Problems and

concems surrounding the management of each sector were discussed. Cornmon problems
included: inadequate authoritative power over resources; lack of regulations; lack of
resource development opportunities; and, insufficient cornpliance to existing regulations
resulting from unsatisfactory enforcement capabiiities and poor knowledge of
regulations.

Comments were made regarding things to look for in an alternative

management regime, in order to potentially provide solutions.
The Indm Act as well as jurisdictions of both provincial and federal govemments were
found to prohibit SLFN No. 40 fiom managing their lands and resources as they would
like. In order to improve community living and safety, SLFN No. 40 needs to establish
an economic resource base, practice sustainable resource use, as well as protect the

surrounding environment through the establishment of necessary and enforceable
regulations. Achieving its goais will be a challenge to SLFN No. 40, and numerous
obstacles are likely to be encountered dong the way.
An alternative land and resources management regime will be necessary in order for

SLFN No. 40 to improve the aiment land and resources situation on-reserve. The needed
arrangement will require the First Nation to be placed in a position of greater control and
power. As well, the alternative regime must be able to adequately address the resource
issues and concems identified within this Chapter. Chapter Four focuses on this very
issue.

ALTERNATIVE LAND AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

REGIMES
With a need for new land and resources management previously identified, two options
which could provide management alternatives are identified, compared and analyzed

within this Chapter. The two legislative options are, the proposed Indian Act Optional
Modification Act (MOMA), and the FAFNLM. Each option is discussed in tum. It
shouid be noted at this point that neither the IAOMA, nor the FAFNLM has been passed

as legislation at the time of this analysis.

4.1 BILL C-79, THE 12VDUNACT OPTIONAL MODIFICATION ACT (MOMA)

4.1.1 Background

The Indm Act Optional Modification Act is "An Act to permit certain modifications in
the application of the Indm Act to Bands that desire them" (Bill C-79, 1996).
Development of the Act was based upon arnendments which were denved fkom the many
consultations and discussions that occurred between First Nations and Ronald A f i n ,
the former INAC Minister (IAOMA Summary of the Bill, 1996). Since April of 1995,
every Chief and First Nation organization was contacted in writing four times by fonner

Minister M n . Each time the former Minister sought First Nation input, while at the
sarne time provided relevant information to First Nations (Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada, 1997).

The IAOMA is designed to serve as an intenm measure until such time as First Nations
self-government can be put into place. nie legidation removes some of the unnecessary
and hstrating restrictions and intrusions faced by local First Nations Govemments. The
legislation would provide increased control over day-to-day business by removing

needless federal govemment intrusions and effectively streamlining business processes
(Govemment of Canada, 1996).

IAOMA is an optional piece of legislation that First Nations can choose to opt into if they

so wish. First Nations who do not choose to opt into the legislation would remain under
the present Indm Act. The decision to opt in must be made wisely, as there is no ability
to opt out once a First Nation has chosen to be govenied by the new legislation. IAOMA
is a package deal; Bands cannot opt into certain parts of the Act, but must opt into the Act
in its entirety (Assembly of First Nations, 1997).

As with any legislative change, concem arises over the impact that the change could have
on existing aboriginal and treaty rights, the inherent nght to self-government and on the

special relationship that exists between First Nations and the federal govenunent. In
order to ensure that these rights and relations remain unaffected by the IAOMA, a nonderogation clause was included within the Act. The clause guarantees that adoption of
the IAOMA legislation would not in any way affect existing nghts and relationships

(MOMA Summary of the Bill, 1996). In a letter addressed to Chiefs, Councilors and
Leaders of First Nation Organizations, former Minister Ronald A. Invin (1996) made the
following statement in an attempt to clarifjr and appease First Nation concems;
"1 again give you my assurance that the federal govenunent will continue to

respect its fiduciary relationship with First Nations. It is my clear intention that
aboriginal and treaty rights will not be affected. None of the changes affect
taxation., Indian registration, band membership, or the protection fkom arbitrary
sale and expropriation that reserve lands nirrently have. They do, however,
streamline procedures, increase local wntrol, repeal unused sections, and foster

economic development on reserve while reducing the authority that 1 and my
department have to direct your decisions or ovemde the aspirations of your
communities."

A synopsis report of the IAOMA legislation by the department of Indian and Northem
Mairs Canada has identified four major groups into which the proposed amendments

can be categorized. The first group of amendments act to restructure both Ministenal and
First Nation's powers, thereby increasing local First Nations control, supporthg

economic development, and removing provisions deemed to be paternalistic, intrusive
and invading. The second group of amendments a d to expedite and streamline band
business processes and procedures, while the third group of arnendments involves the
repeal of unnecessary and outdated revisions. The final group contains amendments
which offer the validation of the current practices performed both by First Nations and
the Canadian Governent (Indian and Northem AfTairs Canada b, 1996.)
Invin (1996), former INAC Minister, describes each individual amendment as being
minor. However, collectively the proposed arnendments a d to remove a good number of

the federal control powers which mrrently rule the lives of First Nations people today.

4.1.2 IAOMA Provisions ReIated to NaturaI Resources Management.

The proposed IAOMA legislation contains a large section specifically dealing with on-

reserve natural resources management practices. Many of the provisions in this section
deal directly with natural resources issues. While other IAOMA provisions are more
indirect, significant implications in the way natural resources are managed on reserves
could result. Indirect provisions which concem resources management include areas of
business, monetary matters, economic developments, and environmental protection.

These areas, dong with the natural resources, must collectively be considered when
making natural resources management decisions.

Fust Nations of today are strongly pushing for and working towards autonomy.
Establishment of a viable and sustainable economic resowcê base is a key factor on the
road towards self-government, independence, improved living conditions, and success

(Fiist Nations in Canada, 1997).

IAOMA legislation addresses the need for the

establishment of an economic base, and the changes outlined in the IAOMA are designed

to provide First Nation Communities with improved natural resource development
capabilities.

m e d i d o n of Day-to-Duy Band Businers

In order to improve the eficiency of day-to-day band business transactions, changes have
been made under IAOMA. According to subsection 2.(3)(b)(ii) a Band Council meeting
does not have to be called every time a business decision is to be made. Instead, in cases
where al1 council members agree with the resolution, al1 that is requked is the written
consent of al1 members of the Band Council (Clause by Clause Analysis of the I n d m Act

Optional Modification Act, 1997).

Re-&finittg the Tenn "Band".

The definition and capacity of the term 'Band"has changed under the new section 16.1.
As the IAOMA legislation describes, "A band has the capacity and, subject to this Act,

the rights powers and privileges of a natural person" (Bill C-79,1996). This means that
a band now has the right to sue and to be sued, as well as the right to hold land (INAC a,
1996). Members of the Assembly of First Nations have raised concems over the legal

impact of changing the "band" definition. Despite the non-derogation clause, they are

fearfbl that if a band takes on a corporate persona, it may eliminate the ability of
members of a band to possess aboriginal and treaty rights, including the nght of
aboriginal self-government (Nahwegahbow, and Nadjiwan, 1997). The government
intended the change in definition to improve the position fkom which First Nations can
enter into deals with other govenunents and corporations and better facilitate economic
development ventures. The non-derogation clause was included in order to elirninate

fears over the definition, like those expressed by the Assembly. The amendment also
provides First Nations with the ability to acquire additional reserve land (INAC

1996).

By assuming a more 'wrporate persona', a First Nation should be better equipped to deal

with other govenunents and corporations on business matters. The First Nation is able to
play on a more equal levei, which includes the ability to sue, and to be sued. The ability

to bo sued holds a First Nation more accountable for its actions, and should promote
responsible decision-making. The nght to hold land and acquire new lands are definite
assets, especially for developments and business dealings.

SLFN No. 40 could benefit nom the ability to acquire new lands to increase their land
base for development and future population expansion. As SLFN No. 40 is also
interested in having govenunent that is accountable for its actions and to its people, they
will likely be interested in the clause related to accountability.

Repeals - Fann Ro&ce, RoarLF and Bdges
The patemalistic section 32, dealing with the sale or barter of agricultural produce has
been repealed. Fint Nations are no longer banned from the sale or barter of farm
produce. Sections 33 and 34 have also been repealed. Section 33 made it an offense to
enter into a transaction under section 32.

Section 34 stated that road and bridge

maintenance was to be conducted as the Minister dictated. The repeal of these sections
serve to eliminate patemalistic and outdated Indian Act provisions.

Improvement Upon CIpu*rns and Treaty Lund Settlements
Subsection @) was added to section 38(2), which deals with surrendered lands.

Subsection @) deals with present and f h r e rights or interests in land that have been
requested to be set aside, as reserve lands, for the purpose of being leased. The added
clause is designeci to aid in the implementation of specific claims and treaty land
entitlement settlements, and should prove beneficial when dealing with situations
involving third party interests.

In the case of SLFN No. 40, this clause could be used to settle outstanding land daim
issues, such as the one involving land expropriated by the City of Winnipeg for the
construction of the aqueduct. Perhaps the addition of this subsection will help to settle
the outstanding issue of the Snowshoe Bay Development as well.

-

L a d AbsoIutely Sunendered or Designated
Section 53 of the I&an Act, dealing with the management of surrendered and designated
lands has been modified under IAOMq subsection 53(1.1) to allow the Minister at the
request of the Band Council to transfer the funaions of the Minister to the Band Council.

The functions referred to in this section deal with the management and selling of
absolutely surrendered lands as well as the management, lease, and other transactions

affecting designated land. Under the additional section (1.2), the Minister maintains the
right to revoke authorization given in 1.1) (Clause by Clause Analysis of the Indm Act
Optional Modification Act, 1997).
The fact that the Minister can revoke decisions indicates that the First Nation does not
have full decision-making power since, if the decision the First Nation makes is
unfavorable with the Minister, the Minister cm revoke the First Nations powers to rnake
such decisions.
This clause could possibly prove favorable for Shoal Lake Firçt Nation in the settlement
of the Snowshoe Bay Development issue. However, according to the clause, the Minister

'may'provide a Fira Nation with the authority upon their request and following the seps
outlined in the clause. 'May' is certaidy not the same as 'shall', and there is Iikely
Ministerial discretion as to whether or not this authority would be actually provided to the

First Nation requesting it. As well, the fact that the Minister can revoke authorkation
once the decision has been made seems to leave the ultimate power in the hands of the

Minister.

4.1.3 Naturai Resources.

In ternis of natural resources section 57, which has been largely expanded under l A O M q
is of greatest relevance. Under the present Indan Act, section 57 is very short, only
dealing with lirnited provisions on forestry and mining.

AU regulations uncier this section

are made under the authority of the GIC and the Minister. The only power that a Band
Council has is to issue consent if logging is to occur on reserve lands. Current penalties

for non-law abiding citizew are very weak, not exceeding $100 or 3 rnonths in jail or
both.

îFmbet.
Section 57 (a) gives the GIC the power to make regulations regarding, "the cutting,
removal and disposal of timber on surrendered and reserve lands and any related

adVities" (Bill C-79,1996: 40). Included in this authority would be the prohibition of
said activities without a license (Clause by Clause Analysis of the Indm Act Optional

Modification Act, 1997). Currently section 57(a) only deals with the authorization of
timber cutting licenses. The modifications provide the GIC with more authority.

In part (b) of section 57 the GIC gives the Minister license issuing authority. The
authority granted to the Minister can be passed into the hands of Band Councils. Band
Councils can then legally carry out the fùnction of issuing licenses regarding cutting,
removal, and disposa1 of timber. This power extends to surrendered land, designated
land, reserve land in the possession of a band member (with consent of that member), and
other reserve lands (Clause by Clause Analysis of the Indian Act Optional Modification

Act, 1997). Under this provision, First Nations could gain greater control over forest
resources.
The increased authority of the GIC in part (a) can now be distributed to the Band

Councils giving them the power to grant timber licenses on thei reserves, including
surrendered, or designated reserve lands. There is one catch to part @), "authorking the
Minister or a person or council of the band designated by the Minister on such conditions

as the Minister may specify..."

This means that Band Councils are still subject to

conditions imposed on them by the Ministeq however, this is still an improvement over
current circumstances.

Mning.
Part (c) of section 57 gives the GXC the authority to regulate and prohibit mining and
related activities on or under reserve or surrendered lands. According to INAC (a. 1996),
the defined authority of the GIC should provide increased protection to First Nations, as
well as attract more industries to invest in mining projects which could prove to be a
good source of economic r e m s for Firsi Nations. Currently the authority of the GIC is
not so ciearly and specifically defined, creating a likely deterrent to interesteci investors.
Under part (d) of section 57, of IAOMA the mining lease authority given to the Minister
by the GIC c m be transferred to Band Councils which desire such authonty. Band
Councils could then effectively regulate the exploration and development of rnining and
related activities on or under designated lands through the issuance of leases for these
activities (Clause by Clause Analysis of the Indan Act Optional Modification Act, 1997).
Although presently the development of rnineral resources by SLFN No. 40 on reserve
lands does not appear to be economically viable, there is a rnineral deposit on the reserve.
At some future date, this deposit may prove to be economically viable to develop. At

such tirne the authority which could be provided to the First Nation resulting nom this
modified provision would be beneficial.

GIC Regulution of Leases and Licemes
Section 57, part (e) gives the GIC the ability to designate terms, conditions and
restrictions regarding the granting of leases and licenses. This is applicable to parts @)

and (d) and allows the GIC to regulate lessees and licensees in areas within 57(e) (i) (vii) which include:

environmental protection, forest fire prevention and control,

requirements and locations of buildings, works, and access roads, security deposits,
access rights and conditions applicable to mines and related facilities, regeneration of

forests after harvesting, and rehabilitation of sites such as those resulting fiom mines and
processing facilities. Although the powers of part (e) are currently under the control of
the GIC, according to a Clause by Clause Analysis of the Indm Act Optional

Modification Act (1997). if the Bill becomes Law new reguiations would be proposed to
allow the Minister to delegate these increased powers to Band Councils.
There is a definite need for regdations regarding the rnatters covered in subsection 57(e)

(i) through to (vii), which deals with control over a number of natural resources issues.
Having the authority on these issues fa11 into the hands of the GIC is not what SLFN No.
40 wants to see. Such an arrangement dow not provide opportunity for self-government,

which is what Shoal Lake ultimately seeks. Although transfer of these powers nom the

GIC to First Nations is mentioned under the interpretation section of INAC's Clause by
Clause Analysis of the Indian Act Optional Modification Act (1997), the actual Bill does
not contain such a clause. As a result, there is a need to be wary, and it would be
beneficial for such a clause to be included in subsequent drafts of the legislation.

GIC Pendization of Licencees & Lessees
Under the new section 57 part ( f ) in IAOMA, the GIC can penalize licensees and lessees
who breach the terms of their agreements. Cancellations and suspensions can occur as
can the designation of monetary fines of up to $5, 000 or twice the value of the stumpage

fee of the timber removed or the royalty value of mined minerals. Ridiculously low
monetary fines not exceeding $100 currently exist under the present Indm Act.
Increased fines would serve as a greater deterrent to potential offenders. The sarne
monetary fine of $5,000 exists for those who breach agreements where remediation,
regeneration or rehabilitation was required. Security deposits can be forfeited by the

GIC. The GIC also has the ability to seize and forfeit belongings which remain after the
termination of the license or lease period.
1t should be noted that the provisions of subsection 57 (f) are necessary to control the

activities of resource users and abusers. The power to control these activities, however,
is in the hands o f the GIC and not in the hands of Band Councils.

Dispute ResoZutio~
Under the aiment Indm Act, there are no mechanisms in place which facilitate the
resolution of disputes regarding the rights and obligations contained within license and
lease agreements. Part (g) of section 57 acts to establish the necessary mechanisms and
was included in the legislation in order to deal with disputes when they arise.

This would be beneficial to the First Nation if or when problems arise dealing with
forestry or minera1 license and lease agreements, as under IAûMq the Band Council
may obtain the authority to issue such licenses.

Summary Conviction.
Part (h) allows the GIC to institute summary conviction offenses when regulations are
violated.

Comments on Section 5%
Myers et al. (1997) have descnbed section 57 as providing the GIC with an increased
range of regulatory powers to facilitate the development of natural resources upon reserve
land. The authority to grant mining and forestry licenses can be delegated to Band
Councils, thereby increasing local control in these areas.
While more control can be placed in the hands of First Nations Councils under the

IAOMA modified version of section 57, the Assembly of Fust Nations (1997) has stated
that some commentators believe giving the power to the Band Council acts to diminish

the fiduciary role of the Minister. More control by First Nations is inevitably going to
lead to a reduction in fiduciary responsibility, and in terms of First Nation's selfgovernmenf this would lead to increased First Nation independence. Of larger concem
to the Assembly of First Nations (1997) is the fact that throughout section 57 the GIC has

the decision-making authority, which does not require consultation with or the consent of
First Nations communities.

Although this rnay be the case, the development and

protection of natural resources under the modified section 57 are vastly improved under

the legislative provisions found within IAOMA

4.1.4 Lands Provisions

-

Repeded Lund Cultivatr0on.
The paternalistic and unfair Indian Act provision in 58.(l)(a) has been rernoved in the
IAOMA legislation. No longer can the Minister 'irnprove' or cultivate lands within a
resewe as he deems necessary. The ability of the Minister to condua such activities is an
intrusion in the lives of First Nations peoples.

Band Member Development of Leased Reserve Landr.
Subsection 58.(3) of IAOMA allows for individual First Nations members to develop
leased areas of reserve lands. Under this section the Minister can lease reserve lands to a
band member to which the parcel of land has been allotteci, to other band members, or to

any other person. Under the current Indm Act uncertainty surrounds the issue as to
whether or not the land can be leased to a band member (INAC a, 1996).
The addition of this provision can allow for developments to more easily occur on resewe
lands. It eliminates the need for the lands to first be designated (Myers et al., 1997). This
is a definite plus for SLFN No. 40, which is currently seeking ways to develop an
economically viable resource base for it's community.

-

Repealed Disposal of Grass,Trees Non-Meallic MnercJ Development
Subsection 58.(4) (a) of the Indian Act has been repealed under IAOMk The Minister

no longer has the authority to dispose of nanual resources, which include wild g r a s and

dead or fallen trees. The modifiecl section 58.(4) @) allows the Minister to distribute
leases which deal with al1 aspects surrounding the area of non-metallic mineral
development. Licenses can be issued, with the consent of the Band Council, for lands

that have not been sunendered or designated. Removal and usage of non-metallic
minerals is no longer restricted to a "taking" situation, as it is under the present Indion

Act. No longer cm temporary permits be issued for such activities without band consent
(Clause by Clause Analysis of the Indim Act Optional Modification Act, 1997).

Through this provision, the request of a Band Council, the Minister can deal with issues
of non-metallic minerai development (Le. sand and gravel). Although First Nations still
must deal with the Minister, who has authority under this area, First Nations do have
increased powers as the Minister cannot take actions without Band Council consent. This
is an improvement, and can benefit SLFN No. 40 in the management and development of
sand, gravel and dimensional Stone.

Land Management
Section 60 has been modified under IAOMA to provide Fira Nations with more local

control in the area of land management. Under IAOMA, the Minister is placed in charge
of granting First Nations control over land management. Under the present Indian Act,
the authonty over land management is held by the GIC. Under IAOMA, bands can

acquire any or dl of the powers that the Minister has with regards to reserve land
management and transactions. In the present fonn of the Indian Act, the GIC can grant
land management and control powers to a First Nation, but the extent of the powers

granted is up to the discretion of the GIC. Part (2) of section 60 in IAOMA has also been
modified. The power o f the GIC to withdraw authorization given in part (l), as in the
present Indim Act, has been given to the Minister.
Although any or al1 of the powers of the GIC can be obtained by a First Nation through

defined processes (special band meeting, secret ballot vote), which is a definite
improvement over the auTent GIC discretion over powers, powers authorized in
subsection 60 (1) can still be withdrawn. Under the modification the powers are
withdrawn by the Minister instead of the GIC, as is m e n t l y the case. Regardless of who
does the withdrawing, it remains that the ultimate control does not reside in the hands of
the First Nation.

-

Repealed Louns, @eration Of Farms
Section 70, dealing with loans was found to be patemalistic and has been repealed under
LAOMA. Section 71 has also been repealed. Under this section the Mïnister's authority
to openite fanns on reserves was not only patemalistic, but an irnpediment to First Nation

Regcclaiory Enes Increa~e
Section 73.(2) increases monetary fines up to $5000 for offenses committed against

regdations made under section 73.(1). This includes the protection and preservation of

fish and wildlife, destruction and control of the spreading of noxious weeds, diseases, and
pests that could harm vegetation on the reserve, the inspection, alteration, destruction and
renovation of premises found on-reserve, provision for sanitary conditions in both private
and public places, as well as a number of other regdations that deal with issues less

directly tied in with the area of natural resources (Imai, 1996). lncreased fines would
serve to deter lawbreakers.

4.1.5 By-law Creation.

Subsection 81.(1) lists the different purposes for which a First Nation Band Council can
m a t e by-laws. IAOMA has added to the list by including several provisions which
follow paragraph (O).

-

By-lmus NaiuraI Resources
Paragraph (O) allows for by-laws to be written conceniing the management, protection,
and preservation of fish and Nr-bearing animals and other garne located on resewe lands.

Paragraph (o. 1) has been added to include (i) the cutting of timber for personal use on the
reserve by a band member, and (ii):
'Wie use and disposition of other natural resources, other than minerais, oïl and
gas, on lands in the reserve, including water the right to use of which is associated

with ownership of those lands"

(Bill C-79,1996: 13). Subsection (0.2) has dso been added and ailows for by-laws to be

made regarding forest resource preservation and fire prevention.
As timber for personal use by band members is an important resource for SLFN No. 40,
the ability to make by-laws regarding it would help to ensure in the sustainability of
forestry practices. Part (ii) of (0.1) could be quite beneficial to the First Nation as t
allows for general natural resources by-laws to be made (with the exception of minerais,
oil and gas). As the nature of this clause is quite non-specific, and the area of natural
resource uses is quite broad, the Fust Nation may be able to take this provision quite far
in terms of by-law creation. As water resources are of great importance to SLFN No. 40,

and are of constant concem and controversy, the addition of the ability to create by-laws
regarding water usage would be quite beneficial to the Fust Nation. It must be

remembered, however, that only waters that are included within the definition of 'land'
would be subject to this provision.

By-luws - Financial Accountabili@.
After subsection 81(l)(p.4) a clause has been added @.5) which allows Band Councils to
make by-laws regarding financial administration of the Band, and the accountability of
Chief and Council to members of the Band.
Accountability of Chief and Council to the members of the First Nation Comrnunity is of
importance to SLFN No. 40 members. The inclusion of this provision can allow for bylaws to be put in place that would hold Chief and Council accountable to the people, and
ensure that the powers of Chief and Council are not abused.

Bplmus - Enforcement
Subsection 81(1)(q)
allows for the hiring of by-law enforcement officers by Band
Councils. By-laws can also be made regarding ticketing schemes as well as the setting

of fines for tickets. Part (r) of 81(1) describes the tenns of punishrnent available for

anyone who breaks a naturd resources by-law as sanctioned under 8 1(1)(0.1). A person

found liable upon summary conviction faces "the maximum fine of $5000, or twice the
value of the resource removed, whichever is greater, or impnsonment for a term not
acceeding three months, or both" (Clause by Clause Analysis of the Indan Act Optional
Modification Act, 1997: 32). When a breach of any

0th

by-law, outside of those

conceming naturai resources occurs, offenders would be subjected to a maximum fine of
$5000, and or imprisonment for a maximum time of 30 days. The addition of increased

fines and punishment under IAOMA should act as a greater deterrent to those considering
comrnitting an offense.
Enforceability of by-laws was cited as a problem at SLFN No. 40.

Without

enforceability the implementation of by-laws has little effect. Enforcement would help to
ensure that regdations are followed, and the increased fines and punishment, as well as

the ability to create and adrninister ticketing regimes would help to deter offenders and
promote protection of the people, property, and the environment. Also of benefit is the
fact that the First Nation has the ability to appoint and hire enforcement officers, and that
these officers are not simply appointed by the Minister.

By-~UWS
- Addilional Orders.
Under subsection 81(2), of the IItdim Act the only additional order that a court can place
upon an offending person is to prohibit the repetition or continuation of the offense.

IAOMA gives more powers to the court on this matter. Additional orders can be given
when contravention of a by-law ocws. These include: remediation of the environment
where darnage occurred, repeal or suspension of pennits, destruction of worlcq as well as
destruction or quarantine of animals when such actions are deemed necessary.
Inereasing orders would M e r deter offenders of wrongdoing, and place the onus and
cost of remediating the wrongdoing on the offender, and not on other people.

-

l3)duws Fines - land taxaîion, bminess licedng
Subsection 83.(1) of the Indm Act deais with by-law making powers under the areas of
land taxation, and business licensing. IAOMA proposes to add the maximum fine of
$5000, 30 days in prison, or both to violators of by-laws created within this subsection.

Addition of fines and penalties would serve to reduce tax evasion and udawful business
licensing practices.

Internalized Cerfricut'ionof By-lmu Copies
IAOMA has also amended section 86 of the present Indan Act which deals with
certification of by-law copies. Presently, by-laws are certified and kept at the regional
offices of INAC. If a Band requires a copy of a by-law a request must be submitted to
the department in order to obtain the copy. Under IAOMA the Band Council or a person
assigned by INAC can certiQ by-laws for a Band. This provision removes a source of
patemalism and promotes local control over by-law certification.

4.1.6 Repeals - Trade, Natural Resources

Section 92 which was a hindrance to trade and business conducted by First Nations
people (Le. certain perçons were disallowed to trade with aboriginds without the
acquisition of a special license) has been repealed under IAOMA Section 93, dealing
with naturd resources has aiso been repealed, as the issues dealt with in this section have

been placed under the modified version of section 57 which explicitly deals with natural
resources issues.

4.1.7 Enforcement

Seatch and SenzUre, Wmants
Section 103 of the Ikiiun Act has been modified to include a provision which gives
enforcement officers search and seinûe powers which can be used when dealing with
offenses related to naturd resources under section 57. Such powers are necessary for

effective prosecution. Also under section 103, subsections (3) and (4) have been created
to replace the current subsection (4). This change still allows for warrants to be issued
(as is aurently the case under the Indiun Act). However, in cases of emergency, peace or

by-law enforcement officers can act without a warrant. Under the current Indian Act only
goods and chattels can be seized and held for three months. IAOMA has modifieci this
provision by allowing for anything to be seized for a penod of three months (subsection
103.(5)).

Under the Indm Act as well, ody goods and chattels can be forfeited.

IAOMA includes a provision that allows for the forfeiture of anything related to the
offense.

Search and seinire, forfeiture, and search without a warrant in cases of urgency, provides
enforcement officers with the necessary tools to identik veri@, and halt wrong-doings
related to naturai resource offenses and other areas.

Fines collectedfrom offenses retwned to the Fksî N d o n
The provision 103.1 has been added under the IAOMA The addition of this subsection
allows for increased Band Council control over by-law enforcement and serves to create
more revenue for the Band. Payment of fines issued over the breaking of a by-law are to
be delivered to the Band. Also under 103.1 is the provision which entitles Bands to hold
agreements with provincial authorities regarding ticketing programs. Even though these
agreements are with the province revenues collected would be tumed over to the Band

where the offense took place and can, therefore, be looked upon as a source of revenue
(subsection 104.(1)).
Fines collected by the band wodd aid to finance the enforcement program, help with the
costs of remediation and repairs required resulting fiom offenses, as well

as being used
for other means as the First Nation sees fit. The fact that the money collected through
fines, tickets, etc. would be retunied directly to the First Nation where the offense
ocnirred provides the First Nation with an incentive to enforce the by-laws that they
create. If the money was not directly rehimed to the First Nation, the First Nation would

likely be less interested in apprehending offenders.

4.1.8 Additional Modifications.

The proposed IAûMA also contains many modifications in areas not related to natural
resources management, such as wills and estates, intoxicznts, and elections of Chief and
Council. Althorrgh al1 changes to the Act are of relevance to First Nations, only LAOMA

changes that may affect natural resources management issues have been discussed here.
Topics outside of the realm of natural resources management are beyond the scope of this
study.

4.1.9 Present Status of MOMA

One of the results of the l a s federal eledion was a change in the appointment of the
INAC Minister. As of June 11, 1997, the newly appointed INAC Minister is the
Honorable Jane Stewart P.C.,M.P. (About INAC, 1997). The Indan Act Optional
Modification Act died on the order table as a result of the election.
In order for the proceedings of this proposed legislation to continue, M I M A will have to
be reintroduced into the legislature at a future date.

4.2

THE FRAMIZWORK AGREEMENT ON FlRST NATION LAND
MANAGEMENT & BILL C-75, THE FlRST NATIONS LAND
MANAGEMENT ACT

4.2.1 Background

Under the present form of the Indimr Act, control over land management issues is largely
the delegated responsibility of the GIC and INAC Minister. As Fira Nations across
Canada strive towards autonomy, the ability to control, manage, and develop reserve
lands would be central to achieving their goal of self-government.
Working towards their goal, fourteen First Nation Chiefs fkom various communities
across Canada developed an operational document known as the FAFNLM (appendix
IV). The agreement grants First Nations full control over the management of reserve
lands and resources, thereby facilitating economic development. As a result, certain

provisions dealing with land and resources management under the Indian Act will no
longer apply to Agreement signatones. The FAFNLM was developed throughout 1994
and 1995, and signed on Febmary 12, 1996 (Press Release, 1996). Signatories of the

agreement include the following 14 First Nations:
Westbank, Musqueam, Lheit-lit'en, N7Quatqua,and Squamish of British Columbia
Siksika of Alberta
Muskoday and Cowessess of Saskatchewan
Opaskwayak Cree of Manitoba
Nipissing, Mississaugas of Scugog Island, Chippewas of Georgina Island, and
Chippewas of Mnjikaning, d l of whom are fkom Ontario
St.Mary's of New Brunswick (Press Release, 1996).
(See Figure 10 for appmximate locations across Canada).

While the Agreement has been signed, it must be ratified both by each individual First
Nation, and by the Govenunent of Canada in order for implementation of the Agreement
to take place (see Figure 11 which outlines the process). Ratification of the agreement by
the Governent of Canada will come with the legislative passing of The First Nations

Land Management Act, which is defined as "An Act providing for the ratification and
bnnging into effect of the Frarnework Agreement on First Nation Land Management"
(Bill C-75 1996). Acwrding to the summary of Bill C-75,

"[The Act] provides for the establishment of an alternative land management
regime that gives first nations community control over the lands and resources
within their resemes. It dso gives first nations the power to enact laws respecting
interests in and licenses in relation to first nation land and respecting the
development, consenration, protection, management, use and possession of that
land" (Bill C-75, 1996).
h i e to elections earlier this year and the appointment of a new Minister for Indian and

Northern Anairs, the ratification process has been delayed. The Act went through its first
reading in December 1996, and currently awaits re-introduction into Parliament for
fbrther processing. The legislation neariy made it to ratification before it died on the
order table. The govemment's focus on attempting to pass the IAOMA legislation served
to delay the process and resulted in neither piece of legislation being passed (Powell,
1997). Current estimates suggest that the FAFNLM legislation could be re-introduced

into Pariiarnent for first reading by May of 1998, with a final ratification date in August
of 1998.
Aithough the provisions of the Agreement and Act are only applicable to the fourteen
Agreement signatories, it is possible that other interested First Nations may be provideci
with the opportunity to become involved in the Agreement as well @orutski, 1997;

Powell, 1997). Becoming a party to the Agreement does not create the obligation for
implementation, but simply provides First Nations with the opportunity to implement the
Agreement if or when they become inclinai to do so (Aronson, 1997).
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The ability to govem its own lands and resources is a large step for any First Nation, and
may not be a step that every First Nation is ready to take. The signatories to the
FAFNLM Agreement should have little trouble adjusting to their new powers as many

have extensive land management experience. Some First Nations are managing their
lands according to sections 53 and 60 of the Indm Act, while others are involved with
managing reserve lands using the capabilities provided under the Department's Regional
Lands Administration Program (Press Release, 1996).

The aforementioned section 53 of the I n d m Act deals with the management or sale of
surrendered lands, as well as the management, lease, or carrying out of other transactions
that affect lands that have been designated. The powers of section 53 can be granted to a

First Nation community. Under section 60 of the Act bands can request control over land
management, however the issuing and extent of control is subject to the discretion of the
Minister, and the nghts granted to the band cm be withdrawn by the GIC at any time
(Imai,

1996).

Under the new Framework Agreement, neither the GIC nor the

departmental Minister holds the discretion and ulthnate control that they currently
exercise under the Inrlm Act. Under delegated authority, the First Nation is really just
taking over certain responsibilities fiom INAC, which basically involves doing INAC' s
job for them. Under the FAFNLM First Nations would be able to do the job for
themselves (Peckett, 1997).
Extensive land management experience and involvement in land transactions is not a
requisite of the FAFNLM. Scugog Island, Ontario for example is a very tiny First Nation
Cornmunity, with ody 3 1 members residing on-reserve, and a remaining 107 members
residing off-reserve. The reserve lands of Scugog Island are administered under the
Indm Act. The cornmunity has no delegated authority, and is involved in very few land

transactions and activities (Edgar-Menzies, 1997). It was noted that a situation such as
that at Scugog would actually be an easier one in which to m a t e Land Codes (see
below). In communities with a lot of development, much tirne is spent rectwng
outstanding issues and past errors (Le. through the creation of by-laws) before Land
Codes can be finalized. In a community with few land transactions, such time consuming

processes can be by-passed (McCloud, 1997). SLFN No. 40 could benefit fkom the
examples provided by other First Nations involved in the FAFNLM, especially Scugog
Island, which presents a similar situation to the one found at SLFN No. 40 (small
population, little management experience).

4.2.2 Detaiis of the Agreement

Signing of the Agreement and ratification of the First Nations Land Management Act, are

not the oniy requirements of a First Nation intending to assume management power and
control over its lands and resources. There are several seps and Agreement requirements
that must first be met in order for the First Nation to undertake the control outlined in the
Agreement.

Land Codes (section 5)
(Note: sections refer to the Frmework Agreement, and do not always correqmnd with
the same section no. in the L a d Mmtagment Act).
The first step that must be taken by a First Nation is the development of a Land Code.

The Land Code would identiQ the laws, rules and procedures that would apply to the
lands of the First Nation.

Licensing schemes, leases, transfers, natural resources

revenues, accountability of First Nation Govermnent with respect to money and land
management, law-making procedures, conflict of interest d e s , dispute resolution, as well
as several other provisions must dl be contained within the Land Code (FAFNLW
19%).

Land Codes are developed by the First Nation for the First Nation, allowing for specific
cornrnunity situations and concems to be adequately addressed. The Land Code mode1
provides for much flexibility. Therefore, First Nation cornmunities can deterrnine the
level of authority that they would Iike to adrninister over their lands, and work it into
theù Land Codes (Aronson, 1997). Land falling under the Land Code would continue to

be defined as reserve land and the Incii'an Oil rmd Gus Act would continue to apply to

those lands, as would those portions of the Indian Act which the Land Management Act
does not exempt (Backgrounder, 1996).
Reseme lands that have been designated for the shared use by more than one First Nation
cannot be brought under Land Codes unless al1 involved First Nations are Agreement
signatones and are in agreement over the Land Codes developed for that shared land.
Therefore in the case of SLFN No. 40, the shared LR34B2 cannot be brought under a
Land Code unless both Shoal Lake No. 40 and Iskatewizaagegan No.39 both become
signatories to the Agreement, and work together to create a Land Code for the LR34B2
parce1 of land.

Individrcd Fimt Naîion Agreement with the Government of Canada (section 6)

The individual agreement between each First Nation and the government of Canada is
designed to determine the amount of operational funding required by each First Nation in
order to cary out their own management regime. Another purpose of the Agreement is
to determine how the transition of the transfer of land management power fkom the
Government of Canada to the First Nation is to occur (FAFNLM, 1996).

As each Fust Nation is unique fiom the rest, the ability to have their own individual
agreement with the Government would betîer ensure that their needs are met. Attempting
to create one agreement that would apply to dl, clearly would not sufficiently account for

the unique situation of each individual First Nation. Funding formulas designed by
INAC in the past have often left First Nations under-funded and unable to cary out the
operations that the funds were designed for.

Commrcnîîy Appnnal (sedion 7 )

Both the Land Code and the individual First Nation/Government of Canada agreement
must meet with the approval of the aEected Fust Nation community.

Community

approval would be determined through a voting process as described in the Framework

Agreement and Land Management Act. Community approval would require a majority

vote in favor of the code and individual agreement. A jointly appointed @y the First

Nation and Govemment of Canada) verîfier is required in order to ensure that the
proposed Land Code and approval process meet the requirements of the Agreement
(section 8 of the FAFNLM). The inclusion of community approval ensures that the best
interests of the community are accounted for, and that the Fira Nation govemment

cannot go against the wishes of its people. By more equally distributhg power amongst
the people, the land management system shows resemblance to the traditional customary
management practices of the Anishinaabe people, and thus quite possibly has a greater
chance for success. At present three First Nation communities (Nipissing and Scugog

Island of Ontario, as well as Muskoday First Nation of Saskatchewan) have voted on and

successfully approved and ratified their Land Codes.

Land Code CmFcption (section 10)
Once a First Nation approves a Land Code and individual agreement, it would be sent to
the appointed verifier for certification. Upon certification the Land Code has the force of

law.

Land Management Pawers and LawItU2king Puwers (sections 12 & 18)
Under the Agreement, First Nations are granted al1 the rights and privileges of an owner
with respect to reserve land. First Nations would have the ability to pass laws regarding
the possession, use, development, conservation, protection, and management of their
Iands as well as interests and licenses in relation to those Iands.

Rotection of Rtst Nofion Lund (section 13)
Title of First Nation Land does not change with the coming into effect of this Agreement.
First Nation Land carmot be sold, exchanged or conveyed unless an exchange or
expropriation is made in accordance with the Framework Agreement.

Vilwttmy Land Ercnange (section 14)
A First Nation can exchange a parcel of Fust Nation land for another new piece of land if

the new piece of land becornes First Nation land. In order to ensure that the original land
base is not diminished, the new piece of land must be as large in size, or larger than the

original parcel of land. Any exchanges may include compensation, and be subjected to
other t e m s and conditions. Exchanges must meet cornmunity approval, and receive the

consent of the Govemment of Canada as weII.

Third P q Interests (section 16)
Third party interests in First Nation land would be unaEected by the switch in

management that would take place through the certification of a Land Code.
For SLFN No. 40, this means that the Tripartite Agreement, and any other existing
agreements would continue to exist and remain effective if Shoal Lake became a party to
the Agreement.

E\propricdrbn by Fird Na-ons (section 13
First Nation Councils have the power to expropriate interests in First Nation Lands on

their reserves without consent.

Such expropriation can occur if Council finds

expropriation necessary in order for cornrnunity works and other First Nation purposes.
Expropriation must be done according to procedures outlined in the First Nation's Land
Code and the Agreement.

Enforcemenf ( s e c h 19)
Under the FAFNLM, First Nations can enforce Land Code provisions and laws as they
see fit through a number of means including fines and imprisonment. Justices of the

Peace can be appointed by the First Nation or by the GIC to aid in enforcement,
otherwise laws would be enforced through provincial courts. Since enforcement was
cited as being a resource management problem in the preceding Chapter, an increase in
enforcement capabilities would prove beneficid for SLFNNo. 40.

Inupplicable Seciz~onsof l e Indinn Act and Regulations (section 20)
The fo1Iowing sections of the Indm Act would no longer apply: sections 18 to 20, 22 to
28,30 to 35, 49, 50(4), 53 to 60, 66, 69, 71, 93, as well as regulations made under section

57. If regulations made under sections 42 and 73 of the Indm Act are inconsistent with

the Fnunework Agreement, Land Codes, or a First Nation law, the Indan Act would no
longer apply either.
Under the IAOMA proposed legislation, section 57 is significantly expanded and
irnproved. These changes would not apply to a Fûst Nation opting into IAOMA that is a
signatory to the Framework Agreement. Under the Framework Agreement, First Nations
would already possess more power than the proposed updated version of section 57

contains.

Environment (section 23)
First Nations are empowered with the ability to make environmental laws in relation to
their First Nation lands. Environmental assessrnent and protection regimes would be

established and harmonked with regimes of the federal govemment, as well as with
regimes in effect within the province. Environmental standards and penalties would at
the very least be as stringent as those of the province. Environmentai management
agreements between the Govenunent of Canada and the First Nation would be
negotiated, the purpose being to effectively en-

essential environmental protection

laws.
Since portions of LR40 are Iocated both within Manitoba and Ontario, if SLFN No. 40

was to take part, harmonization would likely be more cornplex and include the
involvement of both provincial governments. As well, SLFN No. 40's location at the
source of the

City of Winnipeg's water supply, and the long history of the problems

associated with this, would likely add fùrther to the complexity of establishing
environmental protection regimes.

Fun&ng (se~nbn29 and 30)
Funding would be provided for First Nations to develop the Land Codes, community
approval processes and other processes involved in being a party to the agreement.
Operational fûnding agreements would also be implemented between the Govenunent of
Canada and each First Nation in order to facilitate in the management of First Nation
lands. The Agreement recopkes that each First Nation is unique, and this would be
accounted for in the fiinding arrangements made with each Fira Nation.

Epopriation of Firsi Naîion Land by Canada (section 32)
The Govemment of Canada largely tries to avoid the expropriation of First Nation lands.
If expropriation cannot be avoided it can only be camied out with the consent of the GIC,

who can only consent if the expropriated land is to be used by a federal department or
agency for a federal public purpose that serves the national interest. Replacement lands
would be provided to ensure that the original sire of the land base is not diminished.
Compensation would be paid for expropriated lands according to the t e m s of the
Agreement. Expropriated lands no longer required for the purpose for which they were
originally expropriated would be retunied in full to the First Nation from which they were
taken.
Expropriation at the provincial and municipal levels is prohibited, making this provision
a definite improvement over the present situation under the Indm Act. This provision
would protect SLFN No. 40 fiom the firther expropriation of reserve lands by the City of
Winnipeg.

Lanh Advkory Boord (sectiott 38)
Such a board would be established to represent dl First Nations involved in the
FAFNLM and be comprked of no less than 3 of First Nation members. The purpose of
the board is to aid in development of Land Codes, individual agreements, and law
creation. The board would be required to establish a resource centre, develop training

programs as well as iceep records regarding Land Codes. The Advisory Board would

have several other duties as well, which are outlined in detail in the Framework
Agreement.

Dispute Resolution (section 43)
The FAFNLM contains a section on dispute resolution. The dispute resolution section
has been created in order to facilitate the settling of problems that &se between the
parties of the Agreement.

Dispute resolution would help to settle both intemal

disagreements, for example those resulting fiom the development of Land Codes, as well

as extemal disagreements that may arise between a First Nation and the Governrnent of
Canada.

Ratifiation (section 48)
The FAFNLM is said to be ratified by a First Nation upon First Nation approval of a

Land Code. Approval is reached through a majority vote resulting from the community
voting process, and certification of that majority vote by the community's verifier.
Ratification by the Government of Canada will occur when the federal legislation, The

First Nation Land Management Act, is passed and cornes into effect.

Ennctment Inconsisiencies (section 49)

The federal legislation (First Nation Land Management Act) is consistent with the
FAFNLM. Ifan inconsistency occurs between the Land Management Act and any other
federal enactment, the Land Management Act would prevail. If an inconsistency occurs
between a Land Code and any other enactment by a First Nation, the Land Code would
prevail.
Since the Act is consistent with the Agreement, the contents of the two documents are
basically the same, the Act primarily serves to confirm what is written in the Agreement
and make it Iegally binding. The pnonty that the Land Management Act takes over other

legislation when an inconsistency occurs demonstrates the power of the Fust Nation Land
Management Act.

Liabiriry
Once the land management agreement is put in place, the Govemment of Canada
assumes no liability for the acts of the First Nation. As managers of their reserve lands,
Fust Nations must be prepared to be liable for the management decisions that they make.

4.2.3 Further Considerations, Cautions, and Limitations

Although the FAFNLM does provide First Nations with management control over their
lands and resources, limitations to the power do exist, calling for caution. The transfer of
land titIes by First Nations would not be permitted under the Agreement, and the existing
protections fiom taxation and seizure would continue to be effective. Existing third party
agreements would continue and remain unchanged by the Agreement (Backgrounder,
1996). It should not be forgotten that a reserve is still a reserve, and that other than the

sections specifically excluded by the First Nation Land Management Act, the rest of the
Indm Act would continue to apply.

Authonty over land and resources management will not necessarily eliminate existing
problems associated with location, access, and resources. For example, if the First
Nation has no resources which to develop, then the power to develop could prove fitile.
The First Nation may, however, use the Agreement to obtain lands that are more
conducive to development.

In the case of SLFN No. 40, limitations to effective

implementation of the Frarnework Agreement would include existing third party
agreements, lack of road access, location near the City of Winnipeg's water supply
source, and low developrnental potential of resources.
The Agreement allows for First Nations to become more business oriented. Success will
depend upon efficient use of existing resources and the utilization of skilied personnel

(Peckett, 1997). Ultimately the wmmunity must be accepting of the changes that cari be

brought about by the Agreement, and showing enthusiasm and an interest to become
involved would help ensure success by the First Nation.
Another obstacle to consider, is the shared nature of 1-R 34B2. If S U N No. 40 does

want bring this piece of land into the Agreement, it can only be done if Iskatewizaagegan
No.39 Independent First Nation also enters into the Framework Agreement and agrees to

work with SLFN No. 40 to create a Land Code for 1.R 34B2.
Even if developments at present are unfeasible, the possibilities under the Agreement will
remain avaiiable for use by fuhre generations. Even if the First Nation chooses never to
develop those lands. under the Framework Agreement that choice is theirs to make.
Control over lands and resources are what the Agreement is al1 about. By obtaining
control, a First Nation would achieve a significant measure of self-government over lands
and resources. Many First Nations feel that the Framework Agreement provides a First
Nation with self-government over lands and resources, and as a result wuld serve to
prepare First Nations for further self-government agreements (McCloud, 1997).
With the degree of independence obtainable under the F-M,

First Nations must be

willing and ready to take on the responsibilities that corne along with that independence.
Once a First Nation is granted sovereignty over their lands and resources it will be held
accountable for d l of the decisions that it makes. As a result Canada will not be held
responsible or accountable for any decisions that a First Nation makes under the
Framework Agreement. In this sense there appears to be a reduction in the fiduciary
responsibility that Canada has for First Nations involved in the Framework Agreement.
Powell (1998) has described the term fiduciary responsibility as being somewhat

superficial in that it sounds good, but that there is really no substance to it. Powell
(1998) has also pointed out that the Government of Canada ofken does not make decisions

with the best interests of First Nations in mind, and that many First Nations would be
glad to get out on their own. Powell (1998) does advise that First Nations must be wise
and extra wefùl at their decision-making. Currently, those working on the Framework

Agreement are looking at establishing an insurance contingency to help protect First
Nation development ventures from the risk of financial faiiure (Powell, 1998).
Since title to reserve land would rernain held under the Crown, reserve lands and
resources wouid not be financeable. Interests, however, would be financeable, and
because of this, Powell (1998) has described the importance of adding conditions to First

Nation Land Codes which ailow for First Nations to have first nght to take over failed
developments on First Nation land, thus keeping financial institutions at bay.

First Nations should exercise caution when it cornes to funding. While adequate funding
to cany out the Framework Agreement is to be established under the Individual
Agreement, how much ninding will be granted, and whether or not the amount is found
to be adequate by the First Nation will remain to be seen.

Fira Nations across Canada face problems regarding the enforceability of band by-laws.
Band by-laws are often ineffective as they do not have the ability to hold up in a court of
law, making effective enforcement difficult, if not impossible.

Powell (1998) has

described the major diEerence behireen band by-laws and Land Code laws as being
enforceability. Land Code laws will hold up in a court of law, and will thus be
enforceable.

McCloud (1998) sees the federal legislation backing the Framework

Agreement as ensuring that Land Code laws will be enforceable.
Interviews revealed that other First Nations involved in the FAFNLM view it very
positively, and feel that it allows for the Agreement process to be specifically designed to
meet the land and resources needs of each Fint Nation signatory.

4.2.4 Agreement Success

The success of the FAFNLM thus fàr, the positive responses f?om First Nations involved
in it, the positive promotion received by the Assembly of First Nations, and continued
interest in it can be amibuted to the

fàa that the Agreement has been d e n by First

Nations for First Nations, and not by the Government of Canada for FKst Nations, as was
the case with IAOMA As Powell (1997) has noted, when government tries to make

legislation suitable and open to ail Fkst Nations, the legislation tends to be vague and
general and ends up not meeting the needs of anyone. The Framework Agreement allows
each signatory First Nation to design their own specific Land Codes and eliminates the
problems associated with general legislation designed to be implemented by al1 First
Nations.

4.3

COMPAIUSON B E m E N IAOMA AND THE FRAMEWORK

AGREEMENT

The preceding sections of this Chapter outlined the relevant details of the IAOMA and
the FAFNLM including the inherent strengths and weaknesses of each. In order to
determine which alternative would best serve the needs ahd wants of SLFN No. 40, a
comparison between IAOMA and the FAFNLM was conducted. The resource findings
from Chapter Three must also be considered throughout the comparison. This section of
Chapter Four has been designed to carry out a comparison through which the strengths,
weaknesses, and feasibility of each alternative wodd be revealed. This comparison will

result in a decision being made as to which resource management alternative should be
implemented at SLFN No. 40.
The fàct that the Framework Agreement and ratiqing legislation would provide SLFN
No. 40 with significantly increased authority over reserve lands and resources tailored to
local concerns indicates that the Agreement powers are potentially far more extensive

than IAOMq under which ultimate authoritative power remains with the Minister and

GIC. The goal of SLFN No. 40 is to achieve ~e~government,
and the Framework
Agreement can provide it over reserve lands and resources. SLFN No. 40 would no
longer have to seek time-consuming and finistrating Ministerial or GIC approval in order
to m a t e change. The Framework Agreement would prove superior over IAOMA in
tenns of al1 resource sectors.

While the Framework Agreement is superior to IAOMA in ternis of lands and resources,
the IAûMA legislation provides improvement to many areas of the Indm Act, not just
those related to lands and resources, and for these reasons could be beneficial to opt into.
AIthough the land and resources section of IAOMA would not be applicable to SLFN

No. 40 if govemed under the Fkst Nation Land Management Act, the Fust Nation would
ail1 be able to receive the benefits of the Indian Act improvements to other areas not
covered under the first Nation Land Management Act, such as election procedures and
wills and estates. SLFN No. 40 has indicated an interest in changing election procedures
by reverting to customary methods, but such a change is not precluded by the Indm Ac6

and thus IAûW would not provide fûrther benefits in this area. As IAOMA provisions
outside of the realm of lands and resources were not extensively examined, since they
were beyond the scope of this study, closer examination of these other areas should be
completed before a decision is made as to whether it would be beneficial to opt into

IAOMA.
When making any important decision, it is a good idea to wnsider the views of others
that would be similarly affected. In this case, the views of other First Nations involved

with the two alternatives was considered. Although not mentioned earlier in within the
text, IAOMA was not well received by the Assembly of First Nations. The rnajority of

First Nation communities across Canada were opposed to the proposed legislation. The
Assembly cited the consultative process that went into the making of the legislation as
being inadequate.
agreements.

It was also felt that the IAOMA discouraged self-government

The Assembly made reference to both the Penner Report and Royal

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples Reporî, which indicated that adjustments and
alterations to the original Indm Act, were not recomrnended. On the flip side, the
Assembly of First Nations, and signatory First Nations provided broad support for the

FAFNLM. As well, the list of Fira Nations wishing to be involved in the Agreement
continues to grow. Based on overall acceptance across Canada, the FAFNLM was
preferred to IA0M.A by the rnajority of First Nations.

It must be remembered that both IAOMA and the FAFNLM oniy apply to federal reserve

Iands and resources tied to those lands.

Neither alternative can be used to make

management improvements outside of federal jurisdiction. While this is a limitation,
both alternatives contain the same junsdictional constraint.
Ideally, it would be beneficial for SLFN No. 40 to become involved in both the

Framework Agreement, which would provide it with control over lands and resources,
and the IAOMq which could provide improvements in other areas of the Indm Act. As
it appears that the IAOMA legislation will not be reintroduced into parliament, entering
into it will likely not be an option any time soon. As the focus of this research is to
implement the bea land and resource management alternative at SLFN No. 40, it would
appear from this cornparison that the FAFNLM would best serve the needs and desires of
the First Nation, providing them with self-government in t e m s of land and resources.

The cornparison from the previous section indicated that SLFN No. 40 should focus on
implementing the FAFNLM. SLFN No. 40 should not fixate on the fact that the
Framework Agreement powen do not extend to lands and resources off-reserve. Instead,
the Fnunework Agreement should be seen as a powerful tool that retums the jurisdiction

to manage reserve lands and resources back to the community.

The Framework

Agreement could have the ability to strengthen the community and help it to achieve
management goals. Implementation will be a challenge as the Framework Agreement is
currently unavailable to non-signatory First Natiom. In order to become involved Shoal

Lake should pursue a deliberate strategy. Foliowing the recommended steps will not
guarantee access to the Agreement, but will largely increase the chances of the
Government of Canada opening up the Agreement to interested First Nations. Table 3
provides a summary of the recommended steps, which are provided in greater detail

within the following paragraphs.

Table 3: Required Steps in the Framework Agreement Process (Powell, 1997).

-

Chief and Council become familiar with Agreement.
Chief talks with other signatory First Nations, and Robert Louie, Chairman of Lands
Advisory Board.
Community awareness should be promoted (on and off-reserve members).
Pass BCR to invite Lands Board Representative to the community.
Make presentation before standing cornmittee (as swn as lune, 1998).
Encourage Iskatewizaagegan #3 9 Independent First Nation to get involved in F .A

It is recommended that the Chief become familiar with the contents of the Agreement and
what it could mean for SLFN No. 40. In order to obtain a clearer picture of what is
involved, and how others are coping with the Agreement, the Chief should talk with other

First Nations involved in the Agreement. Robert Louie, the Chairman of the Lands
Advisory Board should be contacted and inforrned of Shoal Lake's desire to become a
pmty to the Agreement. Robert Louie can then add SLFN No. 40 to the growing list of

First Nations interested in becoming involved. As there is strength in numbers, the more
First Nations showing interest, the more likely the Govenunent of Canada will be to
listen to their requests. It is therefore essential that Shoai Lake actively becorne involved
in letting their intentions be known.

In order to strengthen their case, cornmunity

support, and approval will be required. As cornmunity approval is a requisite of the
Agreemenî, if the community is not interested in the Agreement, the First Nation will not
be able to implement it even if the opportunity arises.
Community members (those both on and off-reserve) should be informed about the
Agreement, and Shod Lake's desire to become involved. Each individual will then have
sufficient information to f o m an opinion on whether or not the Fnunework Agreement
wodd benefit SLFN No. 40. This will help Chief and Council to establish the level of

cornmunity acceptame of the Agreement.

If Shoal Lake is interested in bnnging IK34B2 into the Agreement as well as 1.R40,

then Chief and Council should meet with Iskatewizaagegan No.39 Independent First
Nation and encourage them to become involved in the Framework Agreement as well.
It is also advised that the First Nation pass a Band Council Resolution @CR) inviting a

Lands Board Representative to their community to discuss the Framework Agreement.
Passing a BCR will help to convince the Lands Advisory Board to take the cornmunity's
aspirations seriously. As a result, the Lands Advisory Board will be more inclined to
provide SLFN No. 40 with any necessary assistance (Powell, 1997).
Interested Fust Nations are advised to make a short presentation before the Standing
Committee of the House of Comrnons.

This will simply involve providing a brkf

summary as to why Shoal Lake First Nation would welcome the opportunity to bewme
involved in the Agreement. It is predicted that the Standing Committee stage could be
reached as soon as June of 1998 (Powell, 1997).
Powell (1998) has indicated that a clause will be inctuded into the legislation, allowing
the Framework Agreement to be opened up to new signatory First Nations after a year of
review. This would mean that by the spnng of 1999, SLFN No. 40 would be able to
become a signatory of the FAFNLM if they choose. Powell (1998) still recommends that

if SLFN No. 40 is interested in becorning involved in the Framework Agreement that
they should let their intentions be known. As well, Powell (1998) has indicated that
interested First Nations can do preparatory work ahead of time to speed up the process

once they are involved. Gathenng community support, getting ideas for Land Codes,
planning, management, and development ideas c m d l be thought out ahead of time.
While the steps for gettllig involved in the FAFNLM have been outlined Withn this
section, the stnitegy and steps involvexi in the implementation of the Agreement at SLFN
No. 40 will be the focus of Chapter 5.

This Chapter scarnined two alternative reserve land and resources management regimes
that were identified as being of interest and considered potential benefit to SLFN No. 40.
The two alternative regimes were the IAOMA, and the FAFNLM. The review indicated
that the proposed IAOMA legislation was the product of hdian and Northem Anairs
Canada, and was designed to be an optional piece of legislation which provided revisions,
changes, and improvements to many areas of the Indm Act. Within the improvements

was the addition of a section devoted to the management of on-reserve natural resources.
Provisions related to lands and resources were identified and descnbed. As well, the
potential effects of these provisions were considered.

While the scope of IAOMA

extended beyond that of lands and resources, provisions outside of this realm were not
considered within the discussion, as they were beyond the scope of this study.
The second part of this Chapter focused on a similar assessrnent of the FAFNLM. One of

the major differences between the two arrangements was that the Framework Agreement

was designed by a number of First Nation communities fiom across Canada. A second
major difference was that the Framework Agreement ody applied to First Nation lands
and resources, and did not affect other areas of the Indian Act. Once again, provisions

related to lands and resources were identified and described. Potential effects of these
provisions were also established.
The cornparison at the end of the Chapter showed that of the two alternatives the

FAFNLM would likely best serve the people of SLFN No.

40.

The Framework

Agreement was found to be better for the following rasons: it was created by First
Nations for F ~ sNations;
t
it could provide SLFN No. 40 with comprehensive authonty to
govern and manage lands and resources; the Agreement effectively establishes seK
govenunent in ternis of lands and resources; the Framework Agreement was more likely
to pass into the legislature than IAOMA; Land Code laws under the Framework

Agreement would be enforceable; the Framework Agreement was well received by the
Assembly of First Nations; First Nations involved in the Agreement responded positively
to it. While IAOMA had applicability beyond that of lands and resources, the proposed
legislation overall was weaker, and did not provide the authoritative power to First

Nations that was obtainable under the Framework Agreement. Under IAOMA, ultirnate
control would remain within the hands of the Departmental Minister, and the GIC.

The Framework Agreement was identified as having many strengths. However, areas
where caution should be taken were also identified. For example, existing third party
arrangements remain unaffecteci by the FAFNLM; for SLFN No. 40, that means that the
provisions of the Tripartite Agreement would remain in effect even after the signing of
the Framework Agreement.

With authority over lands and resources cornes

responsibility. Fint Nations must be willing to be accountable for the decisions that they
will make. As well, authority over lands and resoarces does not eliminate the numerous
obstacles to development on reserves faced by First Nations.
Involvement in the Framework Agreement could prove beneficial to the comrnunity of

SLFN No. 40. Since the Agreement is currently closed to new signatoies, this Chapter
also contained steps for how to best overcome this challenge and gain involvement.
With the best alternative established, a strategy was recommended for implementation of
the FAFNLM at SLFN No. 40. Chapter Five focuses upon meeting this recommendation.

IMPLEMENTATION S W T E G Y FOR THE FAFNLM
5.0 STRATEGY IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW

Once SLFN No. 40 has taken the necessary steps required in order to become a party to
the FAFNLM, a strategy for implementation of the Agreement provisions is necessary.
Such a strate= will help to ensure that maximization of benefits, in terms of the land and
resources issues identified within this research, is achieved. This Chapter utilized the
findings of the preceding Chapters as well as incorporate findings fiom fbrther inteMews
and documentation. This information is utilized to develop a strategy for implementation
of the Framework Agreement at SLFN No. 40. At the present time, entry into the
FAFNLM cannot be assured to SLFN No. 40. However, inevitably at some point in the

fbture, the First Nation will be involved in its own land and resources management and a
management plan will be needed. While the implementation strategy contained within
this Chapter specifically conforms to the Framework Agreement, the strategy could be
modified with relative ease to suit the conditions of a different management plan, shodd

a new alternative arise.
The implementation strategy which follows, closely adheres to the provisions and

requirements of the FAFNLM, while at the same time considering the unique situation in
t e m of lands, resources, and community structure found at SLFN No. 40.

5.1 DEVELOPMENT OF A LAND CODE

In order to identiQ the laws, rules and procedures that will apply to al1 First Nation lands
and resources, a Land Code must be created for al1 First Nation lands brought into the

Framework Agreement. A Land Code under the Framework Agreement is basically a

management scheme. A Land Code as defined within the Frarnework Agreement (1996:
7) is:

"a code, approved by a First Nation in accordance with this Agreement, that sets
out the basic provisions regarding the exercise of the First Nation's rights and
powers over its First Nation land".
Examples of Land Codes created by other First Nations aiready involved in the
Agreement demonstrate that the Land Code is an officiai document of a format similar to
the Frarnework Agreement. It is similar to a piece of legislation. Land Codes written by
other First Nations were found to be very similar, and will provide SLFN No. 40 with an
excellent basic format fiom which to create a Land Code suited to meet the needs of their
community. The specific laws related to individual resources and lands are not to be
contained within a First Nation Land Code. The Code simply contains the bounds under
which laws can be made. It sets out the extent of powen and the procedures to be
followed. Ail laws that are enacted by a First Nation must be made in accordance with
the official Land Code of the First Nation in order to have any legally binding effect.

Table 4 provides a surnmary of the fiamework required to aeate a Land Code. The
sections have been modeled after the Land Codes created by the Chippewas of Georgina
Island First Nation (1997),the Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation (1997) of
Ontario, and the Muskoday First Nation (1997) of Saskatchewan (Figure 10). In some
cases actual provisions contained within the aforementioned codes could be copied

directly and incorporated into a Land Code for SLFN NO. 40.

In other cases

modifications may be required regarding certain sections and provisions in order to
adequately meet the needs and serve the purposes required of SLFN No. 40. Only the
more important headings of Table 4 are m e r described within the Chapter sections
following Table 4. For greater detail and information on al1 of the Land Codes headings
outiined in the table, the Land Code examples provided by First Nation signatones to the
Framework Agreement should be exarnined.

Table 4: Framework for Land Code Creation.

govemhg authority over land
& resources at the F.N.
Create land & resources
management plan.
Defines lands to be entered
under Land Code.
Describes aii resources &
1 inteteSI associated with land.

purpose
Land Description
Lands & Mected
Interests
Law-Making- Powers

Limits on LawMaking Powers
Law-making
Procedure
Publication of Laud
Lam
Land Laws Comiug
înto Force
Conflict of Interest
Rdes
Interests and Licenses
--

Tsndw Advisory
Committee
Registration of
Interests
Transfèr &
Assignment of
Interests
Lots & Resources

States powers obtainable
throunh FA.
Defines F.N. limits or
restrictions to law-making.
Sets out the procedures to be
followed by Council,
Defines the procedure for the
publication of land Iaws
States when land laws are to
take &ect
Describes confiict of interest &
mecbanisms to deal with it.

/ licemes

Describes how iuterests &
are m be dedt wah.
Cornmittee to infonn & advise
Council on land management.
Carry out lands duties.
Outlines the procedure for
registerinp:land interests.
Identifies procedures for
transferrhg & assigning land
interests.
Describes allocations,

Mortgages & Seinires

Identifies ternis & conditions.

Land Exchange

Develop procedure for land
exchange.
Indicates F.N.expropriation
procedures.
Defines oonditions requùred for
bomwing money.

I

FN.Expropriation
Borrowing

choice. They then appoint Lands
Advisory Cornmittee.
Define I.R40. 1.R34B2only if
N0.39 is also involved.
Only includes lands of federal
1 jurisdictioii. Waîer & related
resources not tramSerreci to FN.
Powers must be used effectively for
improvemeats to be realized.
Can be used to prutect community &
create more community involvement.
Used to ensure laws created are legal,
consistent, fàir.
Ensures members are aware of new
lam.
How long &r enactment?

Excluding persoas wïth conflict of
interest from decision-making can
reduce bias.
Consider involving cornmunity votes
in more cases.
Choose members who will best carry
out nquired duties. Note training
and h d i n g through T d e r Agr.
Ensures more effective management
and enforcement.
Define transactions requiring
community vote & Council consent.

W
l
l
i resource rights belong to the
person to whom lot is allocated?
Allocations to members ody?
Who is eligible? Wdl seizure be
pe~miîîed?If so under what
conditions?
Ensure community involvernent &
protection.
Will FH. expropriation be permittecl
at au?
Restrictions & limits can help to
reduce financial problerns.

1

Financial Control&
Accountabiiity
Auditor Appointment

Define monetary entitlements
& how managecl.

Books & records available for

Accepted accounting practices.

Describes auditor appointment
procedure & auditor related

members viewing. Employees
bondable.
Auditor report accessible to
communityywill increase trust.

Community Approvals 1 Defines which matters requin 1 Increasing commuILity involvement
puts members on a more equal level.
cornmunity vote & approvai
What age? W h o is aliowed to attend
Rights of Eligïble
Descn'be eligibility
meetings?
Voters
requiremenîs.
Community Meetings Cornmunity meeting procedure. Procedure should promote
-

-

.

- -

I

Annual Comrnunify
Meeting
Dispute Resolution
Liability Coverage
Onenses

Commencement

1 Describes the procedure for the 1 When?

a

Agenda to include? Who
Annual ~ o ~ u n iMeetingt y
will be Secretary?
Describes the dispute resolution Who will serve on dispute resolution
mechanism.
body?
Descnbe insurance coverage
No personal liability. Insuance a
m u t . Bond all employees?
for lands employees.
Descnie procedure for d d h g Opportunity to create relevant fines
with land-offenses.
&-&&alties.
List pre-conditions, and identify Note: pre-conditions include
commÜnity approvd of Land Code &
co&encement date.
Transfer Agreement.

(Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of Scugog Island First

Nation, 1997; Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).

The new governing authority responsible for the exenition of land and resources
management duties for lands described within the Code should be staîed. Scugog Island,

Georgina Island, and Muskoday First Nation d l stated that the authority would be passed

to Chief and Coumil, unless delegated otherwise within the Land Code. For example,
certain powers may be delegated to the Lands Advisory Board (Chippewas of Georgina
Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation, 1997; Muskoday

First Nation b, 1997).
The Chief and Council form the First Nation Govemment at SLFN No. 40. They have
the expenence and are in control of matters related to govemmce and control over the
reserve and First Nation peopleyto the extent that is permitted under the Indm Act. It

makes sense then that the powers obtainable through the FAFNLM should be put under
the authority of the governing power at the First Nation. Chief and Council can then later
delegate duties related to the new land and resources authority to working groups or
individuals, while still maintaining the ultimate control over land and resources matters.
Comell and Kalt (1992: 15) have described how by giving First Nations control over
decision-making, "it tightens the link between decision-making and its consequences".
While the tnuisfer of power to First Nations does not guarantee success, Comell and Kalt
(1992) acknowledges that directly bearing the coas and benefits of decision-making

creates greater incentives for First Nations to make wise decisions.

While self-

government over lands and resources can provide the oppomuiity for successfûl
development, Comell and Kalt (1992) also note that the reverse can also result, leading to
a situation in which economic development becomes impossible.

Comell and Kalt

(1992: 17) have found that the key to success for a self-goveming nation is having
community support. Without this support the results can often lead to stagnation,
instability and a self-serving govemment.
The requisite for community support and involvement in the FAFNLM should help to

d u c e potential govemance problems by spreading power arnongst the people. As well,

by implementing a Lands Advisory Cornmittee at SLFN No. 40 will help to separate dayto-day decision-rnaking from politics, which as Corne11 and Kalt (1992) have also noted
can lead to greater govemance success.

The powers that govem should base their govemance on cultural foundations, and not on
the hierarchical and centralized basis of non-aboriginal governments. Comell and Kalt
(1992) have found that it is those communities that incorponite customary methods into

their govemrnent structure, which ultimately achieve the greatest success.

By

appropnately de-centralizing some of the power amongst the Lands Advisory Cornmittee,
elders, and amongst the community in general, the system of management over lands and
resources will more closely follow traditional Anishinaabe ways.

5.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of the Land Code should be stated, and should be along the Iines oc
"set[ting] out principles niles and structures that apply to [SLFN No. 401 lands and
resources and by which [SUN No. 401 will exercise authority in accordance with the
Framework Agreement" (Muskoday First Nation b, 1997: 4).

5.1.3 Description of SLFN No. 40 Land
The description of SLFN No. 40 land to be brought under the Agreement should only
include 1x40, and any other lands that may in the future may be set apart for the
exclusive use and benefit of SLFN No. 40. As described previously, LR34B2 could only

be brought under a Land Code if Iskatewizaagegan No. 39 Independent First Nation also
becomes a signatory to the agreement.

5.1.4 Lands and Interests Affected

This section would describe exactly what is included within the aforernentioned lands
defined within the Land Code. The Land Codes of Muskoday, Scugog Island and
Georgina Island al1 include the same clause in reference to what is encompassed by the
term 'land'.

According to the Land Codes of these First Nations 'land' refers to "al1 the

rights and resources that belong to the land, and includes:

(a) the water, beds underlying water, nparian rights, and renewable and non-renewable
natural resources belonging to that land, to the extent that these are under the jurisdiction

of Canada; and
(b) al1 the interests and licenses granted by Her Majesty in nght of Canada listed in the

Transfer Agreement" (Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of
Scugog Island First Nation, 1997; Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).

Intqretafhn
The inclusion of such a clause makes it clear that by gaining control of land the First
Nation is to also gain control of resources associated with that land, as well as interests

tied to it. The aforementioned clauses rnay appear more all-enwmpassing than they are

in actuality, the catch phrase being, 'under the jurisdiction of Canada'. This means that
any watq beds underlying water, riparian rights renewable and non-renewable natural
resources belonging to the land that are under jurisdiction other than f e d d will not be
contained within the definition of 'land'.
While the jurisdiction over reserve lands and resouzces is federal in nature, in moa cases
jurisdiction over waters is provincial. There are cases when both provincial and federal
governments can legislate with respect to waters. This is due to the fàct that while the
provinces have the ability to legislate the waters for the majonty of purposes, when it
cornes to navigation, fisheries, federal lands, international relations and First Nations, the
federal government has legislative authority which cm serve to supersede that of the
provinces (Hutchison a, 1995).

In the case of Shoal Lake the junsdictional problem is even more complex due to the
inter-provincial, and international nature of the water body. As the water body is divided
by the ManitobdOntario border, both provinces involved have jurisdictional interests in

it. As a part of the watershed of the Lake of the Woods, which is an international water
body, certain water quality and water level issues must be dealt with by the International
Joint Commission (IJC), which is a decision-making body comprised of members fiom
both the United States and Canada (Hutchison q 1995). Due to the City of Winnipeg's

use of water resources nom the ~ndianBay Ann of Shoal Lake, and ownership of
expropnated lands, the City is also involved in the use of water in the region. Table 5
indicates the junsdictional divisions found both within the basin area, and the lake itself

Table 5: Jurisdictional Divisions of Various Shoal Lake Basin and Lake Areas

Shoal Lake Basin Area
Shoal Lake Area
MB Portion of BasidLake
ON Portion of BasidLake
City of Winnipeg Land Area
*(includes 11.75 km2of land
under Indian Bay).
First Nation Reserve Land Area
Table 5 shows that while the provinces of Manitoba, and Ontario, the City of Winnipeg,

and First Nations al1 have jurisdiction over portions of the land within the Shoal Lake
basin, only the Manitoba and Ontario Provincial Govemments have jurisdiction over the
waters within the Shoal Lake basin.

Since none of the waters are under federal

jurisdiction, nor under the junsdiction of the First Nations in the area, SLFN No. 40 will
not obtain any rights over the waters surrounding their reserve lands, should they become
a party to the agreement. The only waters that the First Nation can gain authonty over
are those waters which are completely surrounded and enclosed by reserve lands (Bartlett
b, 1991).

Examination of a map of the region (Figure 6) indicates that the number of water bodies
on the reserve that fall under the aforementioned definition are few in number, very small
in area, and unfortunately do not include areas of productive nce beds (Figure 8).
According to the provisions of the FAFNlLM, the many productive nce beds in the Shoal

Lake Basin will continue to remain under the jurisdiction of the provinces. However, as
noted the block area licensing system for wild rice could allow for de fâcto application of

the FAFNLM management system to the use of the rice beds by SLFN No. 40 members.
Custom could play an important role here.

To summarize, the FAFNLM could provide SLFN No. 40 with substantial control over

reserve lands and resources. Despite the f a a the Shoal Lake water body lies adjacent to

SLFN No. 40 reserve lands, the provincial jurisdiction over the waters of Shoal Lake do
not Ml within the Framework Agreement, and junsdiction will remain with the
provinces. In ternis of reseme land, the Agreement has much to offer to SLFN No. 40.
In tems of water rights, however, the Agreement does very little. Control over waters,

which of course includes fishenes, must be sought through a different arrangement.

These areas should indeed be pursued, as manomin and fish harvests make up the bulk of

natural resources revenues obtained by SLFN No. 40.

5.1.5 Law-making Powers

The Land Code of any First Nation should state the powers of the First Nation that are
acquired through the Framework Agreement. The transfer of lands and management
powers to a First Nation (through a Transfer Agreement between the Government of
Canada and the First Nation), creates the power needed for the First Nation to make laws
respecting the development, management, conservation, protection, possession, and use
of their reserve lands, as well as any interests and licenses attached to those lands. Lawmaking powers under the Agreement also provide a First Nation with the ability to "make

laws in relation to any matter necessary or ancillary to the making of laws in relation to
[their First Nation] land" (Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).

The broad powers granted to First Nation signatories provide them with the oppomullty
to govem their lands much as they incline. Ifused effectively this gain in power could be

used to make large improvements to the land and resources regimes presently used to

manage reseme lands. No longer will First Nations have to deal with the paternalistic,
lengthy, and dificult processes aurently required where First Nations have to gain
approval and support fkom Indian and Northem -airs

Canada under the I d m Act in

order to pass a by-law for reserve lands. Such law-making capabilities could certainly
serve to irnprove the present state of lands and resources management at SLFN No. 40,
where present constraints under the Indian Act make improvements difficult.

5.1.6 Limits on Law-Making Powers

A First Nation my aiso decide to place limits or restrictions on the law-making powers of

the Council. For example, if the First Nation feels that it is not ready to take on d l of the
powers that are available under the FAFNLM, or if the First Nation members want more
community involvement in decision-making, they may decide to lirnit the number or
variety of laws that c m be instated without community vote and acceptace. Muskoday
First Nation (1997: 7) included such a clause, which restricts the powers of the Council
by limiting the Iaw-making capabilities that could be conducted without cornmunity

approval via a ratification vote.
As SLFN No. 40 is interested in having a community structure where al1 community

members are able to equitably participate, inclusion of such a clause would help to ensure
that members of the community are included in decision-making processes and that
power is more equally distributed throughout the community. Such an arrangement
would more closely follow the customary govemance arrangements of the First Nation,
and create a greater potential for the successfbl management and development of lands
and resources (Comell and Kalt, 1992).

5.1.7 Law-Making Procedures

In order to ensure that laws are created in a legal, consistent, and fair manner, the First

Nation must design a law-making procedure.

The procedure should include how

proposed land laws are to be introduced at the First Nation and how the proposed laws
are to be tabled, voted upon, approved, passed, and ~ e r ~ e d .

Other First Nation Land Codes have included a clause which could prove beneficial in
the case of emergency or risk of imrnediate damage. nie clause simply states that if the
Council feels that a law is immediately needed in order to protect public heaith and
safety, the law c m be enacted by Council without having to go through the regular law

enacting procedure, which could prove too time consuming. Shoal Lake should also

consider including such a clause, as without it hedth and safety could be jeopardized
under specific circumstances (Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997;
Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation, 1997; Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).

5.1.8 Conflict of Interest Rules for Land Management

As detailed in the FAFNLM, a confiict of interest section mu% be included in the Land
Code of the First Nation to avoid bias and personal interests fiom wrrupting the
management regime at the First Nation. First Nations made this section of their Land
Codes applicable to Council members, employees of the Fkst Nation, and any members

of boards, cornmittees, or other groups which deal with management issues surrounding

First Nation lands. Furthemore, if any person to whom the conflict of interest section
applies has an interest (financial or othemise) in the land matter at band which involves
the person, or immediate relatives of the person, the interest must be revealed to the

pertinent body and the person must then be excluded fiom involvement in the issue
(Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of Scugog Island First
Nation, 1997; Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).

In order to promote faimess in decision-making and to be in accord with the FAFNLW

SLFN No. 40 should adopt similar confiict of interest provisions within the Land Code
that they develop.

5.1.9 Interests and Licenses in Land

A section on how interests and licenses in SLFN No. 40 lands will be dealt with must be

included within the First Nation Land Code.

Other First Nations have placed the

following under this section: the process by which transactions are to be legally
completed; that al1 dispositions be given in the form of a written document; which
allocations require cornmunity votes; the range of dispositions which the Council will

assume the authonty to grant; and the process by which dispositions will be gnuited to
persons who are not members of the First Nation Community. S L M No. 40 should

consider a similar format (Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997;
Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation, 1997).

SLFN No. 40 may also wish to include a section on limits to interests and licenses which
wuld serve to better protect the First Nation cornmunity by restricting the actions that can
be legally taken by Council, and requiring more transactions to require a ratifying
community vote. Such a section was included in the Muskoday First Nation Land Code
(Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).

5.1.10 Lands Advisory Committee

A SLFN No. 40 Lands Advisory Cornmittee should be appointed by the Council under
the FAFNLM in order to Uûorm and advise the Council on land management issues. The

Council should also establish terms and duties of the Lands Advisory Cornmittee
members. Other First Nations have also chosen to include a provision that at least one of
the appointed Lands Advisory members reside off of the reserve lands of their First
Nation.

Some Land Codes have allowed for the Lands Advisory Cornmittee to make its own
procedural d e s , so long as those rules are consistent with the mles already established
by the Council.

SLFN No. 40 should carefUlly examine the duties of the Lands Advisory Committee, and
choose Fim Nation members who they feel d l best carry out the duties involved in
cornmittee appointment. Funding for training, which will enable First Nation members to
adequately take over the land and resources management duties of the First Nation, will
be established within the Transfer Agreement between the Govemment of Canada and

the Fust Nation Signatory

5.1.11 Residential Lots and Resources

How lands and resources are to be dlocated, and who has a right to such an allocation
should be included within the Land Code. For example, if a First Nation wishes that
residential lots only be p t e d to members of the First Nation, it should be stated. How
the decisions to allocate are to be made should also be included. Other First Nation's leR
the 'decision of allocation statement' very general, stating that allocations will be decided

upon by the Council (Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of
Scugog Island First Nation, 1997; Muskoday First Nation 8, 1997). While this statement
has proven to be sufficient, a more detailed procedure could prove to be beneficial.
A very significant and important provision that is included under this section, is the

provision related to the rights of resources on allocated lots within the reserve. Inclusion
of a statement regarding this issue will eliminate uncertainty and confusion over resource
nghts. The First Nation has the opportunity to decide whether or not the resources
containeci within an allocated lot and the revenues that may be generated from them are
or are not to be entitled to the person holding the lot. For example, Muskoday First
Nation (1997) decided that the benefits gained from resources on a person's lot were not
the entitlement of that person. Scugog and Georgha Islands (1997), however, stated
within their provisions that resources and resulting benefits were the property and
entitlement of the person to whom the lot had been allocated.

Scugog Island First Nation (1997), made this section of their Land Code very lengthy,
and included such matters as allocation of a lot upon death of the occupant, public access
to lands, prohibitions against residence and trespass.

5.1.12 Voluntary Land Exchanges and Protections

As detailed in the FAFNLM (1996: 21), "A First Nation has the nght to exchange a
parce1 of First Nation land for another parcel of land, if that other parcel of land becornes
First Nation Land".

Accordingly, it is necessary that the First Nation designate the

procedure by which such exchanges can take place. Much of the procedure is outlined in

the Framework Agreement (1996: 21), and the Land Code procedure must match that of
the Agreement. There is room for procedural adjustments to be made by the First Nation.

5.1.13 Expropriation of SLFN No. 40 Lands

According to the FAFNLM (1996: 24), "A First Nation with a Land Code in effect has
the right to expropriate interests in First Nation lands without consent if deemed by the

Fust Nation Council to be necessary for cornmunity works or other Fust Nation
purposes".

Should SLFN No. 40 chwse to enable the exercise of the expropriation

powers granted under the Agreement, a procedure for the expropriation of lands must be
developed and inciuded within the Fust Nation Land Code. Muskoday First Nation
(1997) provides such an example. Scugog and Georgina Islands (1997) have decided not

to exercise their right to expropriation, and have included a prohibition on such activities
within their Land Code. It is therefore up to SLFN No. 40 to decide whether or not they
will permit First Nation expropriation by Council to occur on the lands within their Land
Code.

5.1.14 Borrowing

As Scugog Island First Nation has done, SLFN No. 40 may decide to include a section on

the borrowing of money for land-related purposes. This is a good section to include, as a

First Nation can place restrictions upon and limit the amount of money that it can borrow
for specified purposes at any time,thereby reducing the likelihood of accruing debt and
related financial troubles,

5.1.15 Financial Controls and Accountability

As financial control and accountability has been a identified as a concem at SLFN No.
40, the Land Code provides the First Nation with an opporîunity to mate mechanisms

which will adequately deal with the concerns of the First Nation. It must be remembered,
however, that the provisions within the FAFNLM only apply to lands and related
resowces and interests. Thus, the provisions created regarding financial matters will only

be applicable to land rnatters (FAFNLM, 1996:20). Improvements in the financial plan
related to other First Nation issues must be dealt with through another mechanism or
arrangement.

In accordance with the FAFNLM, a First Nation is entitled to al1 moneys related to its
land including:

Government of Canada transfer payments, moneys received from

interests or licenses in the land, revenue generated fiom charges, fees, fines, levies
resulting fkom a land law or land resolution, capital and revenue moneys received nom
the Government of Canada resulting fiom the gant or disposition of licenses and
interests in First Nation lands, as well as any form of revenue generated by the land. It is
up to the First Nation to manage these moneys, and by including the necessary
provisions, ensure that the moneys are managed in the best interests of the First Nation
(Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of Scugog Island First
Nation, 1997; Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).
The Land Code should identie where moneys are to be deposited, as well as the
requirements and number of persons who will be authorized as signing oficers. Other
First Nations have included the requirement that signing officers be bonded. Such a
provision can help to safeguard against any wrongdoing, and should be implemented at

SLFN No. 40, where concern over this issue exists. Another precautionary provision that
was included by other First Nations in their codes was that al1 moneys drawn fiom First
Nation Land accounts must receive the signahire of two signing officers (Chippewas of

Georgina Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation, 1997;

Muskoday First Nation b, 1997).
Definition of the fiscal year should also be incorporated under this section, and should
contain a provision for the creation and adoption of a land management budget prior to
the start of the fiscal year. A procedure for notieing the cornrnunity of the budget should

be included.

By including a section which places restrictions on expendihires, the First Nation could
reduce the chances of encountering financial dificulties. For example, Scugog Island
First Nation (1997) included a condition whereby land and resource expenditures cannot
be made unless authonted by land law, land resolution, or approved land budget, in
accordance with its Land Code. As well, for amounts larger than a specified mm, the

First Nation Land manager at Scugog rnust issue a certificate stating that finds are
available for the expenditure. Should SLFN No. 40 want to make even stronger
stipulations on the expenditure of land moneys, it could certainly choose to do so.
The Land Code should include a statement that requires that books of account and
financial records be kept in a manner consistent with generally accepted accounting
practices. As well, these books and records should be made available to members of the
First Nation for their viewing. By making the books and records viewable by the First
Nation community, those involved in keeping these accounts will be more inclined to
keep them c o r r d y .

If errors do occur, the likelihood of being discovered will be

increased, and the comrnunity will be more trusting of the Lands Advisory Cornmittee, as
well as Chief and Council.

SLFN No. 40 could also include a provision regarding offenses related to financial
controls and accountability. The provision could define what constihites an offense as
well as how financial offenses would be dealt with.

A procedure for the preparation of the fiscal year end financial statement should be
included within the First Nation community Land Code.
A statement recognizing that the accounting and auditing requirements of the Land Code

may be done together, and consolidateci with other SLFN No. 40 accounts, should be
included within the Land Code.
McCloud (1998) has indicated that the fact that the management of lands and resources
on-reserve under the Framework Agreement is 'people driven' should serve to greaîly

reduce the potential for corruption by First Nation govenunents over the financial aspects

of the lands and resources accounts. Direct community involvement and awareness will
help to ensure that the people's needs and desires are adequately addressed and respected.

5.1.16 Liabiiity Coverage

This section could provide SLFN No. 40 with the oppominity to provide an adequate
safeguard against wrongdoing regarding the carrying out of duties related to the
management of lands and resources.
The liability coverage examples received nom the Land Codes of other First Naticns
included the provision that the Council obtain insurance for al1 employees and officers
involved in the management of lands and resources. The insurance was to be paid for out

of the operational funding granted to the First Nation by the Govenunent of Canada, and
would serve to protect persons against any personal liability which could aise from their
duties. The Council retains the nght to detexmine the extent of coverage. The Land

Codes of Georgina Island Fust Nation (1997), Scugog Island Fust Nation (1997) and
Muskoday First Nation (1997) al1 include a provision that requires the bonding of al1
employees invoived in the area of land management.
It should be noted that in accordance with section 50 of the FAFNLM (1996: 50) 'Wo
action or other proceeding lies or shall be commenced against a person acting as a
member of the Lands Advisory Board, a mediator, venfier, neutral evaluator or arbitrator
for or in respect of anything done, or ornitted to be done, during the course of and for the
purposes of carrying out his or her knction under this Agreement." 1t is therefore in the
best interests of Council take to out insurance and insist that al1 employees be bondable.

5.1.17 Offenses

In accordance with the FA-

(1996: 27), a

enforce its Land Code and ks First Nation laws by:

First Nation will have the power

to

"(a) establish[ing] offenses that are punishable on summary conviction;

@) provid[ing] for fines, imprisonment, restitution, comrnunity service, and altemate

means for achieving compliance; and
(c) establish[ing] cornprehensive enforcernent procedures consistent with federal law,

including inspection, searches, seiaires and compulsory sampling, testing and the
production of information."
These new powers certainly go significantly beyond the limited scope of enforcement
powers cwently attainable under the present form of the Indm Act. Under the Indm
Act, enforcement is placed in the hands of the Minister. As the Minister is far removed

fkom the actual situations that occur on reserves, the enfiorcernent and punishment process
is inefficient and ineffective. As a consequence, under the current process many offenses
are simply not dealt with.

EEective enforcement is a critical component in any

management regime. No matter how good the regime, if there is no enforcement, the
regime will not be followed as people need not fear or heed the consequences of their
actions. EnfOrcernent has been identified as a problem at SLFN No. 40. By placing the
decision-malcing and enforcement powers in the localized hands of the First Nation,
where the offenses actually occur, the First Nation can effectively take control of
situations in a manner it deems fit, through the provisions of a Land Code and First
Nation land laws, so long as they are in accordance with the FAMLM.

The FAFNLM, would provide SLFN No. 40, with the oppominity to establish the means
by which offenses are punishable. The First Nation can determine appropriate monetary

amounts for fines, as no maximum fines constraints exist, as is the case under the Indian
Act. The First Nation is not limited in its means of enforcement and compliance, and can
establish and incorporate more traditional rnechanisms of penalization as it sees fit, so
long as they are in accordance with the Frarnework Agreement. SLFN No. 40 would

need to consida appointing a lands enforcement officer, who would be responsible for
ensuring that the Land Code and related laws are being complied with, and that noncompliance is adequately dealt with.

By being enabled to establish enforcement procedures consistent with federal law, and
through the incorporation of the Cnrninal Code, a First Nation can maintain enforcement
standards consistent with the rest of Canada. Should a First Nation not want their laws
enforced t!!ough

provincial courts, a Justice of the Peace can be appointed to

altematively deai with such matters.

Under the Frarnework Agreement, the Fust Nation has alternatives available to it for the
prosecution of offenses.

The First Nation can retain its own prosecutor, have the

Government of Canada appoint a provincial prosecutor, or have Canada arrange for a
federal agent to prosenite offenses (FAFNLM, 1996: 28).

The Land Codes of Muskoday First Nation (1997), Scugog Island First Nation (1997),

and Georgina Island (1997), al1 contained the same clause in reference to offenses,
'TJnless some other procedure is provided for by a land law, the summary conviction
procechires of Part XnVII of the Criminal Code, as amended from tirne to time, apply to
offenses under this Land Code, a land law or resolution". Inclusion of such a clause

forms a base of protection, while still allowing for other means of protection to be
dweloped. This can be accomplished through First Nation land laws or resolutions for
situations which are considered to be not adequately dealt with under Part XXW of the
Cnminal Code of Canada.

5.1.18 Commencement

The final section found within the First Nation Land Code should list commencement
pre-conditions as well as the time of commencement of the Land Code. Preconditions
include: community approval of the Land Code and Transfer Agreement with Canada;
certification of the Land Code by a venfier in accordance with the Framework

Agreement; that the Federal Legislation which ratifies the Framework Agreement has
corne into force (First Nation Land Management Act); and the provision of sufEcient

fbnding for land management provided by Canada within the bounds of the Transfer

Agreement (Chippewas of Georgina Island First Nation, 1997; Mississaugas of Scugog
Island First Nation, 1997; Muskoday First Nation a, 1997).

5.2 INDIVIDUAL TRANSFER AGREEMENT ON FIRST NATION LAND

n!lANAGEMENT
Clause 6 of the FAFNLM requires an Individual First Nation Agreement to be developed
between the Govenunent of Canada and each signatory Fust Nation. The purpose of the
Individual Agreement is to establish the level of operational funding that each First
Nation will require to implement the land management authority obtainable through the
Framework Agreement. As well, the Individual Agreement will define the specifics
involved in the transfer of the administration of lands between the Goveniment of Canada
and the First Nation. Both the Land Code and the Individual Agreement must receive

Fkst Nation cornmunity approval, through a process defined by the First Nation. The
Individual Agreement is to take effect on the same date as the coming into effect of the

First Nation Land Code (FAFNLM,1996: 12).
The Individual Agreement is to contain a number of provisions including: when the
transfer of lands fiom the government to the First Nation wiil occur, the arnount of
operational funding that will be provided to the First Nation; how the money will be
transferred; the handing over of al1 information relevant to the lands and resources
management of the First Nation to the First Nation; the tnuisfer of rights fiom Canada to
the First Nation; how affectecl thùd parties are to be notified of the change in

management; the establishment of an interim environmental assessrnent process; how
amendments to the Transfer Agreement can be made; what mechanism for dispute
resolution will be utilized; and the coming into force of the Transfer Agreement.

For a detailed example of what an Individual Agreement contains, readers should refer to
the example provided by the Individual Transfer Agreement on First Nation Land

Management between Muskoday First Nation & The Governrnent of Canada (1997).

5.3 C
O
-

RATIFICATION PROCESS

One of the requirements of the FAFNLM is the formulation of a document containing the
u>mmunity7s ratification process. The purpose of the document is to, "set out the
procedure by which [the] First Nation will decide whether to approve its proposed Land
Code and the proposed Transfer Agreement with Canada, as required under the
FAFNLAC' (Muskoday First Nation a, 1997).
This document will descnbe how the vote will be conducted, who will be eligible to vote,

how voters and a f f ' e d third parties will be notified, the procedure for voter registration,

in-person and mail-in ballot procedures, how voting results will be counted and a
decision made, as well as how certification of the Land Code and Transfer Agreement
will occur. Muskoday First Nation (a, 1997). provides a good example of what the
ratification process should look like. In some cases, SLFN No. 40 could utilize the
provisions within this document for their own procedure. In other cases, modifications
which will better suit the needs and wants of the cornmunity will be required.

5.4 MANAGEMENT IMPROVEMENTS TO SPEClFIC RESOURCES

RESULTING FROM THE FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
The previous sections in this Chapter dealt with the design of documents which are

provisionary requirements of the FAFNLM namely, creation of a Land Code, Transfer
Agreement and Cornmunity Ratification Process. None of these documents, however,
specifically focus on how the Framework Agreement can be used to produce
management improvements to the resources of SLFN No. 40. These resources were

specifcally identified in Chapter Three, which describes the present state of land and
resources on SLFN No. 40 reserve lands.

Section 5.4 has been designed to identifjr resource management improvements that can be

acquired through implementation of the Framework Agreement at SLFN No. 40. The
broad law-making powers which can be acquired by the First Nation through the
Agreement include the ability to make enforceable laws respecting the development,
management, conservation, protection, possession, and use of its lands, as well as any
interests and licenses attached to the land. Effective use of these law-making powers c m
ensure improvements to the land and resources found on reserve. Even if these powers
are not used immediately, they can be used at any niture time that an issue of significance

arises.
Regardless of resource type, al1 resources can benefit fiom planning and fiom the
incorporation of regulations which provide for and promote sustainability through
resource use restrictions, inclusion of customary laws and traditions, remediation, safety,
opportunities for economic gains, and allow for regdatory enforcement.

For each

resource sector it is important for SLFN No. 40 to determine what activities would be
culturally acceptable on its resewe lands. Comell and Kalt (1992: 48) have noted that

ofien "development activities are controversial because they force the society to codiont
trade-offs between economic development and cultural values". By incorporating what is
and is not culturally acceptable into the Land Code, SLFN No. 40 can minimize the
potential for controversial situations to &se.
A substantial proportion of the resources utilized by S L M No. 40 occur outside of the

reserve boundary. However, by demonstrating effective planning and management of
resources on the reserve through the implementation of the Framework Agreement,

SLFN No. 40 could improve its chances for being granted authority over other lands and
resources outside of the reseme boundary.

5.4.1 Shoreline, Inshore and Near-Shore (Real Estate)

The aesthetic beauty of the reserve lands, the proximity of the reserve lands to the waters
of Shoal M e , and the remote location of the reserve, could create the opportunity for

revenue and employment generating tourism ventures, such as the previously proposed
Snowshoe Bay Development.

While the Tripartite Agreement put an end to the

Snowshoe Bay Development proposal, should the Tripartite Agreement corne to a close,

SLFN No. 40 could once again have the opportunity to pursue such a development.
Under the FAFNLM, SLFN No. 40 would not have to surrender reserve lands for the

purpose of development, as is the case under the present I n d m Act. SLFN No. 40 would
have the complete authority to manage the development, and lease of reserve lands. If

SLFN No. 40

does not want to take the responsibility of putting in place real estate

developments, under the FAFNLM, the First Nation could hire an outside source to put in
place and manage developments.

SLFN No. 40 should include in their Land Code the extent to which it would be willing
to participate in real estate type developrnents, as well as the development of processing
facilities. The Land Code should outline the process for putting such developments in
place. Elders and cornrnunity members should be actively involved in deciding how

much development and what types of development would permissible on their First
Nation reserve. The environmental protection plan, which is a requisite of the FAFNLM,
will help to ensure that developments are envkonmentally safe and sustainable.

The FAFNLM could certainly provide SLFN No. 40 with a powerful tool to manage the
developrnent of reserve lands and redize the economic potential of real estate
developments.

5.43 Wildlife, Hunting, and Trapping

The majority of hunting and trapping adVities previously identified were found to occur
off of the reserve. The management of these off-reserve activities cannot be changed by
the Framework Agreement, which is ody applicable to reserve lands. However, as
previously mentiond, Grand Council Treaty 3 has been taking steps towards exercising

greater management authority over lands and resources within the Treaty 3 territory.

On reserves, currently no formalized regdation of hunting and trapping occurs, although

customary practices and traditional laws are indeed management tools of a non-formal
kind. Under the Framework Agreement, new law-making powers would permit SLFN
No. 40 to make regulations regarding hunt ing and trapping on-reserve. These regulations
should provide for human safety, resource sustainsbility, and should incorporate
traditional and custornary management practices.

The incorporation of traditional

knowledge into the regulatory process will help to maintain and ensure the continuance
of the culture of the Anishinaabe at SLFN No. 40. Things to consider would be to:
create hunting zones, each zone having different regulations depending on proximity
to housing, species composition, etc.
limit the reserve area on which hunting and trapping activities are permitted, so that
the area diectly surrounding the community is excluded

make hunter safety training mandatory
teach hunters the principles of sustainable resource use, and impose punishment on
those who are unsustainable in their usage
place restrictions on certain weapons

restrict the time of day in which hunting can occur in each hunting zone
place a huntingltrapping limit on certain resources, should scarcity become a problem
impose significant fines and punishment on law breakers
have elders be part of the regulatory process, and incorporate the wisdom, teachings,
and traditional knowledge of the elders when making regulations
let elders play a role in the teaching of safe and sustainable hunting practices to new
or young hunters and trappen
These considerations and others should be taken into account when changes to the
hunting, trapping, and wildlife management regime are dealt with. By making safety
precautions mandatory and enforceable, the security of First Nation members can be
improved, especially the safety and security of First Nation children.

Should the First Nation decide to become involved in tourist ventures of any kind on
reserve land, the ability to create hunting and trapping laws will be essential. Tourists
will not want to venture on reserve land where they could accidentally encounter a trap,
or find themselves in an unregulated area where they could risk being injured.

Although any regulations made to the hunting, trapping, and management of wiidlife on
SLFN No. 40 reserve lands would only apply on the reserve, it is likely that many of the
principles learned or maintained on the reserve would aiso be canied off the reserve as
well. For example, by placing elders in charge of teaching and passing on Anishinaabe
cultural hunting and trapping lcnowledge, hunters will apply their knowledge whether on
or off the reserve.

5.4.3 Mineral Resources

Although not much concem over minerai resources was expressed by the First Nation,
the Framework Agreement can still prove to be of benefit to their management. While

the First Nation may not feel a need for mineral resource management laws at present, as

a signatory to the FAFNLM, the First Nation would have the ability to create land and
resource laws at any time in the fùture. This ability allows for changing needs to be
adequately addressed.

The First Nation should, however, consider creating laws now; doing so can serve to
reduce the number of problems that may arise in the future. For example, it could prove
beneficial for the Fir st Nation to create sorne regulations surnoundhg on-going aggregate
extraction, and future remediation of the sand and grave1 pit. Such regulations could help
to ensure that the potentid of the deposit was maximized, and that environmental impacts
were minimized or at least reduced. Remediation regdations can help to ensure that once
extraction has ceased the area wodd be restored to a more environmentally sound state.

The First Nation could refer to regulations h m municipalities within the region, and
mode1 their laws after the examples that they provide.

It c d d also prove beneficial to put some regulations in place regarding the on-reseme

precious mineral deposit. Although the deposit may never prove to be economically
viable, the possibility does exkt that economic viability may be realized in the fûture.

Should economic viability corne about in the future, planning and the creation of general
regulations today wdd help to minirnize problems in the future. By making some
general laws surrounding developrnent requirements, use and right to revenues generated,

as well as requirements for remediation, the best interests of the First Nation people could
be better protected fiom the negative impacts that might arise as a result of poorly
regulated resource extractions.
It should be noted that the Tripartite Agreement contains a number of restrictive
provisions, including the prohibition of al1 mining and heavy industrial activities on
S L M No. 40 resewe lands (Table 6). Although the Tripartite Agreement is of sixty year

duration, it can be terminated after fifieen years. If no similar agreement is re-entered into
following the expiration of the agreement, the potential for rnining on the SLFN No. 40
reserve could potentially be re-attained.

Table 6:

Restrictive Provisions of the Tripartite Agreement (Memorandum of

Agreement, 1989).

Disposal of lands to third parties prohibited.
Prohibition on mining, heavy industry, pesticides, herbicides, & other toxins
Commercial & industrial development (logging included) is prohibited unless for
domestic purposes.
Commercial development to provide recreation activities to non-band members
restricted to south shore of Snowshoe Bay.
Developments on the south shore subject to approval by Shoal Lake Agreement
Cornmittee.

5.4.4 Forestry

The Framework Agreement would pennit SLFN No. 40 to make laws which can be
utilized to improve the management of on-reserve timber and non-timber forest
resources. By creating regulations which promote sustainability, the First Nation could
ensure that its forest resources will be adequately protected for both present and friture
generations.

Improved forestxy management could lead to economic gains, more

employment opportunhies, enhancement of wildlife populations, an improved
environment, and sustainability of timber resources. Mismanagement of these resources
in the past has led to the deterioration of the quality of the timber on the reserve. By
gaining the authority to manage the resource on their own, SLFN No. 40 could have the
opportunity to prevent fhrther degradation, and to remediate negatively impacted areas.

SLFN No. 40 should refer back to and incorporate recommendations contained within the
1992 forest management plan prepared by Mitigonaabe Forestry Resources Management

Incorporated (1992). The suggestions fiom the plan should be utilized to impose forestry
regulations which will lead to improvements in forest stand composition and health as
well as provide for economic gains.

Zn accordance with the FAFNLM, a First Nation has the opportunity to license and lease
lands and resources, and directly obtain the revenues gained as well as to set license/lease
standards allowing harvesting. Unfortunately, for the community of SLFN No. 40, the

Tripartite Agreement to which they are a signatory, prohibits any disposa1 of lands or
resources to thkd party interests. The Tripartite Agreement also prohibits commercial
and industrial development (including logging) for purposes other than domestic use.

While the First Nation may seIl forest resources on the reserve, according to the Tripartite
Agreement they are not to sel1wood to outside commercial markets.
The Tripartite Agreement thus reduces the control that the First Nation can exercise over
it's lands and resources, which would of course include timber resources. Should the
Tripartite Agreement expire without renewal, or othedse become void or amended, the
Fust Nation could have the opporhinity to enter into license and leasehold agreements

over timber resources with third parties. Consideration should be given to the types of

regulations SLFN No. 40 would like to create surrounding Iicense and leasing activities
should the opportunity arise.
Areas where forestry regulations should be considered include:
designating a forest manager, and outlining duties
forest remediation
licensing and leasing forest areas and resources to third parties, to First Nation
members.
how revenues will be spent, for exarnple designating what portion of revenues are to
go back into forest improvements, or forest employment
regulating and designating areas for different forest uses through a forestry
management plan.
regulating harvesting practices in order to promote sustainability and fores heaith
the creation of forestry safety regulations
the incorporation of customary land management practices and the traditional

howledge of cornmunity eiders
enforcement
Another suggestion that could prove beneficial would be the appointment of
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Nation Forestry Manager. This person could be put in charge of ensuring effective forest
management through implementation of a forestiy plan, ensuring that regulations are
followed, and advising Council on improvements that could be made.
Effective management wiil depend upon the provision of -tient funds. By stating an
interest in forest management irnprovements, perhaps an arrangement could be made for
some of the ninds which will be provided by the Government of Canada for the
implementation of the Framework Agreement to be utilized in the area of forest
management. Another alternative is utilizîng other f h d s that would be transferred to the

Fira Nation as a result of the Transfer Agreement which the First Nation must enter into
with the Govemment of Canada.

As the waters sumunding the LR40 resewe are provincial in jurisdiction, none of the

water rights and water resources can be transferred to the First Nation as a result of the
Transfer Agreement. Management of the Shoal Lake Fishery will continue to be a
provincial responsibility. As the walleye hatchery is located on I.R.34B2, it cannot be
regulated by the Framework Agreement. As previously mentioned, I.R34B2 can only be
brought under a Land Code if Iskatewizaagegan No.39 independent First Nation also
becomes a signatory to the FAFNLM. The two First Nations would have to create and

agree upon a separate Land Code for LR34B2,which has been provided for the shared
use of both First Nations.

SLFN No. 40 must tum to another mechanism in order to gain greater control over the
Shoal Lake fishery. The mechanism that they choose will have to involve an agreement
with the Governent of Ontario, which currently has control over the fishery through it's

Ministry of Naturai Resources. In order for SLFN No. 40 to gain some control, Ontario
has to be willing to give up or share some control, this could be accomplished through a
CO-managementagreement.
By demonstrating proficiency in the management of reserve lands and resources through

effective implementation of the Framework Agreement, SLFN No. 40 members would
place themselves in a better position to work out an agreement with the Ministry of
Natural Resources. Perhaps the Ministry would agree to let SLFN No. 40 utilize
principles or components of the Framework Agreement mode1 in working out such an
agreement.

5.4.6 Manomin (Wüd Rice)

Despite its value and importance, manomin, like the fishery has previously b e n
identified as being outside of the jurisdiction of the Framework Agreement. As with the
fishery, improvements to the management of the manomin resource must be sought

through a means other than the FAFNLU

The Ministry of Naturd Resources does not impose management regulations on First
Nations, but allows them to establish their own management practices, thus Framework
Agreement management pnnciples could be applied to manomin.

SLFN No. 40 has indicated a need for improved management to ensure resource
sustainability. Perhaps the Province and the First Nation could set up an education
program that would have elders Rom SLFN No. 40, or fiom other First Nations with

manomin management expenence, teach sustainable practices to harvesters through the
incorporation of customary practices and traditional knowledge. A CO-management
agreement should also be reached between SLFN No. 40 and the Ministry that allows

SLFN No. 40 to make enforceable management niles, and create penalties for offenders,
as under the FAFNLM, penalties and enforcement muld not extent to the management of
manomin.

As mentioned previously, another option that the First Nation may want to pursue is the
cornplete challenge of the nghts to the manomin resource in a court of law.

5.4.7 Water Resources and Environmental Protection

Implementation of an effective environmental plan, which includes enforceable
regulations would enable the First Nation to do its bea to protect water resources and the
environment in general. While the First Nation may indeed do its part, other area
stakeholders must cooperate and become involved in effective environmental protection

as well, if Shod Lake water is to be protected. SLFN No. 40 should do its best to protect
these water resources, and keep a close watch on the actions of other stakeholders as
well.

SLFN No. 40 does have an environmental management plan and by-Iaw. However,
neither is followed or enforced. Lack of adherence can place the quality of the water, the

h d t h of the people, and the environment at risk. Fominately, environmental protection
has been made an essential component of the FAFNLM.

Environmental Management Agreement
Development of an environrnental management agreement between each individual First
Nation and the Governent of Canada is required under section 24 of the FAFNLM
(1996: 3 1). Section 24.2 of the Framework Agreement aates that provincial involvement

in the agreement will also be sought. For SLFN No. 40, that would mean involving both
Manitoba and Ontario. The agreement that is developed will lay out the design for how
environrnental protection laws will be enacted by the First Nation. Once an Agreement is
reached, it is essential that the First Nation establish -tient fùnds to implement and
enforce the provisions and regdations related to the agreement and environmental
protection.

Funds for such activities should be accounted for under the Transfer

Agreement. Inability to effectively enforce was cited as a reason why the current
environmental management plan has been ineffective at SLFN NO. 40.

Environmental Assessmenf
Another requisite of the Framework Agreement (1996: 32) is the formulation of an
Environmental Assessrnent procedure, which will be applied to First Nation projects.
The procedure must detail what projects would be subject to assessment as well as how
assessment is to be carried out and paid for. The procedure that the Fust Nation designs

must be consistent with the Ccmadimi Environmental Assesment Act (CEAA).While the
assessment process must be at least as stringent as the C U ,SLFN No. 40 can certainly
place emphasis upon areas which they feel warrant greater protection.

5.4.8 Waste Management (Soiid & Liquid)

In the FAFNLM process (1996: 3 l), both the areas of solid and liquid waste were
identined by al1 First Nations as being essential components of the environmental

management agreement mentioned in the previous section (5.4.6). How these areas will
be dealt with will, therefore, be decided and agreed upon by al1 parties to the agreement.

Section 24.5 of the Framework Agreement (1996: 31) does state, however, that the
environmental protection penalties and standards in the areas of solid and liquid waste
management (as well as fiel storage tank management, and environmental emergencies)
must be at leaa as stringent as the provincial laws within which the First Nation is
situated. Whether Manitoba standards, or those of Ontario, or a combination of the two

are chosen would remain to be seen. The First Nation may decide that the provincial
standards are adequate, or in some cases may decide that certain areas require the
imposition of stronger regulatiow. The provision was included in order to ensure that an
adequate baseline of enviranrnental protection is achieved at the First Nation level.
Effkctive management of both solid and liquid wastes at SLFN No. 40 has been cited as
being problematic, rnainly due to a lack of enforcement. The FAFNLM certainly allows
for the First Nation to make enforceable laws regarding these issues. SLFN No. 40
should promote wasre recycling, as such an effort will help to reduce waste problems.
Until year-round road access is attained by the community, the risks associated with the

transport of wastes by barge will continue to remain higher than they otheMnse could be
if transport of wastes by barge, boat, or ice road could be eliminated.

5.4.9 Tourism

As the FAFNLM allows First Nations the flexibility to manage their own lands and

resources, Fûst Nations would not require permission from Indian Anairs to operate
tourist businesses on-resenre. Tourism activities must, however, meet the environmental
standards set out by the First Nation in accordance with the Framework Agreement. It
should also be remembered that entenng into the FAFNLM, does not negate the
Tripartite Agreement and any of the restrictions that this agreement imposes on
developments by SLFN No. 40.

Unfortunately for SLFN No. 40, the Tripartite

Agreement does contain provisions which impact upon and reduce tourism potential.
Once the Tripartite Agreement has expired, the limitations resulting &om the Tripartite
Agreement will be removed, potentially opening up larger tourism opportunities for the

First Nation.

The Tripartite Agreement eliminates the possibility of leasing lands to third parties for

use in the tourism indu-.

Another limiting factor for tourism at Shoal Lake 40, is the

fact that commercial activities which provide recreational benefits to non-band members
can only be conducted on the South Shore of Snowshoe Bay. Such activities are
prohibited fkom dl other areas of reserve land. Any developments that the Fust Nation

may propose for this area must meet the approval of the Shoal Lake Agreement
Committee. While the tourism potential for the SLFN No. 40 reserve is certainly reduced
by the Tripartite Agreement, it is not altogether eliminated. The potential for ew-tourism

type activities (referred to in Chapter 3) does exist, and would likely meet the approvai of
the Shoal Lake Agreement Committee. By keeping the activities very nature oriented,
the approval would certainly stand a better chance than if a cottage lot development was
proposed for the south shore.
SLFN No. 40 could use its authority under the FAFNLM to create laws surrounding the
type of tourism activities that would be permitted on their reserve lands.

Such

regulations could help to ensure that the cultural integrity of the people does not become
destroyed by tounsm ventures. For example, by making a regulation that elders pass
final decision on the cultural information and experiences that could be shared with

tourists, the integrity of the culture and people would not become jeopardized.

5.4.10 Roads, Buildings and Housing

As roads, buildings and housing would fa11 under the category of land development, the

Firn Nation would have the law-making power to regulate such activities on the reserve

as deemed necessary. The Council would consider zoning the reseme, much like one
wodd a municipality. Zoning could help to preserve certain areas, keeping them f?ee

from developrnent, as well as help to plan for fùture growth and development of the
curnmunity.

5.4.11 Enforcement and Education

Transfer find moneys gained through the Individual Transfer Agreement should be used
to train and employ one or more First Nation land management enforcernent officers.
The Council could make regulations regarding the duties and practices of oficers. The

First Nation would likely best be served by permitting officers to enforce al1 land and
resource laws made in relation to the FAFNLM- Costs could be saved by having officers
that are able to enforce al1 areas as opposed to a separate officer for each resource area.

A portion of the fùnds should also be spent on community education, so that people are
aware of regulations and the punishrnent that they will face should they decide not to
comply. Educational oppominities should also be made available for Fint Nation
members wishing to get involved in business developments on reserve lands. SLFN No.
40 should aiso identify members who would like to be involved in the implementation of

the FAFNLM- Funding should be obtained f?om INAC so that members can obtain the

training and skills needed for effective implementation.

An educated population will

have a greater chance at achieving development success through the FAFNLM.

5.4.12 Employment

Amongst its many potential benefits to the community, another positive spin-off of the

FAFNLM, would be the creation of employment oppominities at SLFN No. 40.

Members will be needed to serve on the Lands Advisory Cornmittee, to take w e of lands
and resources finances, and to serve as enforcement officers and resource managers.

5.4.13 Further Considerations

For SLFN No. 40, perhaps the greatest limitation of the Framework Agreement is its
inability to influence the management of those resources that are currently most
significant to the community, which include manomin, fish, and the waters of Shoal
Lake. While the First Nation feels that these resources should be theirs to govern,
Canada and the provinces have detennined otherwise. These problems and limitations

reach far deeper than the Framework Agreement, and should not be seen to overshadow
the numerous benefits which can be denved from the Framework Agreement. The most

important of these benefits is the ability of SLFN No. 40 to gain jurisdiction over its
reserve lands and resources, and permit the community of SLFN No. 40 the opportunity
to make important decisions regarding its fuhire. Demonstniting proficiency over the
management of reserve lands through the Framework Agreement should help to place

SLFN No.

40 in a better position to gain greater control over those important resources

currently outside of the jurisdiction of the reserve boundary.
While traditional resource developments on reserve land, such as mining, and timber
harvesting are not econornically viable, this should not be taken to mean that SLFN No.
40 has no potential for successful developments on its reserve lands.

SLFN No. 40

should focus its efforts on innovative thinking and consider exploring the potential for
establishing successful tourism ventures on the reserve.

Outside of econornic

development, SLFN No. 40 should not forget that the Framework Agreement could be
utilized to implement effective community planning, development and decision-making.
Even if economic development is not in the immediate future of SLFN No. 40, the
Framework Agreement still offers many benefits, including the opportunity to bewme
involved in such endeavors in the fiihire.

The Tripartite Agreement restrictions on development have been identified as a hindrance
to SLFN No. 40. The control over SLFN No. 40 that the City of Winnipeg currently
exercises in many cases reduces the powers that would ordinarily be obtainable by a

First Nation under the Frarnework Agreement. Once the Tripartite Agreement has been
terminated, SLFN No. 40 should be able govern their lands and resources &ee of the
restrictions currently applied by the City of Winnipeg. While the end of the Tripartite
Agreement may be something that SLFN No. 40 looks fonvard to, the end of the
Tripartite Agreement will not likely result in the end of the City of Winnipeg's attempts
to control activities at SLFN No. 40.

This Chapter concluded that the FAFNLM could be utilized to improve the management
of al1 reserve lands and resources that are under feded jurisdiction, as these powers
could be transferred to the Fkst Nation through an Individual Transfer Agreement. The
Framework Agreement requires design of a Land Code, as well as the development of an
individual transfer agreement and community ratification process. Al1 three of these
components were described in the first three sections of this Chapter and the description
incorporated examples provided fiom First Nation signatories to the Agreement.
The Chapter determined how the Frarnework Agreement could be used to improve the
management of previously identified resource sedors which are: wildlife, hunting and
trapping; fishing; manomin; mineral resources; forestry; water resources and
environmental protection; waste management; tounsm; roads buildings, housing; and
enforcement.

Suggestions for management improvements, as well as cautions and

limitations were idenGfied for each resource sector.
Despite the wide varïety of resource sectors examined, cornmon themes emerged and
some generalized conclusions could be drawn. As was identified in Chapter Three, al1
resource sectors lack written codified management regulations, raising concems for
resource sustainability, maximization of benefits, as well as environmental and human
safety. Suggestions for ways in which regulations could be used to address these issues
were made for each sector. Education and enforcement capabilities appeared to be a

major problem across al1 sectors as well. The Chapter recommended that enforcement
officer positions be established, and that these people be able to enforce d l regulations
made in regards to lands and resources management, and that efforts be made to educate
the people about resources regulations and the need for them.

The Chapter also

recommended that elders be involved in the development of Land Codes and laws, so as
to ensure that customary traditions and beliefs are maintained and passed on.

Chapter Five recognized the fact that three of the most important resources to SLFN No.
40, fish, manomin, and the waters of Shoal Lake fa11 outside of the jurisdiaion of the

Framework Agreement, and that other means for irnproving management of these
resources mua be sought.
As the provisions of the Tripartite Agr-ment

would remain in effect, if SLFN No. 40

were to participate in the Framework Agreement process, in many cases a limit to the
powers that could ordinarily be exercised under the Framework Agreement, especially in
terms of resource development capabilities, would result. An end to the Tripartite
Agreement may allow for SLFN No. 40 to regain the authority, which is currently limited
under the Framework Agreement. It is not likely, however, that the City of Winnipeg
will stop attempting to control the activities of SLFN No. 40. This Chapter did identiq
eco-tourism type ventures as a possible development option with potential for regaining
the lost econornic resource base at SLFN No. 40.

This Chapter has established that the Framework Agreement could provide benefits to al1
of the resource areas identified within Chapter Three.

Since at this time resource

developments remain subject to the restrictions of the Tripartite Agreement, the benefits
derived fiom the Frarnework Agreement would be more dong the lines of resource
sustainability. The main benefit that the Framework Agreement could provide to SLFN

No. 40 would have to be the power of jurisdictional authority over reserve lands and
resources.

CONCLUDING RENARKS & RECOMMENDATIONS
6.0 OVERVIEW

The purpose and objectives of this research practicum were identified in Chapter One.

The matenals presented within subsequent Chapters focused upon satisQing the purpose
and objectives of the study. To recap: the primary purpose of this study was to identiQ a
feasible land and resource management alternative through assessment of IAOMA and
the FAFNLM and to design a strategy for implementation at SLFN No. 40. The specific

objectives of the midy were: to descnbe the present land and resources regime at SLFN

No. 40; to identiQ and examine the feasibility of implementing an alternative land and
resources management regime at SLFN No. 40 through the assessment of IAOMA and
the FAFNLM; to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each alternative and; to
develop a strategy for improving land and resources management through the
development of an alternative land and resources management model.

6.1 CONCLUSIONS

The information presented within each Chapter of this study has led to a number of
concIusions. From these conclusions, recornmendations could be made as to how SLFN
No. 40 could best make use of the findings of this research shldy.
Conclusions derived nom the information presented in Chapter Two, which presented an
o v e ~ e wof the Shod Lake region, indicated that under the present form of the Inrii'm

Act, the ability of SLFN No. 40 to manage and control their lands and resources as they
would like is not attainable It is within the Second Chapter that the need for an
alternative means of managing lands and resources at SLFN No. 40 was identified,
indicating the relevance of this research study.

Description of the present naturai resources and land management regime at SLFN No.
40, as it was described in Chapter Three, served to satisfy the First Objective of this

study. Chapter Three led to the identification of problems which currently exist within
each resource sector, as well as problems common to al1 resource secton. Cornmon
problems included: inadquate authontative power over resources; lack of regulations;
lack of resource development oppomuiities; and, indficient cornpliance to existing
regulations resulting nom unsatisfàctory enforcement capabilities and poor knowledge of
regulations. Little management of resources appeared to be occumng on the resenre and
this could result in the sustainability of lands and resources at SLFN No. 40 being
jeopardized. Chapter Three not only concluded that resource problems and obstacles to
development currently exist, but codrmed a need for improved management through the
implementation of an alternative regime.
With a need for an alternative management regime established and specific resources
sector problems identified, an examination and cornparison of two land and resources
management alternatives, IAOMA and the FAFNLM, resulted in the conclusion that the
Framework Agreement mode1 would be the best alternative to implement at SLFN No.
40. This conclusion served to satise the second objective of this study. When analyzing

the two identified alternative regimes, the problems identified in Chapter Three were
considerd throughout the analysis. Knowledge of the present situation of the F i .
Nation and the problems associated with it was essential in the detemination of which
alternative would work best for the community.
Anaiysis of the two alternatives led to the identification of the strengths and weaknesses

of each and served to filfill the third objective of this study. The choie to follow the
Framework Agreement resulted fiom comparative examination of the strengtbs and
weaknesses of each alternative which led to the following conclusions: the Framework
Agreement was designed by First Nations for First Nations; the Framework Agreement

could provide SLFN No. 40 with a comprehensive authority to govem and manage
reserve lands and resources; the Framework Agreement could allow for the expression of

self-govement in tenns of lands and resources; the Frarnework Agreement provides the
opportunity to create enforceable Land Code laws; the Frarnework Agreement was well
received by the Assembly of First Nations; First Nations involved with the Agreement
responded positively to the Agreement; despite IAOMA' s broader scope of applicability,
in terms of lands and resources management IAûMA was overall weaker, leaving
ultimate authoritative powers in the hands of the Minister and the GIC;the IAOMA was
the less likely of the two alternatives to be passed into legislation by parliament.

The authority obtained under either arrangement codd ody be applied to federal First
Nation lands and related resources. Another important conclusion reached was that the
Tripartite Agreement would remain effective even after the signing of the FAFNLW as
third party interest arrangements would be unaltered by the application of the Framework
Agreement. Nevertheless it was its strengths, and high probability of it being passed as
legislation that led to the decision to pursue the Framework Agreement M e r .
However, pursuit of the Framework Agreement should not be taken without caution.
With the acceptance of sovereignty over lands and resources cornes the responsibility and
accountability for decision-making, and the acceptance of a reduction in the fiduciary
responsibility of Canada to First Nation signatories of the Agreement. It should also not
be forgotten that gaining authonty over land and resources wodd not eliminate the rnany
obstacles to successful development faced by First Nations. As well, while the Tripartite
Agreement may soon be terminated by SLFN No. 40, it is unlikely that the City of
Winnipeg will stop its attempts to control development activities at SLFN No. 40.
Chapter four also concluded thai while involvement in the Framework Agreement should

be pursued, becoming involved would rernain a challenge, as the Agreement is currently
closed to others than the original fourteen signatory First Nations. Following the steps
outlined in this document could help to ensure, but not guarantee, SLFN No. 40 the
opporhinity of hvolvement in the Framework Agreement. The challenge will not end

there, however. Hard worlq cornmunity spirit, enthusiasrn and dedication to the cause

wiIl be required to create & d v e land and resources management at SLFN No. 40.

Taking the challenge could pay off for SLFN No. 40, as once the ability to aeate laws
and govem their lands and resources is granted to them, the power will remain for fùture
generatiow to enjoy.

In order to meet the fourth and final objective of this study, a strategy for improving land
and resources management through the development of a FAFNLM model was
eiaborated.

The moa important conclusion denved fkom this model was that the

Framework Agreement could be used to improve land and resources management at

SLFN No. 40.
The model recognized the current lack of resource development potential due to
restrictions imposed upon SLFN No. 40 as a resub of the Tripartite Agreement, and the
fact that three of the most important resources, fish, manomin, and the waters of Shoal

Lake fdl outside of the jurisdiction of the Framework Agreement. Due to these
limitations, it was suggested that the regulatory power of the Framework Agreement be

used to irnpart resource sustainability, rnêuimize benefits fkom resource use, and promote
environmental and human safeîy on the resource sectors within its jurisdiction.

The

Framework Agreement should be used as a planning and community development tool,

as well as a tool to provide a positive regulatory fhmework for econornic development

when the cornmunity is ready for it. It was concluded that education and enforcement
through the establishment of resource officers would be required to ensure that
regdations would be understood and followed. Of the resource sectors affected by the
Frarnework Agreement, Chapter five identified eco-tourism type ventures as possibly
having the greatest potential for regaining econornic security ftom the resource base
available to S

m No. 40.

6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The research findings presented within this practicum document have led to the following
recommendations:
1. Involvement in the FAFNLM should be pursued by SLFN No. 40.
2. SLFN No.40 should talk with and seek advise fiom other Fust Nations involved in

the FAFNLW especially the Fint Nation community of Scugog Island, whose srnall
population and minimal land management experience provides a situation that is
sirnilar to SLFN No. 40.
3.

SLFN No. 40 Chief and Council should prornote the benefits of the FAFNLM to the
community in order to gain their support.

4. The First Nation should use its law-making powers to incorporate planning,

community development, economic development, human safety, sustainability,
environmentai protection and maximization of resource benefits.
5 . As the currently most profitable and highly utilized resources (manomin, and

fisheries), m o t be diiectly improved through the FAFNLM, other means of

improving control and management should be sought. Co-management agreements

could potentially provide SLFN No. 40 with greater management control and
enforceability.
6. While the Tripartite Agreement limits some of the capacities ordinarily achievable

under the Framework Agreement, the First Nation should operate within those

constraints and work to maximize the benefits which can be obtained through it.

The potential for developing individual resources at SLFN No. 40 is low due to lack
of resource potential and Tripartite Agreement constraints. Low impact forms of ecotourism could be possibly be designed to meet approvals, help to restore economic
securities, provide employment, retain culture, utilize naturd skills and maintain a
pristine environment. Further research into this area should be conducted.
Adequate enforcement will be fundamentai to the effective workings of any
management regime. New powers mean very little if those powers are not enforced.

SLFN No. 40 should make provisions for lands and resources enforcement officers,
and ensure that adequate training and funding is provided through the Individual

Transfer Agreement.
Education should be provided to community members to ensure that members are
aware of al1 resources and land Iaws that could result fiom the Framework
Agreement. Education should also be made available to First Nation members
wanting to become involved in resource developments on reserve lands, as well as to

those members wanting to serve on the Lands Advisory Cornmittee.
10. The First Nation Governinent should encourage individual members to undertake

development ventures, as the combination of Govemrnent and business often does not
result in successfil economic outcornes.

11. Elders and cornmunity members should be actively involved in Land Code and law
creation, in order to ensure that customs and traditional knowledge is incorporated
into the management plan, and that cultural values will be preserved.

12. The comrnunity should be involved in the decision-making-process as much as
possible.

By managing in this way, decision-making power is more equally

distributed amonga the people, in a way that incorporates Anishinaabe tradition and
giving greater potential for success.

13. SLFN No. 40 should be cautious and carefbl in their decision-making, should they

decide to enter into the Framework Agreement, as responsibility and accountability
for decisions made will rest with the First Nation, and not with the Govenunent of
Canada.
14. Should SLFN No. 40 not be pennitted, or choose not to enter into the FAFNLM,an

alternative strategy for improving reserve lands and resources management at SLFN
No. 40 needs to be sought. SLFN No. 40 should proceed to exercise and assert its
inherent nght of self-government as recognized and affinned within section 35 of the
ConstitutionAct, 1982.

6.3 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

History has shown that pnor to the arrival of Europeans in North America, aboriginal
peoples were in a position of power and self-govemance, not ody in relation to lands and
resources, but in relation to each other as well. European arriva1 and imposition of
sovereignty in Canada led to the signing of Treaties and the implementation of the Indm
Act, which legislated the removal of power and governing authority fiom First Nations

people. The FAFNLM could provide SLFN No. 40, and al1 First Nations across Canada
with an opportunity to regain some of the control and govemance that was historically

theirs.

The Framework Agreement could provide SLFN No. 40 people with the

opportunity to prove themselves as capable managers of their lands and resources. This
authonty and responsibility could help SLFN No. 40 to re-establish loa confidence, boost

local self-esteem, create greater interest in the management and sustainability of reseme
lands and resources, and place SLFN No. 40 in a better position to become involved in
the management of resources outside of the jurisdiction of its reserve.
Neither the IAOMA nor the FAFNLM could provide SLFN No. 40 with dl of the
authontative capabilities that they hope for. While the Framework Agreement could
technically provide the First Nation with complete authority over lands and resources,

existing thûd party arrangements, the unique location of the reserve, and the lack of
marketable iesources will limit development oppominities. The Framework Agreement
will not put an end to SLFN No. 40 struggles, but could provide beneficial resource

management and control improvements for the First Nation. The oppominity for selfgovemment in terms of lands and resources provided by the Framework Agreement
should not be overlooked, as the experience that codd be gained in this area could be
utilized to anain other self-government agreements.

In order to benefit fkom the

Framework Agreement, SLFN No. 40 must be willing to make the Framework
Agreement work for them. Whether or not the land and resources benefits that could be
obtained as a result of the Agreement will ever be realized at SLFN No. 40 will depend to
a significant degree on the desire, detennination, and effort exercised by the First Nation.

While it is the author's belief that implementing the FAFNLM at SLFN No. 40 would be
a worthwhile venture, it is not known if the same belief will be held by the community of

SLFN No. 40. It is hoped that the information provided in this practicum will help SLFN
No. 40 to make an idorrned decision as to whether or not the FAFNLM is indeed
appropriate for their comrnunity. Further research should be conducted to determine
community acceptance and responses to the possible implementation of the Framework
Agreement at SLFN No. 40.
It should be noted that the resources management suggestions presented in this document

are only suggestions. It will rernain up to SLFN No. 40 to decide if the suggestions
presented are worth following.
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Survey to establish the present land and resources management regime nt Sboal
Lake Fint Nation No.40. August, 1997.

Questions to be directed to Cbief and Council of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40.

Resources:
Wddlife, Hunting and Trapping.
How much huntùig and trapping takes place on reserve land? (i.e. no.'s of First Nation
members involved in these activities, no's of a n b a l s taken).

What species are currently being taken on reserve land? How do the species populations of
today compare to those of the past?
What fàctors outside of First Naîion hunting and trapping are impacting upon wildife
populations on reserve?
What changes do you propose should take place in order to improve wildlife populations if
they are king negatively impacted upon?
Are conservation measures regulating the numbers of animals that can be taken by First
Nation people on reserve lands?

1s hunting and trapping on reserve land regulated at ail? If not should it be?

To what extent are people able to meet their needs under the current constraints or animal
populations found on resewe?

Beyond use for food, what other uses do the people of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 have
for wildlife?

Does commercial selling of wifdlife products by members of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40
currently take place ?
a.) If not, why not?

b.) Would you like to see it take place?

10. Describe the hunting and trapping problems f k e d by yow First W o n community.
11. What changes regarding the management of Fint Nations wildlife, huntiag, and trapping
would you Iike to see take place?

12. Do you feel that IAOMA wil1 permit you to make any of the changes that you would like to
see take place?
13. Do you see any economic opporhinitis for Shoal Lake Fint Nation No.40 W e d to wildiife
resources in the a m ?

(Althoughfishe&s are located offresente, I am stiii interested to know whut activities, problems,
and economic poteniial exists in this area.)
Fishing
Are fish populations in Shoal Lake hdthy? How do they compare to populations in the
past?

Are conservation measures negatively Secting First Nations Harvests?
What restrictions are currentIy placed on First Nations Fishers?
What are the most popuIar fish species taken by fishew?
Are fishers able to meet their basic food needs under current restrictions, regulations, or fish
popdations?
What factors outside of First Nation fishing are irnpacting upon fish popuIations?
What changes do you propose should take place in order to improve fish populations if they
are k i n g negatively impacted upon?

How has the collapse and closure of the walleye fishery affected your comrnunity?

Does your community participate in sport or commercial fishing ventures?
10. What fishery management problems are cwrently fàced by your First Nation cornmunity?

11. What changes would you iike to see made in tenns of fisheries management?
12. Do you think IAOMA would help your First Nation to achieve any of those changes?
13. Are any members of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 currently employed as a result of fishery
activities which are in pIace on the reserve?
14. Do you see any economic potential for your First Nation community related to fisheries?

Manomin (Wid Rice)
1. Dacnbe the importance and historical signincance of manomin to yow Fint Nation
Cornmunify and how it is used?
2. How many members of your First Nation are involved in the growing and harvesr of
manomin on reserve land?

3. How much manomin is grown and where is it located?

4. How has the manomin resource of today changed f?om in the pm (i-e. quaatities harvested,
locations, people involved)?

5. Ifthere bas been a change in the manomin resource and its usage, what factors do you suspect
are responsible for that change?
6. Does your First Nation have adequak control over the manomin resource?
a) ifnot, what management changes would you like to see occur?
7. Do you think IAOMA could be used to improve thz management and control that your First

Nation has over manomin?
8. Do you see any economic potential for your First Nation community related to manomin?

Mineral Resources
Has there been any interest shown or possibilities for the development of mineral rescmces
on Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 reserve land?
a.) If so what kind of developments?

b.) How would such developments affect your First Nation Comunity?

Are there curmtly any rnining activities taking place on Shoal Lake First Nation No.40
reserve land? If so what are they and how are they affecting First Nations people, Le.
employrnent, environmental degradation, econornics, etc.
Are any members of Shod Lake First Nation No.40 currentiy employed as a result of mining
activities which are in place on the reserve?
How are mineral resources on

Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 reserve land currently

managed?
What kind of mining and mineral related problerns does your First Nation community
currenly experience?

Descnie how the Indian Act and the Shoal Lake Agreements restrict the development of
mineral resources by S h d Lake First Nation No.40.
a.) Do you feei these restrictions arr necessary in order to preseme water quality and prevent

environmentai degradation?
What mineral management changes would you lÏke to see occur in the fiiture?
Do you feel that IAOMA will pennit you to make any of the changes that you would like to
see take place?

Do you see Mning as a souroe of economic gaias for Shoal Lake First Nation No.40?

Forestry

Has there been any interest show or possibilities for the development of forest resources on
S h d Lake First Nation No.40 reserve land?
a.)

If so what kind of developments?

b.) How would such developments affect your Fim Nation Cornmunity?
Are there currently any forestry activities taking place on Shoal Lake First Nation No.40
reserve land? If so what advities are taking place and how are they affecthg First Nations
people, i.e. employment, environmental degradation, economics, etc.

Are any members of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 currently employed as a result of forestry
activities on reserve?
Describe how forest resources on Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 reserve land is cumntly
managed-

What kind of forestry related problems does your First Nation h e ?
Describe how the m a n Act and the Shoal Lake Agreements restrict the development of the
forest industry by Shoal Lake First Nation No.40.
a.) Do you feel these restrictions are necessary in order to preserve water quaiity and prevent
environmental degradation?

What foresûy management changes would you Iike to see occur in the fiiture?

Do you feel that IAOMA will permit you to make any of the changes that you would like to
see take place?
Do you see fore-

as a source of economic gains for Shoal Lake First Nation No.40?

Water Resources

Have you noticed a cbange in Shoal Lake water quality, or has it stayed relatively constant
over the yean?
a) If there have been noticeable quality changes, what do you suspect the cause of thae
changes has ken?

What treatment is currently appiîed to the water consumecl by Shoal Lake First Nation No.40
members.
a.) Do you feel that this treatment is necessary or adequate?

What activity would you say has the Iargest impact upon S h d Lake water quality?
How concemed are you over the issue of S h d Lake water quality?

What measures does S h d Lake First Nation No.40 take in order to aid in the maintenance of
a high quality water supply?
Descnbe the water quality concems and problems that have fàced your First Nation
community.
a.) Are these concems and problems being handled SufEciently?

b.) What chringes would you like to see made in order to improve water quality, and d u c e
concems and problems?
How do you think IAOMA could be used to improve the water management practices at
Shoal Lake First Nation N0.40?
Describe how the concem for water quaiity often prevents the initiation of First Nations
resources development proposais (i-e. Snowshoe Bay developrnent proposai).

Have the many restrictions and festraints over development in the region been unfâkly
hposed, or do you feel that the restrictions and restraints are necessary in order to protect the
water supply.
10. Do you think that the temis of the Shoal Lake agreements and watershed agreement were
necessary in order to protect the quality of the water?

11. How have these agreements hindered your ability to use the water resources as you would
iike? In what other ways have these agreements been a hindrance?
12. To wbat extent have the t e m of the agreements been met?

13. Has the watershed CO-managementplan, which was a provision of the 1994 Shoal Lake
Watershed Agreement been developed?
14. How much control is Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 currently able to authorize over it's
water resources?

15. Has the area of water resources created employrnent opportunities for any members of Shoal
Lake First Nation No.40?
Waste Management
1. DeScnie the cumot w;iste management regime in place at Shoal Lake First Nation No.40.
2. 1s the cunwtwaste management regime in place at Shoal Lake First Nation No.40.

efficient, efEective, and environmentally sound?
a.)

What are the problems with it?

b.) What would you like to change about it?

Descnbe how the Indian Act and the Shoal Lake Agreements have impacted upon the waste
management regime in place at Shoal kikeFirst Nation No.40a.) Have these impacts been positive? Negative? Justifiable?
Have the waste management terms of the Shoal Lake agreements been met?
How much control does Shod Lake First Nation currently have over the area of waste
management?
How do you feel the irnplementaîion of IAOMA uxild improve the conaol which Shoal Lake
First Nation No.40 currently has over it's waste management?

What changes to the present waste management regime would you Iike to see made in the
fiiture?
Are any mernbers of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 currently employed as a result of the
waste management regime in place on the reserve?

Has there been any interest shown or possibilities for the development of a tourism industry
on Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 reserve land? If so what kind of developments and how
would such developments affect your First Nation Community?

An there currently any tourism activities taking place on Shod Lake First Nation No.40
reserve land? If so what are they and how are they a€Fecting First Nations people, i.e.
employment, environmentai degradation, economics, etc.
Does Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 currently operate any tourist industries?

What, if any, tourist indusiries were in operation in the past, and why are they no longer in
operation today ?

What tourism developments would you like to see your First Nation initiate in the ftture?
Describe how the Indiun Act and the Shoal Lake Agreements restrict the deveIoprnent of
tourist industries by Shoal Lake F h t Nation No.40.
a.) Do you feel these restrictions are necessary in order to preserve water quality and prevent
environmental degradation?

Do you feel that the implementation of IAOMA could heip your First Nation to estabiish
tourism industries in the Shoal Lake region? And if so, how so?
Do you think that development of a tourkm industry could provide an economic resource
base for the First Nation?
Arc any mernbers of your First Nation curredy employed as a result of tourism on Shoal
Lake First Nation No.40 reserve land?

Environmental Protection
How much of a concern is environmental protection to Shoal Lake First Nation No.40?

What initiatives are presently being taken by Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 in order to
promote environmentai protection?

What problerns daes the First Nation face when it cornes to the management and protection of
the environment?

How much control does Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 have over environmental protection
rnatters?
Describe how the Indiczn Act and the Shoal Lake Agreements have afEcted environmental
protection at Shoal Lake First Nation No.40.
a.) Ehve these affects been positive? Negative? Justifiable?

One of the provisions of the Shoal Lake Agreements was the development of an
environmental management plan to be implemented by Shoal Lake First Nation No.40. Has
such a plan been implemented?
Have the resource development inventory studies and the cornmunity economic development
strategies (provisions of the Sh d Lake agreements) been completed?
a.) if they have what kinds of environmentally sustainable economic resource development
altematives have been identified?

b.) Does your First Nation plan to punue any of the suggested alternatives?

How would you like to improve the environmental management regime praently in place at
Shoal Lake Fùst Nation No.40.
How do you think IAOMA could be used to aid in the improvement of the environmental
management regime at Shoal Lake First Nation No.40.

10. Does environmental management on the reserve currently employ any memben of the Shoal
Lake First Nation No.40 community?

Roads, Buildings, Housing, and Septic
1. How does Shoal Lake First Nation No.40 currently manage the construction of roads,
buildings, housing and septic on resewe?

2. Does the construction of r d , buildings, housing and septic on reserve provide employment
to members of your First Nation?

Describe how the Indian Act and the Shoal Lake Agreements have affected the constmctian
and maintenance of roads, buildings, housing and septic on teserve?
a.) Have these affects been positive? Negative? Justinable?

How do you decide on the location of new homes on the reserve?
What kind of procedures and restrictions does your First Nation Face in terms of the location
and construction of roads, buildings and housing on the reserve?
What kind of problems do you experience related to the construction of roads, buildings, and
housing on reserve?
What kinds of changes would you like to see made in ternis of the on reserve construction of
roads, buildings, and housing?

Do you think IAOMA could be used to help rnake the desired changes? If so, how?
Who is in charge of the maintenance and repair of these structures after construction?
10. Why is there currently a shortage of housing on your reserve?

11. How often are the homes on your reserve repIaced or rebuilt?
12. Describe the current septic system in place on the reserve and the problems related to it.

13. What kind of procedures and restrictions does your First Nation Face regarding the
irnplementation of septic systems?
14. What kind of problems result fkom the curent septic system that is in place on the raerve?

15. What changes would you lïke to see made to improve the current on resexve septic system?
16. Do you think IAOMA could be used to help make the desired changes? If so, how?

Other Developments
Are there any other on reserve developments that have been tried, are currently being tried, or
that you would like to see tried in the fimire?
Descnbe such developments and indicaie the problems and benefits related to them.

Describe how the Mian Act and the Shoal Lake Agreements have affècted these other
developments.
a.) Have these affects been positive? Negative? Justifiable?

Describe the changes that you would like to see made regarding these other developments.
Do you think IAOMA could be used to help make these changes occur?

6. Do any of the other developments mentioned in this section provide employment to members
of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40?

Current Resources Initiatives

During my visit to Shoal Lake First Nation No.40,I noticed that there were several initiatives
and pmgratxss king dmloped in order to improve conditions on the reserve. For example
the water quality sarnpling program, rebuilding and making better access to the boat docks,
creation of a corngarden.
Could you please describe the programs and initiatives which are currently in place, which
ones are being developed, and what more you would like to see accomplished in the future.
What constraints does the First Nation presently fàce when attempting to establish programs
and other initiatives?

Do you think implementation of IAOMA could help you to overcome those constraints? If so
how? If not why not?
Do any of these initiatives provide ernployment to members of your First Nation commun@?
General Resources Questions
What area of natural resources do you feel has the Iargest potential for providing an economic
resource base to Shoal Lake First Nation No.40?

What resources do you see as king the most important?
What aaaual resources do you exercise the Least control over?
What types of control over natural resources should your First Nation be able to exercise?

What would you say is your most fragile/endangered resource? Least nagtldendangered
resource?

What prevents you from utilking and managbg resources as you would like?
Could you descnbe, in general, how you would like to see IAOMA implemented, and what
you would like to gain fkom it in t e m of naturai resources management.
Could you also describe any concems that you have over the IAOMA legislarion and it's
possible affects upon the natumi resowces regime on reserve.

APPENDIX II

Survey to establish general background information about Shoal Lake First Nation
No.40. August, 1997.

General Questions to Establish Background Information:
Could you please provide me with some information on the demographics of your
First Nation cornmunity (i.e. number of First Nation members living on reserve, age
breakdown of community etc.).

1s out-migration a problem or concern of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40?
Could you describe the general employment situation for Fust Nation members on the
reserve? (Le. how many employed, and in what field, how many unemployed,
employment problems, etc.)
How many homes are occupied by members of Shoal Lake First Nation No.40?
Where are these houses located?
Could you descnbe the issue of road access to your community. Has there been any
progress on gaining road access? What seems to be the reason for not being able to
obtain road access?
How has the lack of road access to your community affected members of the
community?
Could you describe your reserve land situation, i.e. sharing reserve lands with
Iskatewizaagegan No.3 9.

Has the sharing of reserve land Ied to any problems? If yes, please describe the
problems that have occurred.

How would you describe your relationship with IskatewizaageganNo.39?
10.Do you think the fact that your reserve land is shared, problems will occur when you
want to make changes to your management regime?

Sutvey conducted on Land Managers from three First Nation signatories of the

Framework Agreement on First Nation Land Management.

SURVEY:

FIRST NATIONS INVOLVED IN FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT
ON FIRST NATION LAND MANAGEMENT,

1.) How are you currently managing your lands?
a.) according to the Indian Act
b.) acwrding to section 53 or 60
c.) acwrding to the department's Regional Lands Administration Program
d.) according to the Framework Agreement, despite not yet been ratifiai by gov.
e.) other
2.) Where in the Framework Agreement process does your First Nation currently stand?
a.) have land codes been &en
b.) are being written
c.) been ratified by your First Nation, if so what was the outcorne of the vote?
3.) If the Framework Agreement has not yet been ratified by your First Nation when do

you expect it to be?
4.) Have you been given any indication as to when ratification by the govemment of

Canada will occur?
5.) Were sufncient funds provided to your First Nation in order to carry out the steps
required to meet the conditions of the Agreement, Le. development of land codes,
establishment of a resource center by the lands advisory board?

6.) 1s the Land Management Act consistent with the Frmework Agreement?

7.) Do the Agreement and Act meet the needs of your First Nation in terms of land and
resources management?
a.) if so how?
8.) Could you identie strengths and weaknesses of the Agreement?

9.) Have sufEcient training programs been provided to your people which will enable
your Fkst Nation to effectively carry out your new land and resource management
fiinctions?
a.) if so what types of programs?
b.) who paid for them?

10.) Do you have any recommendations, cautions, or advice to give to Shoai Lake First
Nation No.40 who seelcs to gain greater control over their lands and resources
11.) Do you think that previous land management experience is necessary to effectively
become involved in the Framework Agreement, or would a F.N. without extensive
experience be able to adequately cope with the new responsibilities and capabilities of the

Framework Agreement?

12.) How do you feel the Framework will affect the fiduciary responsibility and
relationship that the fêderal government has with your First Nation? .
13.) Do you feel that the land code laws will be enforceable and stand up in a court of
law, and thus be superior to the curent arrangement of band by-laws?

14.) Do you think that the Framework Agreement model, and resulting management
regime could be somehow applied to the management of off-reserve resources by First
Nations?

15.) Do you see the Framework Agreement as irnproving the finaceability of interests on
resewe? Has your First Nation taken precautions to help protect interests?
16.) Do you see the Framework Agreement as being able to reduce the possibility for
corruption by First Nation Govemment? If so how?

17.) Do you consider the Framework Agreement as self-government of lands and
resources, or jua a step towards it?
18.) If a First Nation has little or no resource development capacity, would you still think
that the Agreement is a worthwhile endeavor?

Framework Agreement on Fint Nation Land Management 1996, Feb. 12.
Georgina Island.
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Agreement made on the 12th day o f Februaw, 1996, as amended.

FRAMEWORK AGREEMENT ON FIRST NATION LAND MANAGEMENT

THE FOLLOWING FIRST NATIONS:
WESTBANK. MUSQUEAM, LHElT-UT'EN, N'QUATQUA, SQUAMISH,
SIKSIKA, MUSKODAY. COWESSESS, OPASKWAYAK CREE, NIPISSINO,
MISSISSAUGAS OF SCUGOG ISLAND. CHIPPEWAS OF MNJIKANING,
CHIPPEWAS OF GEORGINA ISLAND, ST. MARY'S, as represented by
their Chiefs

AND

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN R!GHT OF CANADA, as represented by
the Minister of lndian Affairs and Northern Development

The First Nations have a profound relationship with the land that is rooted in
respect for the Spirihiai value of the Earth and the gifts of the Creator and have
a deep desire to preserve their relationship with.the land;
The First Nations should have the option of withdrawing their -lands from the
land management provisions of the Indian Act in order t o exercise control over
their lands and resources for the use and benefit o f their members;
The Parties wish t o enter into a govemment to govemment agreement, within
the framework of the constitution of Canada, t o deal with.the issues of land
management;

The Parties understand that this Agreement must be ratified;

..

NOW THEREFORE,
ln consideration of the exchange of promises contained in this Agreement and
subject to its ternis and conditions, the Parties agree that the First Nations shall
have the option of exercising control over their lands and resources.

PART I
PRELIMINARY MATTERS

INTERPRETATION

In this Agreement.

"Canada" or "Crown" means Her Majesty the Queen in right of

Canada;
"eligible voter" means a member of a First Nation who is eligible,
pursuant to clauses 5.3(a), 7.2 and 7.5(a), to vote under this
Agreement;
'federal law" means a law enacted by Canada and does not include a
land code or a First Nation law;

'federal legislation" means the legislation to be enacted by Canada
under Part X;
"First Nation" means a band that is a Party to this Agreement;
'First Nation land", in respect of a First Nation, means al1 or part of a
reserve that the First Nation describes in its land code;

'First Nation law" means a law enacted by a First Nation in
accordance with its land code;
"First Nation Lands Register" means the register established pursuant
to clause 51 to register interests in First Nation land;

"interest". in relation to First Nation land, means any interest. right or
estate of any nature in or to that land, including a lease, easement,
right of way, servitude. or profit & prendre, but does not include title
to that land;

"land code" means a code, approved by a First Nation in accordance
with this Agreement, that sets out the basic provisions regarding the
exercise of the First Nation's rights and powers over its First Nation
land (although each First Nation can select its own name for the land
code);
"Lands Advisory Board" means the board referred t o in clause 38;
"licence", in relation to First Nation land, means any right of use or
occupation of First Nation land, other than an interest in that land;

"rnember", in respect of a First Nation, means
(a)

a person whose name appears on the Band List, or

(b)

a person who is entitied to have his or her name appear on
the Band List;

"Minister" means the Minister of lndian Affairs and Northern
Development, or such other member of the Queen's Privy Council as
is designated by the Governor in Council for the purposes of this
Agreement;
"verifier" means the person appointed pursuant t o clauses 8 and 44
to monitor and verify the opting in process for a First Nation.

Terms that are defined or used in the hdian Act have the same
meaning in this Agreement, unless the context otherwise requires.

This Agreement is not a treaty and shall not be considered to be a
treaty within the meaning o f section 35 of the Constitution Act,
1982.

The Parties acknowledge that the Crown's special relationship with the
First Nations will continue.

1.5
'

1.6

This Agreement does not affect any lands, or any rights in lands, that
are not subject to this Agreement.

This Agreement is not intended t o define or prejudice inherent rights,
or any other rights, of First Nations to control their lands or resources
or to preclude other negotiations in respect of those rights.
FIRST NATION LAND

2.1

Land that is a reserve of a FÏrst Nation is eligible to be managed by
that First Nation under a land code as First Nation land.

2.2

First Nation land includes al1 the interests, rights and resources that
belong to that land, t o the extent that these are under the jurisdiction
of Canada and are part of that land.

2.3

The Parties agree that First Nation lands are lands reserved for lndians
within the meaning of section 91(24) of the Constitution Act, 1867.

INDIAN OIL AND GAS

3.1

The Indian OiJ and Gas Act will continue to apply to any First Nation
lands, or interests in First Nationaland,t h a t are "Indian lands" within
the meaning of that Act.

3.2

Any interest in Fïrst Nation land that is granted to Canada for the
exploitation of oil and gas under a land code will be deemed to be
"Indian landsn within the meaning of the Indian OiJ and Gas Act.

Section 4 of the fndian OiI and Gas Act will continue to apply t o
revenues and royalties from oil or gas on First Nation land, despite
anything to the contrary in clause 12.

RESERVES

Any reserve managed by a First Nation under a land code will continue
t o be a reserve within the meaning of the lndian Act.

Any reserve, title t o which is vested in Canada, and managed by a
First Nation under a land code, will continue to be vested in Canada for
the use and benefit of the respective First Nation for which it was set
apart.

Where a First Nation wishes to mar?age a reserve, the whole of the
reserve will be included as First Nation land to avoid disjointed
administration of the reserve, subject t o clauses 4.4 and 4.5.

A portion of a reserve may be excluded from a land code only if

the portion of the reserve is in an environmentally unsound
condition and the condition cannot be remedied by measures that
are technically and financially feasible before the land code is
expected to be submitted for comrnunity approval;
the portion of the reserve is the subject of ongoing litigation that is
unlikely t o be .resolved before the land code i s expected t o be
subrnitted for community approval;
the portion of 'the resewe is uninhabitable or unusable as a result
of a natural disaster; or

there exist one or more other reasons which the First Nation and
Canada agree justify excluding a portion of a reserve.

4.5

A portion of a reserve which is to be excluded from a land code must
be identifiable by a survey under section 29 of the Canada Lands
Survey Act and the exclusion must not have the effect of placing the
administration of a lease or other interest in land under different land
management systems.

4.6

The First Nation will make provision to amend the description of its
First Nation land in its land code to include the excluded portion of the
reserve when the First Nation and Canada agree that the condition
justifying the exclusion no longer exists.

PART II

OPTING IN PROCEDURE

DEVELOPMENT OF A LAND CODE

5.1

A First Nation that wishes to manage one or more of its reserves will
first develop a land code.

W .

5.2

The land code of a First Nation will
describe the lands that are subject to the land code;
set out the general niles and procedures that apply t o the use and
occupancy of First Nation land, including licences, leases and
transfers made by valid will or on intestacy of interests in First
Nation land and including interests in First Nation land held
pursuant to custom or a Certificate of Possession issued under the
lndian A c t before the land code takes effect;
set out the general niles and procedures that apply to revenues
from natural resources belonging t o First Nation land;
set out the requirements for accountability to First Nation members
for the management of moneys and First Nation lands under the
land code;

set out the procedures for making and publishing its First Nation
laws;

set out the conflict of interest mies for land management;
identify or establish a forum for the resolution of disputes in
relation t o interests in First Nation lands, including the review of
land management dedsions where a person, whose interest in First
Nation land is affected by a decision, disputes that decision;

(hl

set out the general wles and procedures that apply to the First
Nation when granting or expropriating interests in Ficst Nation land,
including provisions for notice and the service of notice;

(il

set out the general authorities and procedures whereby the First
Nation delegates administrative authonty to manage its First Nation
land t o another person or entity; and

(il

set out the procedure by which the First Nation c m amend its land
code or approve an exchange of its First Nation land.

A land code could also contain the following provisions:

5.3

(a)

a provision t o change the age of voter eligibility from 18 years to
an age between 1 8 and 21 years, inclusive, for votes in respect of
amendments t o the land code or a possible exchange of First
Nation land;

(b)

any general conditions or Iimits on the power of the First Nation
council t o make First Nation laws;

(cl

any general exceptions, reservations, conditions or limitations t o be
attached to the rights and interests that may be granted in First
Nation land;

(dl

any provisions respecting encumbering, seizing, or executing a right
or interest in First Nation land as provided in clause 15; and

(el

any other matter respecting the management of F k t Nation land.

DEVELOPMENT OF INDNIDUAL FIRST NATION AGREEMENT

6.

6.1

Canada and each First Nation that intends t o manage its First Nation
land will also enter into an individual agreement to seme the actual
level of operational funding for the First Nation and the specifics of the

transfer of administration between Canada and the First Nation.

The First Nation and the Miniçter will each choose a representative t o

6.2

develop the individual agreement and t o assist in transferring
administration of the First Nation land.

6.3

Upon the request of a First Nation that is developing a land code, the
Minister will provide it with the following information, as soon as
practicable:

(a)

a list of al1 the interests and licences, in relation t o the proposed
Firçt Nation land, that are recorded in the Reserve Land Register
and the Surrendered and Designated Lands Register under the
lndian Act;

(b)

al1 existing information, in Canada's possession, respecting any
actual or potential environmental problems with the proposed
First Nation land; and

(CI

any other information in Canada's possession t h a t matefially
affects the interests and licences mentioned in clause 6.3(a).

6.4

-

'* .

An arnendment to an individual agreement with Canada must be made
in accordance with the procedure in that agreement.

COMMLJNITY APPROVAL

7.

7.1

60th the First Nation's land code and its individual agreement with
Canada need community approval in accordance with this clause.

7.2

Every person who is a First Nation mernber, whether resident on or offreserve, who is a t least 18 years of age, subject to clause 7.5(a), is
eligible t o vote on whether t o approve their First Nation's proposed

land code and i t s individual agreement with Canada.
The land code and individual agreement will be considered approved
by the comrnunity if

7.3

(a)

a rnajority of eligible voters participate in the vote and at least a
majority of the participating voters vote t o approve thern;

(bl

the First Nation registers al1 eligible voters who signified their
intention t o vote, in a manner determined by the First Nation, and
a majority of the registered voters vote t o approve them; or

(cl

the community approves them in such other rnanner as the First
Nation and Canada rnay agree upon.

The land code and individual agreement will not be considered

7.4

approved if less t h a n 25% plus one of all eligible voters voted t o
approve them.

The First Nation council rnay, by resolution,

7.5

(al

change the age of voter eligibility, under clause 7.2, t o an age
between 18 and 2 1 years, inclusive; and

(b)

increase t h e minimum percentage for community approval
otherwise required under this clause.

7.6

The First Nation council will take reasonable steps t o locate its eligible
voterç and.inform them of

(a)

their nght to participate in the approval process and the manner In
which that rîght can be.exercised; .and

(b)

the content of thiç Agreement, the individual agreement w i t h
Canada, t h e proposed land code and the federal legislation.

Reasonable steps to locate and inform eligible voters may include the
following:

7.7

(a)

mailing out information t o eligible voters a t their last known
addresses;

(b)

making enquiries of family members and others t o locate eligible
voters whose addresses are not known or are uncertain;

(c)

making follow up contact with eligible voters by mail or telephone;

(d)

placing advertisements in newspapers circulating in the comrnunity
and in newspapers circufating in other localities where the number
o f eligible voters warrants;

(e)

posting notices in the cornmunity;

(f)

holding information meetings in the comrnunity and in other places
where appropriate; and

(g)

making copies of the documents referred t o in clause 7.6(b)
available a t the administration office of the First Nation and in other
places where appropriate.

-

7.8
.-

---

7.9

The First Nation council will, within a reasonable time before the vote,
also take appropriate measures t o inform other persons having an
interest in its lands of the federal legislation, the proposed land code
and the date of the vote.

Where the federal legislation has not yet been enacted when a First
Nation proceeds under this clause, Canada will provide the First Nation
with a draft copy of *&sproposed legislation which the FÏrst Nation will
use to inforrn its eligiblevoters and other persons.

7.10 An amendment t o a land code must be made in accordance with the
procedure in the First Nation's land code.

VERIFICATION PROCESS

Where a First Nation develops a proposed land code and resolves t o
submit it t o the community for approval, an independent person will be
appointed as a verifier t o monitor and verify the opting in process. The
verifier will be chosen in accordance with clause 44.

The representatives of the First Nation and the Minister, who have
been assisting in the process of transfening administration of the land,
will meet with the verifier and provide information and advice to the
verifier, after consulting with their respective Pafties.

The First Nation will submit the following information t o the verifier:

(al

a copy of the proposed land code;

.

-

(b) an initial list of the names of every First Nation member who,
according to the First Nation's records at that time, would be
eligible t o vote on whether t o approve the proposed land
code; and

(cl

8.4

a detailed description of the community approval process that
the First Nation proposes to use under clause 7.

The verifier will
(a)

decide whether the proposed land code conforms with the
requirements of clause 5;

(b)

decide whether the proposed community approval process
conforms with the requirements of clause 7;

8.5

(cl

determine whether the comrnunity approval process is conducted
in accordance with the process that was confirrned; and

(dl

certify as being valid a First Nation's land code that is properly
approved by the First Nation.

The verifier also has the power t o make a final decision to resolve

(al

any dispute regarding whether a portion of a reserve may be
excluded from a land code punuant to'clause 4.4; and

(bl

any dispute regarding the specifics of the transfer of administration
between Canada and the First Nation.

--

A verifier will make decisions that are consistent with clauses 4.4 and
4.5.

A verifier will not deal w i t h disputes over funding.

Within 30 days of receiving the First Nation's information pursuant
t o clause 8.3, the vetifier will issue a written notice to the First
Nation and the Minister stating whether the proposed land code and
community approval process are consistent with this Agreement.

The verifier will provide written reasons t o the First Nation and the
Minister in any case where he or she decides that the proposed land
code and community approval process are not consistent with this
Agreement.

CONDUCT OF COMMUNITY VOTE

Once the verifier confirms that the proposed land code and
community approval process are consistent with this Agreement,
the First Nation may proceed to submit i t s proposed land code, and
the individuai agreement with Canada, for community approval.

The verifier will publish one or more notices advising the community
of the date, time and place of the FÏrst Nation's approval vote.

The verifier may designate one or more assistants to help observe
the conduct of the vote.

The venfier and any assistant o b s e ~ e r swill have complete
authority t o obsewe the approval process.

Within 15 days of the conclusion of the vote, the verifier will issue
a written report t o the First Nation and t o the Minister on whether
the community approval process was conducted in accordance with
the process as previousty confirmed.

CERTIFICATION OF LAND CODE

10.1 Where a First Nation approves a land code and its individual
agreement with Canada,. the Flrst Nation council rnust, without
delay, send a tnie copy of the land code to .the verifier together with
a statement from the First Nation council that theland code and the
- individual agreement were propedy approved.
9

.

.

10.2 uponreceiving a copy of .a First Nation's land code and statement,
the &rifier will, subject to clause 11, certify the land code as being
valid.

-

10.3 The verifier will immediately provide the First Nation, the Lands
Advisory Board and the Minister w i t h a copy of any certified land
code.

10.4 The Lands Advisory Board will, in such manner as it considers
advisable, publish a notice announcing the certification of a land code
and the date the land code takes effect and advising the public of the
means of obtaining copies of it.

10.5 Once a land code is certified by a verifier and takes effect, the land
code has the force of law and will be given judicial notice.

10.6 A land code that has been certified pursuant to this Agreement is
deemed t o have been validly approved by the First Nation.

10.7 A land code takes effect on the day that it is certified by the verifier
or on such later date as may be specified in the land code.

DISPUTED VOTE

11.

11-1 Canada or any eligible voter may, within five days after the conclusion
of the vote, report any irregularity in the voting process t o the verifier.

11.2 A verifier will not certify a land code if he or she is of the opinion
that the following two conditions exist:
(a)

the process by which the land code was approved varied
from the process previously confirmed b y the verifier or was
otherwise irregular; and

(bl

the land code might not have been approved but for the irreguiarity
in the process.

11.3 Before making a decision under this clause, the verifier will provide
the First Nation and the Minister with a reasonable opportunity to
make subrnissions on the issue.

11.4 Any decision by a verifier under this clause must be made within 10
days of the conclusion of the vote.

PART III
FIRST NATION LAND MANAGEMENT RIGHTS AND POWERS

12.

LAND MANAGEMENT POWERS

12.1 A First Nation with a land code in effect will, subject to clause 13,
have the power to manage its First Nation land and exercise its powers
-.-. under this Agreement.

12.2 This power includes
(a)

al1 the rights, powers and privileges of an owner, in relation t o its
First Nation land; and

(bl

the authority t o grant interests and licences in relation to its First
Nation land and t o manage its natural resources, subject to clauses
3, 18.5 and 23.6.

12.3 An interest or licence granted in relation t o First Nation land is subject
t o any exception, reçervation, condition or limitation established by the
First Nation in its land code.

124 For any purpose related t o First Nation land, a First Nation will have
L-. legal capacity to acquire and hold property, t o borrow, - t o contract, t o
expend and invest money, to be a party to legal proceedings, t o
exercise its powers and to perform its duties.

12.5 First Nation land, revenues, royalties, profits and fees in respect of that
land will be managed by the F i n t Nation council or its delegate for the
use and benefit of the First Nation.

12.6 If a First Nation establishes an entity for the purpose of adrninistering
its First Nation land, the entity shall be deemed t o be a legal entity
with the capacity, rights, powers and privileges of a natural person.

'

12.7 A First Nation has the right, in accordance with its land code, t o
receive and use al1 moneys acquired by or on behalf of the First Nation
under its land code.

12.8 Once a First Nation's land code takes effect, al1 revenue moneys
collected, received or held by Canada for the use and benefit of the
First Nation or i t s mernbers before that date shall cease t o be lndian
moneys under the Indian Act and shall be transferred by Canada to the
First Nation.

13.

PROTECTION OF FIRST NATION LAND

13.1 Title t o First Nation land is not changed when a First Nation's land
code takes effect.

13.2 The Parties declare that it is of fundamental importance to maintain the
amount and integrity of First Nation land.
13.3 F h t Nation land will not be sold,~exchangedor-conveyed,; except for
any exchange or expropriation of First Nation land made in accordance
with this Agreement.
14.

-

VOLUNTARY EXCHANGE OF FIRST NATION LAND

14.q A Fïpt Nation-has the right to exchange a parcel of 'FÏrst Nation land
for another parcel of land, if that other parcel .of land becornas First
Nation land. An exchange of First Nation land rnay provide for

.

additional compensation, including land that may not become First
Nation land, and rnay be subject to any other terms and conditions.

Any exchange of First Nation land will require community approval in
accordance with t h e process established in the land code.

First Nation land will only be exchanged for land that Canada consents
to set apart as a reserve. In addition, the agreement of Canada is
required on the technical aspects of the exchange.

The title t o the land t o be received in exchange for that First Nation
iand will be transferred t o Canada and will be set apart by Canada as
a reserve, as o f the date of the land exchange or such later date as the
First Nation may specify. This does not apply t o land that is received
by the First Nation as additional compensation and that is not intended
t o become First Nation land.

Where an exchange of First Nation land is approved by a First Nation
in accordance with its land code, the First Nation can execute an
authorization t o Canada t o transfer title t o the land.

Upon the issuance t o Canada of an authorization t o transfer title t o
First Nation land under clause 14.5, Canada will transfer title ta the
land in accordance with the authorization and the applicable terms and
conditions o f t h e exchange.

A copy of the instruments transferring title t o First Nation land will be
registered in the First Nation Lands Register.

AS of the date of the land exchange, or such later date as the First
Nation rnay specify, the description of First Nation land in the land
code will be deemed t o be amended t o delete the description of the

first Nation land that was exchanged and t o add the description of the
First Nation land received in exchange.

14.9 For greater certainty, the First Nation land that was exchanged will
cease t o be a reserve.

15.

lMMUNlTY FROM SEIZURE, ETC.

15.1 The.Parties confirm that section 29 and subsections 89(1) and (2) of
the Indian Act will continue t o apply t o any reserve that is First Nation
land.
15.2 Subsection 89(1.1) of the Indian Act will continue to apply to all
leasehold interests that existed when the land code took effect if the
First Nation land was designated land a t that tirne.

15.3 A land code may provide that some or al1 of the provisions of
subsection 89(1.1) of the Indian Act are also applicable to other
leasehold interests in any First Nation lands.

15.4 The Parties confirm that section 87 of the Indi' Act continues to
apply t o First Nation land, so that

(al

the interest of an lndian or a First Nation in a reserve that is First
Nation land remains exempt from taxation, subject to section 83 of
the Indian Act; and

(bl

the personal property of an lndian or a Rrst Nation, situated on a
reserve that is First Nation land, remains exempt from taxation.

16.

THIRD PARTY INTERESTS

16.1 lnterests or licences held by third parties or Canada in First Nation
land, that exist a t the time the land code takes effect, continue in
force according t o their terms and conditions.

16.2 Any rights of locatees in possession of First Nation land, either by
custorn or by allotment under the indian Act, t o transfer, lease and
share in natural resource revenues will be defined in the land code.

-16.3 Once a land code takes effect, no interest or licence in relation to First
Nation land may be acquired or granted except in accordance with the
land code.

16.4 For greater certainty, disputes in relation to third party interests shall
be deait with in the fomm identified or established in a land code
pursuant to clause 5.2(g).

17.

EXPROPRIATION BY FIRST NATIONS

17.1 A First Nation with a land code in effect has the right to expropriate
interests in First Nation lands without consent if deemed by the First
Nation council t o be necessary for community works or other First
Nation purposes.

17.2 A First Nation's power of expropriation will be exercised in accordance
with the rules and procedures specified in its land code, its Iaws and
this Agreement.
17.3 An interest in First Nation land that a First Nation expropriates
becomes the property of the First Nation free of any previous claim or

encumbrance in respect of the interest.

17.4 A First Nation that expropriates an interest in First Nation land will give
fair compensation based on the heads of compensation set out in the
Expropdation Act (Canada).

17.5 A First Nation will establish a rnechanism t o resolve disputes over
compensation it pays for expropriation.

17.6 Any interest in Erst Nation land that was obtained pursuant to section
35 of the Indian Act or any interest that has been acquired by Canada,
or that is acquired after this Agreement cornes into force by Canada
in accordance with this Agreement, is not subject t o First Nation
expropriation.

17.7 A First Nation is n o t precluded from entering into a n agreement with
a utility or public body for the purpose of granting it an interest in First
Nation land that is exempt from expropriation by the First Nation.

17.8 No expropriation of an interest in First Nation land by a First Nation
takes effect earlier than either of the following days:
(a)

the date the notice of expropriation is registered in the First Nation
Lands Register; or

(bl

the 30th day after t h e day the last copy of the notice is served.

PART IV
FIRST NATION LAW MAKING

LAW MAKING POWERS

18.

18.1 The council o f a First Nation with a land code in effect will have the
power to make laws, in accordance with its land code, respecting the
developrnent, conservation, protection, management, use and
possession of First Nation land and interests and licences in relation t o
that land. This includes laws on any matter necessary or ancillary to
the making o f laws in relation to First Nation land.

18.2 The following examples illustrate some of the First Nation laws
contemplated by the Parties:

(a)

laws on the regulation, control and prohibition o f zoning, land use,
subdivision control and land development;

(b)

laws on the creation, regulation and prohibition of interests and
licences in relation t o First Nation land;

(c)

laws on environmental assessrnent and protection;

~ ( d ) laws on the provision of local services in relation t o First Nation
land and the imposition of equitable user charges; and

(e)

laws on the provision of services for the resolution, outside the
courts, of disputes in relation to First Nation land.

18.3 A land code will not address the taxation of real or personal property.
Section 83 of the Indian Act will continue t o apply.

18.4 In any proceeding, a copy of a law of a First Nation appearing to be
certified as a tme copy by an officer of the First Nation is, without
proof of the officefs signature, evidence of its enactment, of the date
of Ïts enactrnent and of the signature of any person appearing t o have
signed it.

18.5 This Agreement does not affect or extend existing rights and powers,
or create additional rights and powers, related t o fisheries.

19.

:

ENFORCEMENT OF FlRST NATION LAWS

19.1 To enforce its land code and its First Nation laws, a First Nation will
have the power to

(al

establish offences that are punishable on summary.conviction;

(b)

provide for fines, imprisonrnent, restitution, cornmunity seMce, and
alternate means for achieving cornpliance; and

(cl

establish comprehensive enforcement procedures consistent with
federal law, including inspections, searches, seizures and
compulsory sampling, testing and the production of information.

19.2 First Nation laws rnay adopt or incorporate by reference the summary
conviction procedures of the Ciminal Code for the purpose of
enf orcement:

19.3 Persons may be appointed by the First Nation or the Govemor in
Council to act as justices of the peace for the purposes of
enforcement. If no justice of the peace is appointed, then First Nation
laws will be enforced through the provincial courts.

19.4 A person appointed as a justice of the peace under this clause wiii
have jurisdiction to try offences established by or under a land code or
a First Nation law.

19.5 Decisions made by a justice of the peace appointed under this clause
may be appealed t o a court of cornpetent jurisdiction.

19.6 The First Nation will protect the independence of each justice of the
peace it appoints in a way similar t o that in a province, for example
tenure, rernoval and remuneration.

19.7 The First Nation and Canada rnay enter into agreements for the
training, supervision and administrative support for justices of the
peace appointed by the First Nation. Provinces may also be parties t o
such agreements with First Nations.

19.8 The First Nation and Canada will enter into an agreement for the
appointment, training, supervision and administrative support for any
justice o f the peace appointed under this clause by the Governor in
Council. The affected ~ r o v i n c ewill be invited t o participate in the
development of and be a party t o such agreement.

-19.9 For the purpose of prosecuting offences, the First Nation will follow
one or more of these options:

(a)

retain its own prosecutor;

(b)

enter into an agreement with Canada and the governrnent of the
province t o arrange for a provincial prosecutor; or

(cl

enter into an agreement with Canada to arrange for a federal agent
t o prosecute these offenses.

APPLICATION OF FEDERAL LAWS

20.

20.1 Federal laws applicable on First Nation land will continue to apply,
except t o the extent that they are inconsistent with the federal
legisiation.

20.2 Notwithstanding any inconsistency with the federal legislation, the
Emergencies Act will apply on First Nation land, but any appropriation
of an interest in First Nation land under the Emergencies Act shall be
authorized expressly by an order in council.
INAPPLICABLE SECTIONS OF INDIAN ACT AND REGULATlONS

21.1 Once a land code takes effect, the First Nation, its rnembers and its
First Nation land will not be subject to the following:
(a)

sections 18 t o 20 and 22 to 28 of the hdian Act;

(b)

sections 30 t o 35 o f the lndian Act;

(cl

sections 37 t o 41 of the lndian Act;

(dl

sections 49, 50(4) and 53 to 60 of the Indian Act;

(el

sections 66, 69 and 7 1 of the lndian Act;

(f)

section 93 of the Indian Act;

(g)

regulations made under section 57 of the lndian Act; and

(h)

regulations made under sections 42 and 73 of the Indian Act to the
extent that they are inconsistent with this Agreement or the land
code or the laws of the First Nation.

MISTING FIRST NATION BY-LAWS

22.1 A First Nation will continue to have the authority under the ln&
to make by-laws.

Act

PART V
ENVIRONMENT

23.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

23.1 The council of a First Nation with a land code in effect will have the
power t o make environmental laws relating t o First Nation land.

23.2 The Parties intend that there should be both an environmental
assessment and an environmental protection regime for each Firçt
Nation.

23.3 The principles of these regimes are set out below, while specific details
of environmental protection will be set out in an environmental
management agreement between Canada and each First Nation.
23.4 The environmental assessment and protection regimes will be
irnplemented through First Nation laws.

23.5 The Parties agree t o harmonize their respective environmental regimes
and processes, wîth the involvement of the provinces where they
agree to participate, to promote effective and consistent environmental
regimes and processes and t o avoid uncertainty and duplication.

23.6 This Agreement is not intended to affect rights and powers relating to
migratory birds or endangered spedes. These matters may be dealt
with in the context of other negotiations. This Agreement is not
intended to determine or prejudice the resolution of these issues.

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT

24.

24.1 Canada and each First Nation with a land code in effect, or a group of
such First Nations, will negotiate an environmental management
agreement.

24.2 The Parties wish to involve the appropriate provinces in the
development of the environrnental management agreements. The
Parties agree t o harmonize environmental management, with the
involvement of the provinces where they agree to participate. A
- province could become a party to an environmental management
agreement or there could be separate agreements among the First
Nation, Canada and the province.

24.3 An environmental management agreement in essence will be a plan on
how the First Nation will enact environmental protection laws deerned
essential by the First Nation and Canada. It will aiso include timing,
resource, inspection and enforcernent requirements.
24.4 The Parties will identify areas they consider essential for environmental,
protection for particular First Nations. A t the tirne of this Agreement,
the Parties have identified the following areas as essential for ail First
Nations:
A
.

-Y'

-(al

solid waste management:

(bl

fuel storage tank management;

(cl

sewage treatment and disposal; and

(d)

environmental emergencies.

24.5 For thase areas identified as essential by the Parties, First Nation

environmental protection standards and punishments will have at least

the sarne effect as those in the laws of the province in which the First
Nation is s'rtuated.

24.6 For greater certainty, if there is an inconsistency between the provision
of a federal l a w respecting the protection o f the environment and a
provision in a land code or First Nation law respecting the protection
of the environment, the federal provision will prevail to the extent of
the inconsistency.

24.7 The parties t o each environmental management agreement will make
best efforts t o sign the agreement within one year after the First
Nation's land code takes effect, or within such longer period as they
may agree to.

24.8 Each environrnental management agreement will include a mechanism
for *tsperiodic review and updating b y the parties t o that agreement.

25.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

25.1 Subject t o clause 27, a First Nation will, with the assistance of the
Lands Advisory Board and the appropriate federal agencies, rnake best
efforts to develop an environmental assessment process within one
year after the First Nation's land code takes effect, or within such
longer period as Canada and the First Nation may agree toi

25.2 The F h t Nation and Canada will, in the individual agreement referred
to in clause 6, address how to conduct the environmental assessment
of projects on Rrst Nation land during the inten'm period until the First
Nation's environmental assessment process is developed.

25.3 The F h t Nation's environmental assessment process will be consistent
with requirements of the Cenadan Environmental Assessrnent Act.

The First Nation's environmental assessment process will be triggered
in appropriate cases where the First Nation is approving, regulating,
funding or undertaking a project on First Nation land. The assessment
will occur as early as possible in the planning stages of the project
before an irrevocable decision is made.

The Parties agree that section 10 of the Canadian Environmental
Assessment Act will not appiy to projects located on First Nation land.

The Parties agree t o use their best efforts to impiement the principle
that the First Nation's environmental assessment process be used
where an environmental assessrnent of a project on First Nation land
is required by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.

The Parties agree to develop a plan t o harrnonize their respective
environmental assessment processes, with the involvement of the
provinces where they agree t o participate.

OTHER AGREEMENTS

The First Nation and Canada recognize that it rnay be advisable to
enter into other agreements with each other and other jurisdictions tu
deal with environmental issues like harmonization, implernentation,
timing, funding and enforcement.

Where matters being negotiated pursuant to clause 26.1 normally faIl
within provincial jurisdiction, or may have significant impacts beyond
the boundaries of First Nation land, the parties will invite the affected
province to be a party t o such negotiations and resulting agreements.

RESOURCES

27.1 The Parties understand that the obligation of a Rrst Nation to establish
environmental assessrnent and environmental protection regimes
depends on adequate financial resources and expertise being available
to the First Nation.

PART VI
FUNDlNG

APPROPRIATION

Any amounts provided by Canada t o t h e First Nations pursuant t o
funding arrangements in relation to First Nation land shall be paid out
of such moneys as may be appropriated by Parliament for this purpose.

DEVELOPMENTAL FUNDING

Canada and the Lands Advisory Board will enter into a funding
arrangement to allow the First Nations t o develop land codes and
community approval processes for their land codes, t o negotiate the
individual agreements mentioned in clause 6 and to seek community
approval under clause 7.

OPERATIONAL FUNDING

An individual agreement between Canada and a First Nation will
determine the resources t o be provided by Canada t o the First Nation
t o manage First Nationjands and make, administer and enforce its
laws under a land code. The agreement will detemine specific funding
issues, for example period of time, and terms and conditions.

A method for allocating such operating funds as may have been
appropriated by Parliament will be developed by the Parties and the
Lands Advisory Board.

-

30.3 Unless a First Nation and Canada agree otherwise, an individual
agreement respecting the provision of funding under this clause will
have'a maximum term of five years and will include provisions for its
amendment and renegotiation.

LANDS ADVlSORY BOARD FUNDING

3'1.1 Canada will enter into a funding arrangement with the Lands Advisory
Board for the five year period following the corning into force of this
Agreement.

PART VI1
EXPROPRIATION OF FIRST NATION LAND BY CANADA

RESTRICTIONS

In accordance with the principle stated in clause 13.2, the ParCies
agree, as a general principle, that Rrst Nation lands will not be subject
t o expropriation.

Despite the general principie against expropriation, First Nation land
may be expropriated by Canada

(al

only with the consent of the Governor in Council; and

(bl

only by and for the use o f a federal department or agency.

32.3 The Governor in Council will only consent t o an expropriation of First
Nation land if the expropriation is justifiable and necessary for a federal
public purpose that serves the national interest.

32.4 When making a decision t o expropriate First Nation land, the Governor
in Councii, in addition t o other steps that may be required before
making such a decision, will at a minimum follow theçe steps:

(al

it will consider using means other than expropriation and will use

those other means where reasonably feasible;

(bl

it will use non-first Nation land. where such land is reasonably

available;

(cl

if it must use First Nation land, it will make reasonable efforts to
acquire the land through agreement with the First Nation, rather
than by expropriation;

(d)

if it must expropriate First Nation land, it will expropriate only the
srnallest interest necessary and for the shortest time required; and

(el

in every case, it will first provide the First Nation with information
relevant t o the expropriation.

Prior to the Governor in Council issuing an order consenting to the
expropriation of Ftrst Nation land, Canada will rnake public a report on
the reasons justifying the expropriation and the steps taken in
satisfaction of this clause and will provide a copy of the report t o the
First Nation.

Where a First Nation objects t o a proposed expropriation it may refer
the issue t o an independent third party for a neutral evaluation under
Part IX, within 60 days of the release of the report referred to in clause
32.5.

An order of the Governor in Council consenting t o the expropriation
will not be issued earlier than

(al

the end of the 60 day period referred t o in clause 32.6; or

(b)

the day the opinion or recommendation of the neutral evaluator is
released, where the First Nation referred the proposed expropriation
to an independent evaluator under clause 32.6.

COMPENSATION BY CANADA

In the event of the expropriation of First Nation land by Canada under
this Part, Canada will provide compensation t o the Fint Nation in
accordance with this clause.

33.2 The compensation will include altemate land o f equal or greater site or
of comparable value. If the altemate land is of less than comparable
value, then additional compensation will be provided. The altemate
land may be smaller than the land being expropriated only if that does
not result in the First Nation having less land area than when its land
code took effect.

33.3 The total value o f the compensation provided by Canada under this
clause will be based on the following:
(a)

the market value of the land or interest that is acquired;

(bl

the replacement value of any improvement t o the land that is
acquired;

(CI

the damages attributable t o disturbance;

(dl

the value o f any special economic advantage arising out of or
incidental to the occupation or use of the affected First Nation land
t o the extent that this value is not o t h e w i s e cornpensated;

(el

damage for any reduction in the value o f a remaining interest; and

(fl

damage for any adverse effect on any cultural or other special
value of the land.

33.4 If the value and nature of the compensation cannot be agreed upon by
Canada and the affected First Nation, either party rnay refer a dispute
on compensation to arôitration under Part IX.

33.5 Any d a i m or encumbrance in respect of the interest expropriated by
Canada rnay only be claimed against the amount o f compensation that
is otherwise payable to the person or entity whose interest is being
expropriated.

33.6 lnterest on the compensation is payable from the date the
expropriation takes effect, at the same rate as for prejudgment interest
in the superior court of the province in which the First Nation land is
located.

34.

STATUS OF LANDS

34.1 Where less than the full interest of the First Nation in First Nation land
is expropriated by Canada,
the land retains its status as First Nation land;

the land rernains subject t o the land code and to any law of the
First Nation that is otherwise applicable, except to the extent the
land code or law is inconsistent with the expropriation; and
the First Nation rnay continue to use and occupy the land, except
t o the extent the use or occupation is inconsistent with the
expropriation.

Alternate land accepted by the First Nation as part of the
compensation will become both a reserve and First Nation land.

REVERSlON OF INTEREST IN FIRST-NATIONLAND

Where an expropriated interest in First Nation land, which is less than
the full interest of the First Nation in the land, is no longer required by
Canada for the purpose for which it was expropriated, the interest in
land will revert to the First Nation.

The Minister responsible for the expropriating department or agency,
without the consent of the Governor in Council, may decide that the
interest is no longer required and determine the disposition of any

improvements.

RETURN OF FULL INTEREST IN FlRST NATION LAND

Where the full interest of a First Nation in First Nation land was
expropriated but is no longer required by Canada for the purpose for
which it was expropriated, the land will be returned t o the First-Nation
on terms negotiated by the First Nation and Canada, at the time of the
expropriation or at a later date as agreed t o by them.

Where the terms and conditions of the return cannot be agreed upon
by the First Nation and Canada, either party may refer the dispute t o
arbitration under Part IX.

The Minister responsible for the expropriating department or agency,
without the consent of the Governor in Council, rnay decide t h a t the
land is no longer required and determine the disposition of any
improvements.

APPLICATION OF EXPROPRIATION ACT

Any provisions of the Expropriation Act, (Canada) that are applicable
t o an expropriation of First Nation land by Canada continue t o apply,
-unless inconsistent with this Agreement.

PART Vlll
LANDS ADVISORY BOARD

38-

LANDS ADVISORY BOARD

38.1 A Lands Advkoty Board will be established by the First Nations and
composed of at least three members, to be appointed by the
councils of the First Nations.

38.2 The Lands Advisory Board will have al1 necessary powers and capacity
to properly perfonn its functions under this Agreement.

38.3 The Lands Advisory Board will select one of its members t o serve
as chairperson to preside over the Board and, subject t o the
direction of the Board, to act on-its behalf.
FUNCTIONS OF THE LANDS ADVISORY BOARD

39.

39.1 In addition to any other functions specifically assigned to it by the
Parties, the Lands Advisow Board will be responsible for the
following functions:
(a)

developing model land codes, laws and land management
systems;

(bl

developing model agreements for use between First Nations and
other authorities and Institutions, including public utilities and
private organizations;

(CI

on request of a First Nation, assisting the First Nation in developing and implementing I t s land code, laws, land management systems
and environmental assessment and protection regimes;

(dl

assisting a verifier when requested by the verifier;

(e)

establishing a resource centre, curricula and training
programs for managers and others who perform functions
pursuant t o a land code;

(f)

on request of a First Nation encountering difficulties relating to the
management of its First Nation lands, helping the First Nation in
obtaining the expertise necessary to resolve the difficulty;

(g)

proposing regulations for First Nation land registration;

. -(h)

proposing t o the Minister such amendments t o this
Agreement and the federal legislation as it considers
necessary or advisable;

(i)

in consultation with First Nations, negotiating a funding method
with the Minister; and

(j)

perfomiing such other functions or services for a First Nation
as are agreed t o between the Board and the F i n t Nation.

39.2 The Lands Advisory Board will have authority t o adopt niles for the
procedure at its meetings and generally for the conduct o f its
affairs.

40.

RECORD KEEPING

40.1 The Lands Advisory Board will maintain a record containing
(a)

the narne of each First Nation t h a t approves a land code;

(b)

a copy of that land code;

(CI

a copy of each amendment to a land code; and

the dates on which each was approved and certified.

(dl
41.

ANNUAL REPORT

Within 90 days following the end of each year of operation, the
Lands Advisory Board will deliver to the Parties an annual report, in
both official languages, on the work of the Board for that year.

The Minister will cause a copy of the Lands Advisory Board's annual
report to be laid before each House of Parliament within the first 3 0
sitting days of that House after the Minister receives it.
LANDS ADVlSORY BOARD NO LONGER IN U(IST ENCE

In the event that the Lands Advisory Board is no longer in existence,
the functions of the Lands Advisory Board under this Agreement will
be performed by the Parties, except as follows:

(al

the functions set out in clauses 29 and 39, except clause 39.1 (g),
will be performed by the First Nations; and

(bl

the functions set out in clauses 10 and 40 will be assumed by the
First Nations Lands Register.

PART IX
DISPUTE RESOLUTION

GENERAL PRINCIPLES

The Parties are committed t o resolving any dispute that may arise out
o f this Agreement among thernselves, arnicably and in good faith.
Where they cannot resolve a dispute through negotiation, the Parties
agree t o establish and participate in the outsf-court processes referred
t o in this Part t a resolve the dispute.

Nothing in this Agreement is t o be constmed as preventing the Parties
from using rnediation to assist them in reaching an amicable agreement
in respect of any issue in dispute. Where a Party has referred a dispute
t o mediation, the other Party is obliged t o attend an initial meeting
with the mediator. However, either Party can end a mediation process
any time after the initial meeting.

Subject t o clause 43.4, any dispute arising from the implementation,
application or administration of this Agreement, the federal legislation,
an individual Canada-First Nation agreement or an environmental
management agreement may be resolved in either of t w o ways:

(al

Neutra1 evaluation - it rnay be referred to neutral evaluation by one
party t o the dispute; or

(b)

Arbitration it may be referred to arbitration by both parties to the
dispute.

-

43.4 Any dispute respecting compensation for First Nation land expropriated
b y Canada or the terrns and conditions for the retum of the full interest
in First Nation land will be referred to arbitration.

43.5 Any objection by a nrst Nation to a proposed expropriation under Part
VI1 that has been referred to neutral evaluation will be evaluated and
a report submitted by the neutral evaluator to the First Nation and
Canada within 60 days of t h e referral t o the neutral evaluator.

44.

PANELS OF ARBITRATORS, ETC.

44.1 The Parties and the Lands Advisory Board will jointly establish lists of
mutually acceptable perçons willing t o act as mediators, arbitrators,
verifiers and neutral evaluators.

44.2 Parties who become involved in a dispute may select mediators,
arbitrators and neutral evaluators from the appropriate Iist, or may
agree t o the appointment o f an individual who is not on the list.

44.3 The selection and assignment of verifiers and the procedure to be
followed by verifiers will be arranged by the Lands Advisory Board,
Canada and the Fitst Nation.

44.4 lndividuals appointed to a c t as mediators, arbitrators, verifiers or
neutral evaluators must be unbiased and free from any conflict of
interest relative to the matter in issue and have knowledge or
experience t o act in the appointed capacity.

45.

NEUTRAL EVALUATION

45.1 Where a dispute is referred t o neutral evaluation, the evaluator will
where appropriate,
(a)

identify the issues in the dispute;

(bl

assess the strengths of each party's case;

(cl

structure a plan for the progress o f the case;

(dl

encourage settlement of the dispute; and

(el

provide the parties with a non-binding opinion or recommendation
t o resolve the dispute.

ARBITRATION

Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, each arbitration will be
conducted in accordance with this clause.

The procedure will follow the Commercial Arbitration Code, which is
a schedule t o the Commercial Arbitration Act.

If no appropriate procedurai provision is in that Code, the parties in
dispute may adopt the Commercial Arbitration Rules in force frorn time
t o tirne o f the British Columbia International Commercial Arbitration
Centre.

46.4 The arbitrator will establish the procedures of the arbitration, subject
t o this clause.

47.

RELATED ISSUES

47.1 The parties to a dispute will divide the costs of the dispute resolution
process equally between themselves.

47.2 Any person whose interests will be adversely affected by a dispute
that is referred t o a dispute resolution process may participate in the
process, if
(a)

al1 parties to the process consent; and

(b)

the person pays t h e costs of his or her participation, unless
otherwise agreed by the other parties to the dispute.

47.3 The decision of a verifier and a decision or award of an arbitrator will
be final and binding on the participating parties.

47.4 No order shall be made, processed, entered or proceeding taken in any
court, whether by way of injunction, mandamus, certiorari, prohibition
or quo warranta to contest, review, impeach or limit the action of a
person acting as a verifier or an arbitrator under this Agreement.

47.5 Despite clause 47.4, judicial review rnay be taken under the Federal
Court Act within 30 days of a decision of a person acting as a verifier,
an arbitrator or a neutral evaluator under this Agreement in respect of
such person exceeding his or her jurisdiction, refusing t o exercise his
or her jurisdiction or failing t o observe a principal of natural justice.

PART X
RATIFICATION AND ENACTMENTS BY THE PARTIES

RATIFICATION OF AGREEMENT

48.

48.1 The Parties agree that they will seek t o ratify this Agreement and
implement it in the following manner:

(a)

each First Nation agrees t o develop a land code and t o seek
community approval; and

(bl

Canada agrees t o introduce the federal legislation to Parliament
and, after t w o First Nations have obtained community approval, t o
proceed t o have the federal legislation enacted.

48.2 This Agreement will be considered t o have been ratified by a First
Nation when the First Nation approves a land code, and to have been
ratified b y Canada when the federal legislation cornes into force.

ENACTMENTS BY THE PARTIES

49.

Canada agrees that the federal legislation that it recommends to

4%
:-

Parliament will be consistent with and will ratify this Agreement.

49.2 In the event of an inconsistency or conflict between the federal
legislation and any other federal enactrnent, the federal legislation will
prevail t o the extent of the inconsistency or conflict.
49.3 ln the event of an inconsistency or c o n f k t between a land code of a
First Nation and any by-law made under section 81 of the fndian Act
or any First Nation law, the land code will prevail to the extent of the
inconsistency or conflict.

PART XI
OTHER MATTERS

50.1 The First Nation will not be liable for acts or omissions of Canada or
any person or entity authorked by Canada t o act in relation to First
Nation land that occurred before the First Nation's land code takes
effect.

50.2 Canada will not be liable for acts or omissions of the First Nation or
any person or entity authorized by the First Nation to act in relation t o
First Nation land that occur after the First Nation's land code takes
effect.

50.3 Canada will indemnify a First Nation for any loss arising from an act or
omission by Canada, or any person or entity acting. on behalf of
Canada, in respect of First Nation land that occurred before the First
Nation's land code takes effect.

50.4 The First Nation will indemnify Canada for any loss arising from an act
or omission by the First Nation, or any-person-)orentity acting on
behalf o f the First Nation, in respect of First Nation land that occurs
after the land code takes effect.

.
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50.5 No action or other proceeding lies or shall be commenced against a
person acting as a member o f the Lands Advisory Board, a mediator,
verifier, neutral evaluator or arbitrator for or in respect of anything
done, or omitted t o be done, in good faith during the coune of and for
the purposes of carrying out his or her functions under this Agreement.

FIRST NATION LANDS REGISTER

Canada will establish a First Nation Lands Register t o record
documents respecting First Nation land or interests in First Nation land.
It will be administered by Canada as a subsystem of the existing
Reserve Land Register.

A separate register will be maintained for each First Nation with a land
code in effect.

The Govemor in Council will be authorized in the federal legislation to
make regulations respecting the First Nation Lands Register. These
regulations will be developed by the Lands Advisory Board and the
Minister.

STATUS

OF DOCUMENTS

The Statutory lnstnrments Act, or any successor legislation, will not
apply t o a land code or to First Nation laws.

PROVINCIAL REUTIONS

Where Canada and a First Nation intend t o enter into an agreement
that is not referred to in this Agreement but is required to implernent
this Agreement and where it deals with matters that normally fall
within provincial jurisdiction, or may have significant impacts beyond
the boundaries of First Nation land, Canada and the First Nation will
invite the affected province t o be a party t o the negotiations and
resulting agreement.

The tirne limits in this Agreement for the doing of anything may be
waived on consent,

OTHER REGIMES

Nothing in this Agreement prevents a First Nation, a t any tirne, from
opting into any other regime providing for community decision-making
and community control, if the First Nation is eligible for the other
regime and opts into it in accordance with procedures developed for
that other regime.

RWIEW PROCESS

The Lands Advisory Board will, on a continuing basis, consult with
representatives of the Parties for the purpose of assessing the
effectiveness of this Agreement and the federal legislation.

Within four years of the federal legislation coming into force, the
Minister and the Lands Advisory Board or their representatives will
jointly conduct a review of this Agreement. It will -focus on the
following issues, arnong othen:
_ -.

(a)

the functioning- of land management under this Agreement;

(bl

the adequacy and appropriateness of the funding arrangements;

(cl

the role of the Lands Advisow Board;

(dl

whether there is a demand by other First Nations to use this
Agreement;

-

(e)

changes that rnay improve the functioning of First Nation land
management;

(f 1

the dispute resolution processes; and

(g)

such other issues as rnay be agreed to by the Parties.

Canada and the First Nations will make best efforts t o complete this
review within one year. Following completion of the review, the
Minister will meet with representatives of the First Nations t o discuss
the results of the review.

AMENDMENTS

This Agreement may be amended by agreement of t h e Parties.

After ratification of this Agreement by one or more First Nations under
clause 48.1 (b), but prior to its ratification by Canada, the Parties may
agree to technical amendrnents t o this Agreement without it being
resubrnitted for ratification by those First Nations.

Prior t o the enactment of the federal legislation, the wording of this
Agreement rnay be amended by agreement of the Minister, on behalf
of Canada, and the Chiefs of t w o First Nations, on behalf of the First
Nations, if it is necessary t o ensure consistency between the wording
of a provision .of this Agreement and a provision of the federal
legislation.

The recitals form part of this Agreement.

COMING INTO FORCE

59.1 This Agreement will corne into force in respect of Canada and a First
Nation when Canada and that First Nation both ratify this Agreement
under Part X.
59.2 Despite clause 59.1, such provisions of this Agreement as are
necessary to allow a First Nation to ratify this Agreement before
Canada ratifies this Agreement will have effect as of the day Canada
and that First Nation both sign this Agreement.

The Parties, by their duly authorized representatives, have duly signed this
Agreement at Georgina Island on the 12th day of February, 1996.

CHIEFS:

itnes

Y

"

Musqueam Firs Nation:

f

Lheit-Lit'en First Nation:

N'Quatqua First Nation:

Squamish Nation:

Siksika Nation:

Chief Robert Breaker Jr.

Muskoday First Nation:

/
-

d

Chief Austin Eear
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r
Cowessess First Nation:

Chi

Li ne1 Spawier

Opas kwaya-ree

First Nation:

Witness (es)

Nipissing First Nation:

Mississaugas of Scugog Island First
Nation:

Chippewas

of

Mnjikaning

First

Nation:

Chippewas of Georgina Island First
Nation:

.

St. Mary's First Nation:

